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LATEST MARINE NEWS.
Unknown Wrick.
New York, Not. 16.—Schoouer Edward K.
Emerson, from San Pedro, Mexico, which has
arrived at this port rt-ports that Nov. 3d, aboot
9 p. m.; in lat. 30° 48', long. 19° 12', passed
close to » wrecked vessel with the mainmast
standing, apparently a schooner or brig of
about 275 tons, and evidently lumber ladenCould not make oat her name and saw no person on board.
An

EMPLOYEES,
FARMERS,

MAINE.
—

WANTED!
Everybody to know that we make a Specialty of
Gents' Water Proof Goods.
English Grain Balmorals.
English Grain Boots, Doubly Sole and Shank,
Warranted Water Proof.
Gems' Hand Sewed Waukenpbast Balmorals,Rubber Lined, Warranted Water Proof.

OENTLEMEN'S
LAMJBS'
and Winter Goods, all
Half Sizes.
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Prominent Auburn JJlan Dead.
Lewhton, Nov. 15.—Charles E. 8mitb, of
Aabarn died tonight, aged 38. He has been
in the Maine Legislature, and occupied many
offices in the city of Auburn. He was highly
Λ

respected.
Democrat»

Celebrating.

G Ait υ Ν kk, Nov. 15.—The Democrats celebrated 1'·ο election of Cleveland and Hendricks tc-jight by a street parade with bauds of
music, illuminations and fireworks.
Died from ai»

in all the Leading Styles.

Widths, Sizes

and

Injuries.
Bangob, Nov. 10.—Stephen L. Sawyer of
West Hampden whose skull waeiactured Wednesday evening at the Democratic celebration
in this city, by being struck on the head by a

missile, died last eveniDg.

WASTED,
to know that onr LOW RENT which
is only about one third as much as our competitors
enables us to give our customers good solid goods at

Everybody

priQpB that defy competition.

CHILDREN'S & MISSES'
School Boots.

Boys' Cloth Top Button and Con-

SIGN OF OOLD

Fire in Tboinaaron.
Thomaston, Nov. 16.—The buildings

of
John 8. Turner, occupied by Miss N. J. Addison for a store and rehidence, were destroyed
Lisa on
by fire at 2 o'olock this morming.
buildings, twelve hundred dollars; insurance,
eight hundred. Miss Addison lost goods and
furniture valued at fifteen hundred dollars;
iteuracce three hundred.

BOYS' & YOUTHS'
School Boots.
gress at

Mysterious Death.
Fariiington, Nov. 15.—A six month's old
child of Elbridge Vining of Avon, being left
for a short time with its insane mother, was
found dead in bed Thursday morning.
The
A Child'·

MECHANICS,

BOOT.

AUGUSTA.

It in said Mr. J. O. Smith will probably succeed Mr. Frank E. Nye as insurance cammiesioner.
BUCKSPOET.
'PI.„ 17
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SILK
HATS.

The Maine Slate Grange, Patrons of Husare to hold their aunnal meeting at
Houlton, Dec. 16th and 17th.

bandry,

HALLOWHLL.

HATS
AJiD

—

SOFT
HATS.

miDDLE ST.

NEW BOOK BINDERY.
Get your Books and Magazines bound by DAVIS
& FOGG, Binders, No. 45 Exchange St, Portland,
Me. Music, Magazines and Papers bound to match
sample, or order, and in the best manner. Albums
rebound or repaired, Gold Embossing on Books.
Pocket-books, Satin, &c. Fancy bjxes made ana

epaired.
guaranteed.
gir^Promptness and Satisfaction
Fred W.

Fogg.

eod2m
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KO BERT

OPTICIAN,
513 Congress Street.
(Slam Eyoe Inserted and Warranted
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Match.
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HIGGINS, of Wellfleet

new measurement; built
or coasting business.

Apply

to JOHN

MECHANIC FALLS.

A brakeman on tho local freight had one of
hie heels crushed at this station Friday morning. He fell between the cars while attending
to jis duties. He is from Bethel.

THE PLENARY COUNCIL..

COE,

Geo. H. Davis.
oct!4

Tub walls of the new baildinz of the Maine
Industral School for girls are up and workmen
are now eDgaged in putting on the roof.
It is
expected that the building will be completed
the present season.
The ice houses on the river are cearly all
empty, notwithstanding the low prices of ice
which prevailed, and the ice companies are
preparing for their winter campaign. One
feature of the past season has been the demand
tor Kennebec ice ai low price*, while there
The river is
was none whatever for pond ice.
exceedingly low just now, but ice men are confident that heavy rains will yet fall before it
closes up. Low water is not favorable to the
quality of ice.

(Solemn Mention, Held Vcatetday in Baltimore, iTId.
Baltimore. Nov. 16.—To-day tho second

Il> Second

AU the new Flat Crewas, rolled brims,
and specialties from all celebrated factories. Visit us before yon boy.

197

COBINNA.

The unoccupied house on Centre street
Corinna, owned by A. C. Grand and formerly
occupied by Mrs. C. A. Varnev was burned &t
one o'clock, Thursday night.
It was probably
the work of an incendiary. It was being fixed
for rent. Loss not estimated.
HOULTON.

STIFF
—

Mr. Geo. A. Barron han secured the contract
build at Bar Harbor a $12000 cottage for Dr.
W. T. Helmoth of New York.
Handsome
cottages are to be built on the Eagle Like and
Cleistone roads, the former for Mrs. Wilkins
of Philadelphia.
to

THE SBIOJB DËALER

H, RtDEK.
Wellfleet, Maea.

solemn session nf the O&Lhnlic Plenary flnnncil

held at the Cathedral in thia city.
There
being no procession in the streets as in the
opening day there was a marked decrease of
spectators as compared with that which gathered in the immediate neighborhood. On that
occasion at 10.30 a. m. archbishops, mitred abbutte, seminarian, heads of religions orders,
regular and secular clergy, formed in line in
the hall way of the residence, and then parsing
through the garden attached, entered the sanctuary of the Cathedral by a rear door of the
edifice.
Archbishop Gibbons the apastalic
delegate closed in the rich vestments of his
office and bearing bis mitre occupied the throne
on the gospel side of the sanctuary, while tbe
other dignitaries were grouped around in their
full cononicais. Pontifical high mass was celebrated by Archbishop Williams of Boston.
The music was of a high order. It was rendered by two choir?, the first composed of the
official chanters of the council of forty semicarians, ec-cond under direction of Bev. Joseph
Grafbeing bomposed of eighty voices, the regular chorus of tbe two Caleelian choirs of the
Cathadral and St. James, and here was also a
double solo quartette. The sermon was delivered by his grace the Mosr Rev. Wm. Heider,
archbishop of Cincinnati his subject being
"The Priesthood." He took for his text the
16th V6rse of the 15th chapter of St. John, "I
have choscn J'oi) and appointed lyou that you
go fnrth aud produce fruit and that your fruit
was

remain."

NEW

New Yoke, Nov. 16.—The canvass in this
city, with the exception of one election district in the 18th assembly district was comThe result in this district is
pleted today.
however known, and ia included in the follow-

ing summary :
G ret tie county reported today a plurality for
The result
Blaine of 15, the saaio as before.
au informal canvass ol Kings
oyuuty gives
Cleveland a plurality of 15,776, which is taken
as the actual plurality in these calculations,although there will probably be Blight chanees.
The vote in New York city is, Cleveland 133,013; Blaine, £9,998; St. jobn, 1030; Butler,
The vote
3376. Cleveland's plurality, 43,015.
of the State, exclusive of New York city, is,
Cleveland, 429,947; Blaine, 471,906; St. John,
24,138; Butler, 13,462. Blaine's plurality, 41,959. -The total vote of the State is, Cleveland,
562,980: Blaine, 561,904; St. John, 25,174; Butot

1--
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Thft

official canvass of New York city reduced
Cleveland's plurality from 43,220 to 43,015, a
loos of 211
Acollier Account.

Sew Yokk, Nov. 15.—When Chairman
Waits began at 9 a. m., today, to Bign the
opened reiarn3 in order to prepare for the
more rapid annoanceœent of the electoral vote
by the canvassers, the chamber of the board
was almost deserted, and there were barely
enough members to permit the openinc of the
returns.
Even the usually alert George Bliss
was late.
Alderman Waite tackled his big
job with a stout heart. His office as chairman
made it obligatory for him to sign hi· name on
every sheet of every return as soon as it was
This required the signing of his
opened.
name 8,260 times and
gave the supervisor a
He relieved the musterror of pen paralysis.
cles of his hand by occasionally seizing the
bungftarter gavel,and giving the desk a sounding whack. The county clerk was permitted
to shift the burden of his signature upon a
deputy. It appeared to be well understood on
all bands that the motion tc count all the
electoral returns first would bo agreed to, and
when that motion wao made at 1 p. m., by
Supervisor O'Neil, there was not even a demand for a roll-call. The room ha-i gradually
filled up.
"If there are any inspectors or poil clerks
here the; are requested to go to the room of
the committee on corrected returns," was the
The alannouncement of Chairman Waite.
mOBl simultaneous movement of the greater
part of the assembly toward the door was so
ludicrous that it set everybody on a broad
grin. It was evident that a good many inspectors had been summoned to correct their
returns. The committee sat in the governor's
ro im, around Washington's big
dining table.
The inspectors went in, ono set after another,
and made their corrections in the presence of
the committee, closely watched by Franklin
Bartlett, Charles P. Miller and N. J. Waterbury on the Democratic side, and George Bliss
on the Republican side.
A frequent mistake wes the multiplication
of the electoral vote by 30, the total number of
the elector?. In the 6th election district of the
7th aeecmbiv district, for installe», the inspectors returned the Blaine vote as 7008 instead of
213, auu the Cleveland vote as 0330 instead of
176, thereby giviDg Blaine η very handsome
plurality in tun State. Mr. bliss amused himself by iusistlug that the comoiittse could not
The inspector* were
go behind the returns.
directed to amend their returns, and did so.
At· 10 20 ». m. all was ready to go on with the
rapid calling of the electoral vote on the plan
suggested by Supervisor Kirk, of calling first
The result
the electoral vote in each district.
was that the let assembly district te be
disposrun
ed of on this plan was
through in twenty
minutes.
Sheet after sheet of figures was
rolled up, and Mr. Outwater, the lightning
calculator, who has for 19 years made the fiual
addition, began to view the approach of the
most important part of Hie task. Supervisor
Kirk read in a clear, loud voice and rapidly, at

—:ιι

close the fall term Tuesday. It lias been a
very successful term, and the school is constantly increasing in attendance and pros-
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The leading 5 cent Cigar of New England. Ask your dealer for this brand,
β. W. SIMONTOJf & CO., Agents, 444 to
448 Fore St.
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Boston, Mass
29.91
East-port, Me
Mt. Washington.. 30.24
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Portland, Me
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Important Errors Dis-

The indications ior New England to-day are
partly cloudy weather, followed daring the
n'ght by light rains, variable winds, generally

DRYDEN,

Congress

No

HAMPSHIRE!,

Cln·* Day Oralar· at Dartmouth Collegr.
Hanovkii, Nov. 16.—At the meeting of the
Dirt mouth seniors last night cla»s day speakers were elected as follows:
Marshal, G. P.
Weeks, Manchester; Assistant Marshal, K. 8.
Currier, Barre, Vt.; Orator, Thomas L«igh,
Jr., Hallowell, Me.; Poet, J. O. Chellis, Newport, Ν. H.; address to the president, W. J. C.
Wakefield, Ludlow, Vt.; address to campus,
J.H.Weston, Windsor, Vt.; address to old
chapel Nathan Washburn, Middleboro, Mm.;
Ivy address, J. D. Pbilbr ck, Candia, Ν. H.;
chronicles, Samuel Hudson, Nabant, Mass.;
Ode, John B, Hodgdon, llochester, W. H.;
Prophecies, H. A. Hubbard, Camden, Ν. H.

Meanwhile the committee on corminutes.
rected returns reconvened ia the Governor's
room, and, helped on by the amicable spirit of
the lawyers, were able to complete their work,
It
so far as the electoral ticket was concerned.
should be noted, in justice to the lawyers on
both sides, that there was no disposition to
cavil at inconsiderable technical def-cts. The
fears on the part of Cleveland's friends that
obstacles would be thrown ia the way of the
When the
count proved to bs groundless.
board took a recess at 2 p. m. the electoral vote
electiou
district
had been read in every
except
those referred to the committee on corrected
return», and there wero no disputes sffecting
the electoral vote in those districts.
It was Pettled, howover, that til» official
figures could not be announced until the close
of the entire canvass, but tbe substantial close
of the canvass of the electoral vote at once
decreased tbe interest in the proceedings of the
board. Most of the lawyers went away, haviug finished the bulk of their task. Even Col.
Bliss at last acknowledged that the official announcement of the vote for electors in this
county would confirm the figures relied upon
At 5.30 p. α. Alderfor Cleveland's election.
man Kirk moved that Mr. Oatwater's footings
be given to the uress, not as an official announcement, but to inform the press what the
official announcement will be, except as to one
solitary election district of the 712—the first
election district o( the 18th assembly district.
In that district formal corrections are to be
made by the inspectors of election on Monday,
although the result to be declared by them was
not questioned bv anybody. The final footings
wero ready at 7.30 o'clock, and Clerk Beatie
read this statement:
This is a statement authorized by the board
as an unofficial statement by the board of canvassers. The board of canvassers has completed the canvass o( the 712 election districts
in the city of New York. Ae to one district, it
ii necessary that tho inspectors be required to
coirect ttie return as to an error supposed to be
apparent on the face of tho return. That return gives to the Blaine electors 51 votes,
while from other statements in the return it
ought to be 81. This can make a difference of
27 votes—no more, no less. If these 27 votes
are allowed to Blaine, the result will be for the
lowest elector on the Cleveland ticket 133 157,
and the highest on the Blaine ticket !)() 093.
Plurality for the lowest Cleveland electors,

43,081.
Every county ia the State has
cially canvassed, and cfficial

now

been cffihave

returns

been received from all but Hew York, Kings
and Greene, but the New York vote of course
will not be changed (torn the unofficial ligures
givf η out above. Kings county electoral vote
has beeu unofficially announced, and the official announcement will not be mad» until the
rest of the ticket has boen canvassed and
Greene county vote is known, the delay in the
official announcement being duo to the fact
that the returns from one petty and remote
district were sent back for a technical correction; consequently the Jcoriect electoral vote
in the State stands, Cleveland, 563,073; Blaine,
5(il,!)86; Cleveland's plurality, 1,087. This is
made by taking the lowest electoral vote in
New York city as a basis
As Mr. Ottendorfer ran about 100 bahir.é his ticket, thin reckoning gives Cleveland 100 less than the other
electoral votes show.
ΐ;ΚΛ(ΚΙ'1 I.I.V

Ulr. Illainc
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to the
Verdict—The
for the Spoils.

Bon»

Race

Auouôta, Nov. 15.—Mr. Blaine regards the
result cf the official coout in New York as
practically bettling the presidential qaeEtion. Fostmatt-r Mauley, who has been on as
intimate terms during the campaign with Mr.
Blaine as any man in the country, received
this afternoon a talegram from New York an.
noancing Iho completion of the official canvass in that oity, and informing him that the

plurality for Mr. Cleveland in New York State
would be 1137. This, while auofficial, said Mr.
Manley, is a practical settlement of the presidential controversy. Mr. Manley further 3 ,id
that Mr. Blaine accepts the result very cheerfully, and has uo regrets growing out of his
connection with the campaign. He feels that
he made a gooii fight, aud he gracelully bows
to the vcroict of the American people. He believes the BcpubltOun uauy will prove truo to
its gland past, and will increase in strength
with the coming years. He expects that in

*

1888 it will again be called into power. Walker
Β aine has gone to the national capital. Mr.
Blaine leaves (or Washington the middle of
next week, wh6re he and his family will spend
the winter. He has leased a house on Farra-

A Lewiston Machinist Arrested foi

"Shoving

gnt square, known bs the "Sargent House,"
and will ehoitly resume his work on the second
volume of his "Twenty Years in Congress."
It was his intention to have resumed his labors
in the preparation ot the volume immediately
after the election, but they were interrupted
by the official count. The volume will be ready by next June for publieatiou. ItB preparation, he siys, will be vastly easier than the
writing of tbe first volume. Tbe profits of^the
wo«k promise to be larger than that of any

the Queer."

INSCRIPTION OF IIIM WORK A.\B

HOW HE WAS CAPTURED.

Worcksteh, Nov. 15. George W. Davis o]
this city was arrested to-nigbt on a charge oi
counterfeiting silver dollars, and will be takes
to Boston to-morrow morning to answer before
the United Statea court.
When the twe
Corama were arrestei in Lowell, Wednesday,
for passing counterfeit dollars, a letter was
found in their possession from Davis, saying
! he could furnish them all the money they

bookpublishedduring the present generation.
The frmis of Gov. Cleveland s victory, so
far as Maine patronage is concerned, are likely
to show an army of aspirants for place. The
prrcesiion lias already commenced to form.
There are over 800 postmasters in Maine, and
there will probably be at least two or three
Caudidatee for every postoffice, with hundreds
ot applicants (or clerkships.
Then there are
the custom houses, the Internal revenue and
and
other
pension offices,
government positions
which ace to be filled with new men.
And
the upthot is that the army of epoils hunttrs in
Maine must number several thousand when
the roll call is beaten.
Many o( the Deuccratic leaders give it as their opinion that when
the federal offices (all into their hands Maine
will be swung from her Republican moorings
two years hence, and return to her old position
of years ago as a Democratic State.
A report
has gone out from here that ex-Go7. Plaisted
is booked (or the pension office in this city.
This is not true. Gen. Plaisted is not a candidate for any office under the new regime.
Bben F. Pillsoury, formerly of this city but
now of Boston, it is said, will be a candidate
for the effice. He held it a brief term during
Aody Johnson's administration. Col. Charles
B. Morton, a newspaper partner of Gen. Plakted, has been named for the postoffice iu this
city and from present appearances has the indorsement of his party for the place.
The Blaine campaign headquarters hero are
closed, and its flag, whicn has been proudly
floating in the breeze for so many weeks, has
been hauled down. The Cleveland headquarters still remain open, ana the boys are eagerly
awaiting their forthcoming celebration, when
til ï intend t> paint the town in the brightest
of vermiilion. This evening the? went up to
Waterrille to tike part in the big jollification
that took place there.
The fact has not been made public that Col.
Fred Grant, son of Gen. Grant, was a competitor for tbe position of assistant quartermaster
in the regular army, which appointment Col.
Frank E. Nye of this city, a graduate of West
Point, has just received.

;

;

!

|
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Laleal Election New·.
JJki Moins», la Nov. 10—Official returns
from HO ol the 99 counties in this State and the
remainder closet; estimated give a Republican
plurality of 18,712 over the Fu8ioct-.li. This
is a gai» of over 16,000 over the Republican
plurality last yesr. The St. John vote will
probably rrach nearly 2,000 in the State. There
will be contests in the 1st and 6th Congressional districts.

wanted. The Corama made a clean breast ol
it, and said Davis could be found in New Bedford.
Inspector Dan Hayes of Lowell was
put on the case. He went to New Bedford,
aud found that Davis had left the city. He
traced hia
furniture to the freight depot,
where it was shipped to Worcester, to G. W.
Bradley. Hayes c»me to thia city, and with
Inspector O'D^y of the local force, traced the
goods to No. 95 Chandler street, where Davis,
hie wife, hia wife's mother and hia 14-year-old
daughter were keeping house. They arrived
here Nov. 3. Tbo officers visited the house
this afternoon, finding only the women at
home. They began η search of the premises,
and finally, on breaking in a door to a garret
room, discovered a full set of counterfeiter's
tools, including plaster of paris moulds, with
counterfeit coins in them, pure tin, antimony,
lead, an electric battery, a finely constructed
lathe, a machine for milling the coin?, and
other evidences of crime. The women at once
made full confeseion, and said Davis had gone
to Boston. The officers placed the women under guard, and, when Davis arrived at the
house, arrested him. He talked freely about
the affair. He says he learned the machinist
trade at Lewiston, Me., and while working at
it, fitted himself for a homoeopathic physician.
He went to the war as a private in company
F, 5th Maine regiment, and served three
years, nine months of the time as hospital
steward. After the war he practised medicine
nine years in New Bedford and one year in
Lowell. He left tbe latter place and went to
New Bedford to live. While in Lowell, he
made the acquaintance of the Corams, and became quite intimate with them. They suggested tbe counterfeiting idea to bim. He at
first declined to entertain their proposition,
but business was very poor with him at Lowell, and he was badly in debt; so, upon his
return to New Bedford, be begen the manufacture of bogus dollars. He made his moulds
in plaster paris from genuine dollars, and
then run his base metal into the moulds. He
rîoetrnvfir!

λ

mon

M

in

a a. p.

h

nr»Ara.tinn.

(ben milled and polished the metal, and finally
eilverplated it.
The counterfeit dollars are vary nearly perfect in ring and in appearance, but a trifle under weight
Davis says he made about 100 of
these counterfeit dollars in New Bedford, and
since his arrival in Worcester has turned
out 320 pieces.
The Corams had given him
$40 per 100 for his coins, and his trip to Boston tc-day was to tarn over to them another
lot, he not haying seen the notice of their arrest in the local papers.
He, of course, failed
to meet them, and, whan he entered his
house here to-night, had 120 of the counterfeit
coins in his possession.
Since his arrival
here, he has done his work In the night, his
wife explaining to the people in the bouse
that her husband was an inventor, and preferred to perfect his inventions "when every*

Columbus, O,, Nov. 15.—The official canof this State completed tonight «hows a
total vote of 785,179.
Blaine bas 400,08S,
Cleveland 368,280; Butler 5,170; St. John 11,259
Blaine's plurality 31,802.
vas*

Tofeka., Ki., Nov. 15.—'The official vote of
the Statu for President, except two counties,

the vote of which is estimated is as follows:
Blaine 153,396; Cleveland 93,030; Butler 17,Blaine's plurality, 63,044; St. John 4,273.
368. Martin, rep., for governor has a plurality
of 58,559. The Congressmen are all Republi-

thing

was

quiet.

cans.

THE CIVIL SERVICE LAW.

Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 15.—The official
of the State gives Cleveland T2.960;
Blaine .">1,543; Butler 1,038.
Chief Justice
Cockrill, dam., 72,851; Benjamin, rep., 52,011.
At Committee Headquarters.

vote

Hew York, Nov. 16.—The rospeetive Nttional and State headquarters of the Republican and Democratic committees were finally
closed to-Jay.
Chairman B. F. Jones of the
Republican national committee left bis rooms
and
tarly
Secretary Feeeenden and Committeemau Etkins remained
dnring the early evening aud held a conversation with Mr. Walker
Blaine.
The Republicans concede the election of
Cleveland and Assistant Secretary
Loom is voiced the sentiments of the committee in raying, "It is all over and we only
await the action of the State board of canvassers on Wednesday next.
But we have
made a good fight considering that we did not
have one-third of the amount of funds controlled by the National Committee in the Gatfield campaign."
The headquarters of the Democratic national committee were dark and deserted.
Senators Germai', Jonas and Barnam 1. id left
the civy feeling that their work was «faded;
Chairman Smith of the Democratic state committee had gone to his home in PlattsVurg and
Secretary Brown left this evening.
The Betting mien·
Professional betting men have not settled
their wagers but await the decision of Kelley
and Bliss, the book makers.
How 4ioT. Cleveland Panned the Sabbath.
Albany, Ν. Y., Nov. 16.—President-elect
Cleveland spent the day quietly at the executive maueion although he was at his desk at
tho executive chamber for an hour or two this
afternoon attending to private correspondence.
He received no callers this morning, but according to his invariable custom in taking up
his official residence in Albany he atteuded
divine service at the 4th Presbyterian church
with his sisters^ Mrs. Hoyt and Miss R. IS.
Cleveland.
The sermon was by the pastor,
Rav. Charles Wood.
No political refereeees
were made it. the discourse.
A Bi pnblienn Who
DoeiNotUireCp.
Pittsbubq, Nov. 16.—Joseph D. Week!,
irra^uror of the National Republican Com-

Repealed Under the New Administration?— Interview with Commissioner Eaton.

Will It be

j

Washington, Nov. 16.—Hen. Dorman B.

! Eator, president of the Civil Service Commisj sion, in an interview today in regard to the
probable effect of Cleveland and Hendricks'

|

election upon the maintenance of the civil service law, is reported to have said: "I think
we shall have an administration absolutely
democratic in policy, but whether with a member representing those without whose votes the
Democratic party would have failed, I will not
But the civil service act will be reguess.
pealed either at the coming session or daring
this generation.
Gov. Clevelaud and statesmen of his party would oppose any
attempt to
repeal it.
Republicans as a body would also
resist, and the Senate would defeat each an atThe rules will not be abolished, aud
tempt
they will b« enforced under the new President,
but not 1 fear with such enlarging breadth of
application and such moral support from the
party in power as would have been the case
certainly had President Arthur been re-elected and probably had Mr. Blaine succeeded.
A great struggle over the reform issue in the
Democratic ranks is tolerably certain.
The
statesmen of that party—Bayard, Pendleton,
Lamar, Garland, Carlisle, Randall, Cox, Morrison, Tucker, Hewitt, Willis and others, each
of whom has already spoken and voted for the
civil service act, will stand by the new President in its support; bot many worthy Democrats and all tbeJdemagogueB, spoilsmen and
rabble of the party will be against it.
The
Republicans will stand together for the act
and rules anxiously waiting for the Democrats
to ruin themselves by their abrogation. The
President will lead the reform element of his
party and his clear convictions, his high sense
of duty, his courage and his strength of character will secure a victory. There is no public
man in this country who has a higher sense of
the moral obligations of an official life, or who

ία

New York tonight.
Ια an interview he laid :
"It is impossible to tell what the National
Committee will do until the offloial count ii
finished.
The Republican people of this
country expect their national committee to exhaust every means in their power to reach the
actual result of the election, and until it lias
done that it will remain iu active service. Às
far as X am concerned, I still think thers is
some

mnrfl

portai η

fn

mlthotand

mora

nartienn an>1

selfish appeàls than Governor Cleveland, and
this is'a great element of his power and of his
popularity too as the people new feel.
Many officers outside of the rales and some
within will doubtless be removed for no very
good reasons, but so far as possible Governor
Cleveland will prevent mere political proscripHe cannot attend to everything, and
tions.
mncb will depend on the members of his cabinent and especially on the Postmaster General
If there are, as it is charged, some officers
who bave, used their influence to enforce assessments and neglected their duties and violated the proprietiesjof their stations to engage
in party warfare, the fate they have challenged may very likely await them.

hope."

What the Paper· Say.
New York, N>v. 16.—The World gives ]
Cleveland 1,107 plurality in New York State, s
aau ihe Times l,10é.
The Tribune gives !
Blaine a plurality of S7,734 outside of New ]
York aud Kings counties, with Erie and
Greene counties complete, but not officially ;
BUFFETED BY WAVES.
decUred. lu Kings county they give Cleve- ;
la'id 5,740 plurality, and in New York county I Sad Catastrophe eu the Nova Vcotia C'aail.
43,001, making his plurality in the State 1,076. ;
Halifax, N. 8., Nov. 16.—A despatch re-

GEN.

ceived here tc-night from Pictoa, N. S., says
that η crew of 11 wreckers from the steamship
Inver&lt stranded on Pictou Island. They attempted to land in a life boat yesterday after-

SWAIM.

The Court Martial Convenes in Washington—Queation of Jurisdiction
Railed
but Not Muatained.

Washington, Nov. Ιδ.—The court martial
convened by the direction of the President to
hear and try the charges preferied against
Judge Advocate General Swaim by Major
Scott, Judge Advocate of the court of inquiry
which several months ago heard the charge·
preferred against General Swaim by Mr. A. E.
Bateman, a Washington banker, met in Washington this morning with Major Asa B. Gardnei as Judge Advocate.
General Swaim appeared before the court accompanied by Judge
of
Shellabarger
Washington, whom ha introduced as one of bis counsel, stating that he
would be assisted by Jere Wilson and General
Charles H. Groivenor of Ohio.
Oa the opening of the session of the court
General Swaim raised the question of the jurisdiction of the court. He presented a motion
stuting in eubatance that he appeared before
the court not assenting to the jurisdiction of
the court bat «olely for the purpose of excepting of such jurisdiction and praying that the
court dismise the charge and prosecution there
of

fr»r t.hft

λ*

Τ» nla«

daring a northerly gale when their boat
npseton the reaf and eight were drowned.
Cook William Âliard observing the aocident
from the shore pat off in a small dory to attempt their rescae.
Shortly afterwards lie
lost an oar and being uuable to reach it he
went adrift and is almost certainly lost. James
Curry and another islander launched a large
and stronger boat and at the peril of their
lives reached the life boat which by this time
had been carried about two miles oat to sea
with Lewis Lawrence, Fred Doran, Wesley
Verge, Pierre Lechance, Narcisse Paradis and
Henry aud Arthur Brown still clinging to it.
Four of the latter caught hold of the Curry
boat as it drifted past them and were got on
board with the exception of Arthur Brown
who was too weak to hold on and loosing his
grcsp sank before he could be assisted. Before the life boat could be again reached it
wus righted by another wave and the remaining three men clinging to its bottom
were eutirely helpless and were washed out
of sight. The probability is they were already
dead or aimcat so. The five men now in Curry's boat found themselves adrift and unable
to return to the island.
But in the meantime
James Hogg, the light housekeeper and two
other islanders hearing of the uccident started
m
uverpursuit m an open Ban Doat.
takiug the others three or (oar miles oat, all
were safely got ou beard, but finding a return
against the gale impossible the boat was
headed to* Pictoa town where she arrived
last night.
noon
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as ils erouud that tbe accused
being an officer
of the army of the United States aud an advocate general of sach army of the rank of
brigadier general, his commander being tbe
lieutenant general of the army, a resident is
not empowered to appoint a court martial to
try charges preferred against ht· unless such !
eharçes are preferred by his commander and
that it appears from the orders convening the ;
THE FLAMES.
court that it was appointed by the President
by ;
special order to try charges preferred by Major j
N. C.. Scourged by Fire—Le»
Seott and not prepared by Gen. Swaim's com| Geuldaboro,
Will Exceed $450,OUO.
mand.
Following the presentation of this motion
Goldsbobo, N. C., Nov. 16.—Fire today deJudge Sbellabarger, ot the counsel for accus- stroyed 25 of the leaiing business houses in
ed, addresed the court in support of the
this city, including the extensive machine
motion.
ehopa of W. F. Kornogay & Co., the MessenThe plea of want of jurisdiction was not sneger printing office and building, together with
tained by the court.
several large stocks of merctiandise and a
A large number of army officers were present
quantity of cotton. The total loss will exoeed
in the court, as were also Bateman, who pre8250,000. The fire was started by several boys
ferred the original charges against Gen. Swaim
smoking cigarettes near a lot of cotton. The
Mr. Chandler, who appeared as counsel for
total
insurance may reach §150,000.
Bateman before the court of irquiry.aud
Major
An Oil mill Burned.
who
was
Scott,
Judge Advocate of the coart
of inquiry.
Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 17.—Private tel»

POSTAL, MATTERS.

An Election (o be Contested.
Now Orleans, Not. 1G.—The friends of
Hon. Carleton Hunt, who, according to the
returns, was defeated for Congress in the first
district by Mr. St. Martin, e'.aie that a contest
will be made on the ground of fraud, claiming
that they have proof of voting dead men and
non-residents, and ballot-box stuffing in the
4th and 6th wards.

INDUSTRIAL MATTERS.

grams from Λ rkansas City report the burninj
there this morning of the Eureka oil mill. The
loss is fully 8125,000.
The mill was insured
for $79.000, and was owned by Little Rock and

Memphis parties.
An lnccudiary Fire in Brunnwicb. Gi.Lon $400,000.
Savannah, G»., Nov. 10.—An incsndiarj
fire at Brunswick early this morning, originating in Freelander & Co.'β warehouse, destroy'
ed portions of two blocks and the whole of twt
others.
Loss $200,000; insurance $58,500,
Many families were burned out. The tire wai
under
control at 5 o'clock. Flames
brought
tho water supply, forcing the
seek a new supply and delaying
them in their efforts.
The sweep of the fire
was generally through
the town from north
west to southeast.
A negro named 8tevi
Wright, was burned in Putnam's stable, whili

over
firemen to
ran

Reductions in Tnunleu, 11a»,, Mills.
Taunton, Mass., Nov. 15.—The workmen in
the spoon aud fork department of Reed &
Barton have been uotifiud of a shut down every othrr weeK. Notice of a general reduction
at the VVhittenton Mills, to take effect on the
it ia thought that tbe
21tb, has bi en given,
average will be 10 per cent.

trying

property. Forty buildings were
burned. Negroes are suspected of being origi
natori of the tire, as they reluctantly rendered
aid in fighting the flames or in saving goods.
to save

Mitaine·· Transacted and It·

Auanoi of
Com

the

Pa··

Year-Report*

of

Two

Government Official·.

Washington, Nov. 18.—Henry D. Lyman,
Second Assistant Postmaster General, bag submitted hie annual report (or the fiscal year
ended June 30,1884. It shows the cost of inland transportation (or the year was 820,699,117. Λ commparison with the last annnal
statement shows for Star route service an inof 402 mates, decrease of 86 miles, and
increase of §350,463 in the annual cost; for
steamboat service, an increase of two routes,
decrease of 502 miles, and of 811,018 in the
annual cost; for railroad service, an increase
of 60 routes of 6,952 miles, and of 81,124,803 in
the annual cost. The Star service in operation
at the close of the year exceeded in extent the
average of the preceding five years and was
performed at a diminished cost. Tbe annual
cost of the Star service for 1881 was $5,089,941,
and sor the preceding five years 86,194,802, a
decrease of 17.84 per cent. The estima» of
85.900,000 is submitted for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886.
Considerable space is devoted to the discussion of the question of railroad rates, which
Mr. Lyman says has been before the public
since the begiuning of the railroad service, and
has given rise to controversies between the department and railroad companies which have
been detrimental to all its interests involved.
He embodies a plan for gauging the pay of
railroad companies for carrying mails in the
draft of toe proposed bill and asks tbe Postmaster General to uigo upon Congress the importance of its adoption. He also submits tbe
draft of a proposed bill to regulate the letting
of mail contracts, and says that if it be enacted it will exclude from competition at general
lettings all persons who now secure for the
purpose of sub-letting over three-quarters of
the routes annually advertised, and who in
their endeavor to acquire tbe largeFt margin
of profit sob-let service.
Mr. Lyman estimates that $15,684,205 will
be required to defray the cost of railway transportation for the fiscal year 1886, including
payment to Pacific roads, and he recommends
that #266,764 be appropriated fcr sp'cial railway facilities, the continnance of which be
Bays is required by tbe interests of the people.
The report of James S. Crawford, superintendent of foreign mails for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1884, shows that the total
weight of mails despatched during the year
from the United States to counties and colonies of the universal postal union, Dominion
of
Canada excepted,
were
2,679,851
an
increased
pounds,
over
weight
the
preceding year of
146,861
pound!.
Tbo weight of tbe letter and postal card
mail was 497,889 pounds, and of printed matter
and sample matter 2.181.961. an increased
weight as compared with the preceding year,
o( 16,112 pounds ot letters and cards, and 130,44S pounds of printed matter and s.tuples; ol
letters and postal cards despatched, 193,000
pounds were sent to Great Britain and Ireland,
115,193 pounds to Germany, 141,659 to other
countries ol Europe and Asiatic Turkey, and
43,887 pounds to other postal union countries.
The total cost of the maritime service for the
fiscal year, was 8333,221.
crease

ON A GOLD BASIS.
Radical Change in Hawaiian Currency—
Foreign Coin Excluded.

Washinotou, Nov. 15.—Under data of Oct.
25,1884, the Postmaster General of the Hawaiian Islands wrote to the United States Post
Office Department as follows: "The Hawaiian
government, having been authorized by legielative action, is now engaged in changing the
currency of ihis kingdom by withdrawing all
foreign coins, leaving only Hawaiian and
American coins in circulation.
These coins
withdrawn are now being transported to the
United States mint in Saa Francisco, where
they will be sold for their bullion value, and
United States gold coins will be received in
exchange for circulation in this kingdom. The
total amount of this depreciated coin is abeut
$750,000, a portion of which has been already
It is hoped by this
transported to the mint
change to bring our currency to the same basis as that of the United States, Dec. 1,1884,
having been fixed as the date when the new
system takes effect, it is further hoped that
exchange on the United States will decline
from its present high rate ot 7 per cent to its
former rate of 1 to li per cent premium."
Nov. 1, writing on the same subject, the Hawaiian Postmaster-General says:
"The rate
of exchange has suddenly declined from
to
2i per cent. The firm determiuation of this
government to resume the gold basis on the
1st of December has caused our bankers to
abandon their offerts to keep up the rate."

THE OLD WORLD.
♦

News

by

Cable

from

Different

Countries.
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HUNDRED CHINESE PRISONERS BEHEADED.

Bloody Encounters Between Christians and Mussulmans.
More Infernal Machines Discovered in
London.

The Cholera.

Paris, Not. 15.—The daily record of deaths from
eholera since the outbreak in this city is as follows: First day, 1; second, 14; third, 33; fourth,
69; fifth, 98: sixth, 89; seventh, 81; eighth, 75.
Total for eight days, 460—a daily average of 58
nearly.
Paris, Not. 16.—During Saturday there were

22 deaths from cholera in the city and 10 in the
hospitals. Between midnight last and 6 o'clock
this evening there have been foui deaths in the city
and 11 in the hospitals. Two deaths from the disease occurred at Paries to-day.

Toulon, Nov. 16.—Four cases of cholera have
appeared on board the man-of-war Ami val du
Perne. and one of the officers who was stricken
with the malady has died.
Home f&nle for Ireland.
Birmingham, Nov. 16.—Messrs. Justin McCarthy, senior and junios, members of the House of
Commons, addressed the National Irish Club, at
their meeting to-day. Justin McCarthy, Jr., delivered the inaugural address as president of the club.
During his remarks he said that the Irish members
of the Houge of Commons would not rest until they
had a parliament on College Green, Dublin, which
he prophesied they would have within live years.
Justin McCarthy, Sr., said that three of the most
influential members of the Cabiuet had declared in
favor of the principle of home rule in Ireland, and
he believed the English Parliament would affirm
that principle before five years had passed.

Another Scare in Lioudon.
Nov. 16.—Twenty-four bombs
were
found in an unused shed in Stoke Newington, London, and all fell into the hands of some boys who
used them as playthings.
One of them was placed

WASHINGTON.

The Rebel Yell.

Precaution* Against Cholera.
Washington, ITov. 1G.—Becretary McCalloch to-dav issued the following circular to
customs officers:
The unlading in the United 'States of old rage
shipped from and after the 20th iaet. Jfrom foreign
porte or countries now or hereafter known to be infected with contagious or epidemic diseases is hereby prohibited. France and Italy, and all Mediterranean and French ports are declared to be infected
within the meaning of this order. Old rags gathered
or baled in infected
ports or countries, or shipped
from other ports or countries, are also prohibited
from being unladen; and no old rags shall be loaded
at any port of the united States except on a certificate of the United States consular officer at the
port of departure that such rags were not gathered
or baled at or
shipped from any infected place, or
any region contiguous thereto. This circular supersedes No 145 of August. 30,1884, and No. 102 of
October 23, 1884, on the same general subject as to
shipments made after the date epeciiled, and will
remain in force until further notice. This order
will not be construed to allow the
unloading of any
eld rags except upon the general permit of the local
quarantine or health officer. The Marine Hospital
Burean is informed that the cost of disiniecting
rags abroad by the boiling procees is $3 a ton.

Euioli··* of Ihe Mouth Carolina Bourbon*
orcr Cleveland'· Election.

AFTER THE BTRIKE.
Counting the Loeees from the Hocking
Valley Troubles—A· Aggregate of 84,011,000.
Columbus, 0., Nov. Ιδ.—The Columbus Board of
rrade to night heard the report of the committee
appointed to investigate the losses sustained from
Ihe strike in the Hocking Valley since June 27.
Fbe loss of trade to members of the board and to
ïoal companies amounts to $1,630,000; the loss to
tmsiuees men outside of the board is $350,000; the
oss to the railroads centreing here is
$110,000,
ind the loss to the furnaces in the valley
$225,1)00, The aggregate loss is $4,011,000, and of this
it is estimated the loss to the city of Columbus is
§3,511,000.

THE DOMINION.
The («rand Trunk Keported Leaned.
Montreal, Nov. 15.—A report was telegraphed
here from London yesterday that the Canadian Partie Kail way Company had leased the Grand Trunk
Railway.
The Proposed International Park.
Toronto, Ont., Nov. 15.—Sir Alexander Campion, representing the Dominion, held a conference
m this city today, with Hon. Mr. Mowatt, Premier
)f Ontario, as to the best steps to be taken for appropriating all the territory on the Canadian side of
the river, between Suspension Bridge and Streets
island, proposed to be set apart as the Canadian
portion of the International Park that is to inolude

Niagara Falls. It is said that a favorable understanding was arrived at, and it will not be long before the scheme inaugurated by Lord Dullerin will
be an accomplished and international fact.

Suits were instituted in Chicago Saturday by
Eastern creditors against the iirm of Wolff Bros.,
rcewiicry-iaueu. cuargïug rauu. J ne eiaim is urgeu
that the Arm confessed judgment to the extent of
5230,000 in favor of relatives and other parties
which did not represent any legitimate indebtedness.
They ask to have the judgments set aside
and sued out ne exeat to prevent the judgment
creditors from leaving the State.

Mr. Blaine's Canvass.
(Boston Journal.)
In the uncertainties of the hour, the
splendid canvass made by Mr. Blaine, and
the brilliant and sterling qualities which he
has displayed during these arduous months,
deserve recognition quite as much as if the
issue of the contest had been an immediate
and decisive victory.
Where should we
have found a candidate under whose leadership better results could have been accomplished? In Ohio Mr. Blaine reawakened
the old enthusiasm of the Republicans who
loved Garfield and revered his memory, and
the

magic of

in a fire and exploded, wreck iug a house, and another one exploded in the street when thrown by a
boy. The bombs bear 110 government marks.
The
police recovered 13 of them and are actively engaged in making inquiries regarding the mastery. The
bombs were taken to Woolwich and will b* exam-

ined today.

Cruelty of War.
London, Nov. 15.—The Shanghai correspondent
of the Times telegraphs that he has learned from a
European source, dated Hai Phong, Oct. 30, that
The

Annamite auxiliaries of the French army had
beheaded 500 Chinese prisoners at Kep. Bac Le is
not occupied by the French. The French have
fortified Kep, Dong Tien and Kevang-Yen, on the
Northern ease of the delta. The French will require large reinforcements lu order to recommence
operations. Several hundred of the soldiers were
sick and had to be left in the transports during the
recent campaign. The losses ef the French
during
the last few weeks have been 500 men.
A KeligiouM War.
Advices from Baku state tl#t early in November
conflicts between the Christians and the Muerai
mans, lasting two days, occurred at Salian. Firearms were used on both sides, and
many persons
were killed.
The police were utterly unable to
restore order. The Governor of Baku has
gone to
the seat of the disturbance.
the

GENERAL NEWS.
Representatives Post, Hopkins, Thompson, Wat-

son and Rosecrans, and the Clerk of tbe
House of
Representatives, left Washington Saturday after·
noon to attend the funeral of Congressman W. A

Duncan, at Gettysburg, l'a.
George Burkett, while suffering from delirium

treraons. cut his throat at Willard's Hotel in LaHis recovery is
cooia, Ν Η., Saturday night.
doubtful
A despatch received Friday night from Harrington, county seat of Lincoln county, Oregon, stated
that four armed men were guarding the court house
there, and they will not permit the records to be removed until alleged election frauds are investigated.
Trouble is feared.
A number of young children in Chicago started a
bon tire Saturday night and rolled into it a barrel
containing rosin and turpentine. The barrel exploded with terrific force, very seriously burning
and injuring six children, five of whom are not expected to recover.

The Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association has awarded 29 gold Liedals to exhibitors at its
fair recently closed inJBoston.
The corner stone of the passionist monastery of
St. Joseph, two miles west of Baltimore, Md., was
laid yesterday afternoon with imposing ceremonies
in the presence of 5000 people.
a riot has occurred at
Dublin,
Ga., and that several persons have been killed, but
nothing definite concerning the report can be learnis
miles
distant from a railroad
forty
ed, as Dublin
or telegraph line.

It

is reported that

The drought of the past few months remains unbroken in some of the upper counties of Virginia.
Springs and streams are still irying up. The
drought is a great drawback to farms «lio in consequence ot the dry, hard condition of the ground are
unable to plough their lands.

*

his

name

and

presence

re-

deemed the State from the Democratic control into which it bad for a time fallen, aud
called forth a splendid Republican majority.
He carried the entire Pacific slope, making
good the loss occasioned in 1880 by the MoIn Pennsylvania he
ray letter outrage.

called out a Republican plurality of magnificent and phenomenal proportions.
In Tennessee, and Virgiuia and West Virginia, bis
candidacy so united and stimulated the Republican strength as to almost break up the
solid South by carrying those Stales over to
the Republican column. In New England,
in spite of most malignant attacks and greatly vaunted defections he swept every State
but Connecticut, which is always difficult
and debatable ground. He went into New
York, the State of whi?h his competitor is
the governor, and with all the venom of the
Independents concentrated against him, he
overcame the 192,000 majority by which
Cleveland bad been chosen governor, and of
which his adherents bad boasted so much as
a test of his popularity, and makes the
result so close that it will require the official
count to determine it. Grant that the outcome

is

not so

satisfactory

or so

desired, wbo is the candidate
have done better or so well?

decisive as
who would

The Church Organ.
(Christian Remembrancer.)
Of all instrumental contrivances for producing a grand effect, and at the same time
concealing from eye and thought the machinery by which it produced it, none, perhaps, could have been more successful tban
lue

urgau.
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iiiubi-

cal engine, and ths collection of so much
body of sound under the control of one finger, gives a kind of magical ease to its operations. Here iB no effort, no elaboration obtruded upon, no rapid working up and down
of hundreds cf fingers, on ilutes, fiddles,

clarinet; nothing to remind us of material machinery and manua1 evolutions;
huge volumes of souad seem to proceed
spontaneously from some invisible abyss;

and music floats on all sides of us without
us where it comes from, and surrounds us like the air, in the very composition of that mars of sound which issues from
It neither seoms to comi· from
au organ.
oue instrument or from many; it is too rich,
complex and vast to appear to come from
oue, it is too compact and united to appear
to come from many. Such an Instrument is
wonderfully iu keeping indeed with tbe rich
and labyrinthal architecture of the buildings
for which it was made; and affords one instance among many others of how harmoniously the same spirit often develops iu different departments. Gothic architecture and
organ music seem made for each other. In
the ecclesiastical fabric, la tbe ecclesiastica
instrument, we have the same complex,1
mysterious creation, we see the same occult
and awful style of richness and grace.

telling
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BASE DOLLARS.

PRICE THREE CENTS,
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Aquatic.
The Herald says: Few of the oarsmen who
have figured in races daring the year just
drawing to a close are any better uff now than
they were when the ice |left lakes and rivers
and made rowing possible.
Wallace Boss,
John Teemer and Jacob Gandaur are among
the exceptions, and John McKay, with bis
townsman Norris, are also "a bit to the good."
Boss is hibernating in St. Jo'jn, Fred Plaisted
relaxation from excitement in tbe
company of his "fair young bride" on tbe paternal farm some miles out of Portland. Court.

enjoying

ney uas lor lot* present, given up au mougais
of sculling, acid ia managing bis sawmill at
Union Springs, Jim Riley is resting at "the old
place' on the shore of Saratoga lake, McKay
stared hie racing shell in the Crescent Boat
Clab house, and started for Halifax last Toesday. Norris is rowing races around provincial
stoves for the entertainment of interested Haligonians. Hoemer has cast anchor in this city,
and is looking ahead for a basinets opening
Lee and Qaisel have
outside of aquatics.
Hatuin is
found occupation in New York.
the
even
tenor
of his way in Worcespursuing
ter. Ten Ejck is wintering at Peekskill, Ν. Y.
Gaudanr is resting at St. Lonis, well pleased
on the whole, at the result of his season's work.
Conley has gone ont of training at Portland,
and has housed and covered his boats, and
Teenier is being lionized by the workers iu iron
The small army of scullers at
at McKeespor
Pittsburg have resumed their usual occupations and crews at Buffalo, Boston and elseThe
where have broken up for the ssasoa.
aquatic year of 1881 has not been successful to
the oarsmen, nor t>ave their efforts been appreciated by the public. The abandonment of the
Conlej-Teemer race has given rise to a great
deal of criticism and comment one way and
another. Thrsa who profess to know how able
and fast a sculler Conley is are of opinion that
the Teenier party were frightened into paying
forfeit, having come to the conclusion that they
had undertaken too great a task when they
conceded 10 seconds start to Cot^ey iu four
miles, with the expectation of being winners.
Some of Teemer's intimate friends still have
abiding faith iu the young sculler's ability to
beat Conley uuder the conditions of the last
match, and they eaïthat the season of 1885 will
demonstrate that their judgment is correct.
They go further and say that, whether Teenier
won or lost in a race iu which he assumed so
great a handicap, he would have to extend
himself to theexteut of "giving himself away,"
aud aext season he would find it difficult to net
on matches with anybody.
Consequently it
White this arwas good judgment to forfeit.
is
it
is also a fact
gument plausible enough,
that Conley aud hie friends are not at all in
fear of defeat by Teenier in a race like that
which the Portland sculler was prepared to
row at McKeespon."

(Greenville (S. C.) Daily New·.)
This town weut wild last night. A torchlight procession of Democrats paraded the
streets, bonfires were set blazing, cannon
roared, the City Hall bell rang ont the glorioui news and all the
factory whistles blew,
creating a splendid din and mingling with
the unceasing yells of the triumphant Democracy, who crowded Main street and II·tened at half a dozen different stands oi
speakers who were hauled from the crowds
aud put up to talk and to swell the enthusiasm which burst ail restraints of
dignity and
every trammel of custom.
There are no words to express the present
emotions of the Democrats of the Sooth,
aud there is no use trying to find them. We
hoped that after the first flush of victory had
passed and the delightful shock of triumph
was lessened by time and
familiarity, we
could frame some coherent sentences to tell
how the News and the vast majority of its
readera think aud feel. But we give it up.
The occasion is too great to be measured by
words ; the joy is too wild aud magnificent
to be shaped and pressed into wiitten or
spoken phrases. There is only one thing for
it ; only one ibethod to meet the requirement
of the time. That is to go out where there
is au abundance of room and plenty of free,
elastic, pure air, and with head thrown back,
swinging hat, distended mouth and the
throttles of the throat wide open to utter a
series of clear, resonant, ear-piercing rebel
yells which will send the atmospheric sound
wares laden with triumph and
joy rolling
and vibrating through street· and over hills
and fields until they break and die among
the remotest echoes. For three days conflicting emotions of hope and fear, joy and
anguish have been tearing Democratic
breasts, and they have produced a cyclone of
feeling which canuotbe controlled,moderated
or limited.
There is no prcperexpression of
our feelings except the wild,ear-piercing,scattering yells, natural only in Southern throats
and developed by experience under the
Southern confederacy and in 1876. The
rotten, debased, prostituted and tyrannical
Republican party is overthrown, and the
bearer of its black and t'ireateniog flag is
prostrate under the most terrlblo rebuke
iricpn
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clean,
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human hoincr
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glorious Democracy,

the part; of the
people and the pirty of peace and good feeling, is victorious. The scallawaga and car-

pet-baggers who are now holding the radical
party of the South together must go. The
white men who have sold out their principles and abandoned their race because they
believed the Republican party would retain
power forever, will be taught that they have
received less than a mess of pottage and will
be forced to do honest work or left to starve
under the indignant scorn of the Democrats
who have faithfully stood by their party and
principles through years of doubt and disaster, and new gloriously triuaph. Cleveland
iB elected President. The long night is over.
The day has come. The war is over. The
reign of the carpet-bagger and the tcallawag,
of the white traitor and the black striker is
over forever!
This while man's country!·
going to be rnled by white men, and the
South is going to have a boom like that of
California in 1840.
Tell!
The Sewage System of Providence.
Impartant Improvement·

Recommended

—

Valuable Kepert by Ike t itj Engineer.
The

necessity

of

constructing

a

new

sewer-

age system for the city of Providence, has tor
a long time agitated the minds of its prominent citizens. By the present system, moat of
the sewerage is emptied into the harbor, but a
little distance from the centre of the oity, and
with every incoming tide it is washed up to
the shores, poisoning the air in the busiest
pa"*,
of Providence, and presenting a most filthy ap
In September, 1882, Samuel M.
pearance.
the city engineer, was ordered by the
city council to report plans for a new sewerage
system; and last February, ho together with
bis assistant, Charles H. Swan, was directed
by the council to proceed to Europe to investigate the various plans in practical operation
for the disposition and utilization of sewerage.
Mr. Gray and his assistant accordingly went tu

Gray,

Europe

in the early part of the summer, and
several weeks In inspecting the sewerage
systems in use in England, Scotland, Franoe,
Germany and other places.
Last Friday night both branches of the city
council met in joint convention to listen to his
report. It is a long document, containing numerous appendices, and Mr. Gray illustrated
his proposed plans with large maps, charts,
plans and drawings of various kinds. The
council, after a deliberation of two hours, referred the matter to a joint special committee,
consisting of the mayor and nine members of
SDent
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each action as in their opinion may be necessary to carry into effect the plans recommended
by the engineer.
The report begins by citing the cities and
towns in Earopa where the sewerage system*
and methods4or the disposal ol sewage hare
been inspected.
As the result of this Investigation Mr. Qray recommends, first, that ineewers
be built; second, that the
tercepting
sewage of the city be conveyed to Field'·
Point; third, that it be treated there by chemicals iu each a manner as to precipitate the
matters in suspension and to clarify the sewage; fourth, that the clarified effluent be emptied into deep water at Field's Point.
Mr.
Gray was confident that the sewage could be
so clarified that the effluent would be entirely
harmless when emptied into the river at
Field's Point, and the purification can be accomplished at less expense than by irrigatien.
Then, too, the large amount of suitable land
necessary for irrigation cannot be obtained at
any reasonable cast within a fair distance of
the city. The sewage from a part of the eighth
ward and most of the ninth will not require
pumping. Tho sewage from the remainder of
the city will be lifted about 28 feet into a condoit, through which this sewage, together with
that from the eighth and ninth wards, will
flow to tho precipiutiuu works, wbere it is
proposed to construct tanks and erect suitable
buildings and works for the mixing
with
the
chemicals
of
The
sewage,
mixture
sewage, after receiving the
cf
will
How
into
chemicals,
precipitation
it
where
will
remain
for a short time to
tanks,
cause the deposit of sludge; the clarified effluent will flow off into deep water.
The sludge
left in the bottom of the tanks will then pas·
into receiver*, from which It will be forced by
compressed air into filter presses, by which this
sludge is easily compressed into a portable
form. That this sludge possesses some value
as a fertilizer there is no doubt; it remains to
be se»n whether there will be any sale for it in
this vicinity. Bearing in mind the fact that,
il the drainage of the many factories along
the river and the cove is not taken care of, the
city syïtem will be useless, Mr. Gray has arranged to have the waste nroducts of these
establishment* effectually disposed of. Previsions bave also been made for a population
of 300,000 inhabitants within the present city
limits, together with small districts lying oatside the present boundaries, whose ouly outlet
will be through the city. The intercepting
sewers, excepting the main sewer of the nin'.lt
ward, are designed to carry 1-100 of an inch
—.
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trlct drained,
together with the wastes
(rum manufactories, ana CO gallons o( sewage
per inhabitant, including ground water.
Tne
manufactories' waste is estimated to flow off in
ten hours; of the sewage, one-half is estimated to flow off in seven hours. This requires a
marginal sewer, when flowing Dearly tall, of
seven feet, two inches diameter at
the lower
end in Allen's avenue, near Corliss Cove.
At
the junctions of the district outlet sewere with
there
the intercepting sewers
will be overflows
into the river for the relief of tb· sewere from
the excess of rain water. An overflow will be
provided near Field's Point, to be used, if necThe estimatessary, in case of heavy storms.
ed cost of the whole work is $3,099 504.
Very
few, if any, of the sewers now laid need be
disturbed.
No system of sewera?o is complete which
fails to dispose of the sewage so as lo avoid its
causing a nuisance. It is believed that if the
scheme herein recommended be thoroughly
curried out, the Providence River and its tributaries may be reclaimed from their present
filthy coudltion, and that the air which is now
so often (laden
with foul gases rising from
their waters may be preserved pure and wholesome.
The whole work can he completed Inside of three years. The system recommended
is in successful operation lu many of the towns
and cities of Europe.
ISuaines· Trsuble·.
The following business troubles in Maine are

reported.
Bonney & Quint,

failed.
Qorbam S.

grocer·,

Topsham,

have

Winchenoach, dealer in general
merchandise, South Waldoboro, has gone lnt>

insolvency
Ad

old uegro named Johnson, living

near

Clinton,

Miss., attempted suicide Friday nigbt becanse o£
the election of Cleveland and Hendricks. He cut lile
throat and will probably die.
When found he gav«
as a reason tor the act that ho
preferred death tu

slavery.
Fire Saturday night

at the hospital for the lnsano
four miles nui tb of Oshkoet Wis., destroyed thu
boiler house, engine room and laundry, but no pare
of the main building was touched.
Λ11 of the patients were got down on the first floor for safety.
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We do not read anonymons letter» and commnnieittons. The name and address of tho writer are In
all
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Indispensable,

necessarily
good faith.

not

for

pnblica-

ti>u bat as a guarantee of
We cannot undertake to return or preeorre commanioationa that are not used.

Now the newspapers witl begij cabinet

making.
It Is not surprising that Gen. McClellau
prefers the navy to the army. He never did
have good lock with the latter.
T'iete is some consolation in knowing that
the result is settled. There would be a good
deal more to be sure in knowing that it had
been settled differently.
The Senate is Republican and is likely to
continue so for several years to come. The

Democracy cannot therefore let themselves
entirely loose even if they want to.
If Cleveland follows out the programme
which George William Curtis thinks he will
the very hungry aud the very thirsty De.
mocracy will not be filled.

Owing

to unfavorable

which
we could aot avoid the proposed exhibition
ef Press poultry Is abandoned for this seaconditions

son.

We do not believe tint, tho Independents
Will be at all pleased to bave Mr. Conkiing
get into bed with them. He has been their
bète noir for years.
A cold winter ie bt-fore us and the "boys"
cannot get In to warm thetr toes until after
the fourth of March. Perhaps some of them
can buy coal on their expectations.
The Democrats will have a chance now to
show the people how much their wandering
in the wilderness lor the last twenty-five
years has sobered them, and how thirsty it
has made the n too.
The Boston Herald's Augusta despatch
says the Hou. Eben F. Pillsbury is coming
back to Main· to claim the pension agency
in Augusta. Republicans, we are inclined
to think, wil1 regard Mr. Pilbburv's return
much mote complacently than Democrats.

Republican party. It is too soon to discuss
with fairness the causes of the withdrawal
of public confidence. While some of them
are ou the surface and
apparent to all sagacious men, others are hidden and elusive.
But this, at least, seems elear, that there is
no

strong

expect a return of popular favor.
is as certain as any judgment based
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that Ihe elections iu the South were peaceable. No it has not, nor is it likely to. But
the peace has been brought about by much
the same means as the peace which reigntd
In Warsaw after the Russian conquest.
If the Oneida stalwarts had not bolted, if
St. John bad kept out of New York, if Dr.
Burchard hadn't opened his mouth, if, in
short, Mr. Blaine had got a few hundred
more votes in New Tork, he would have
been elected.
lie made a gallant fight, and
the mistakes of the campaign were not his.
Gen. Gordon apparently has a good many
more than the nine lives which are supposed to be enjoyed by the cat. The 1e■patches have had him and his army vanquished again and again; but now he turns
op as lively as a cricket, harassing the
Mahdi's troops and apparently amply able to
take care of himself for an indofimi e period.
Sam Randall's friends do not seem to be
astonished at the Republican majority of

80,000 in Pennsylvania. They are boldly
proclaiming that if he bad not killed the Morrison bill, the Morrison bill would have killthe Democratic party, and insisting that for
the work he shall receive something handsome

at the hands of President Cleveland.

It would be interesting to know on what
the Republican National Committee based
their confidence that the official canvass of
New York would show a plurality for
Blaine. Were they themselves deceived or
were they simply deceiving others? They
do not appear to have had any cases of important errors or frauds to raise a question
about before the canvassing boards.

tlia rntiifi-nos

Of the Northern States, where the vote is
free and the count fair, Mr. Cleveland carries but four—Indiana, New Jersey, New
York and Connecticut, the two last by a
very slender plurality. A vast majority of
the voters of the North were for Mr. Blaice.
The States where force and fraud are the
chief political factors have elected Cleveland
to the Presidency.

It would have been much more decent in
Mr. Conkliog to have made bis fight agaiust
Mr. Blaine epenly. Up to the day of election, the public generally did not know his
attitude, although it now appears clearly
enough that, while pretending that Le was
out of politics and was giving his whole attention to his law business, he was secretly
plotting against Mr. Blaine. The revolt in
Oneida county was undoubtedly inspired by
him. Now that Cleveland is elected Mr.
Conkling is not at all backward in coming
forward and making known his attitude in
the campaign. He is not out of politics
quite so mach as he pretended to be a few
weeks ago, and if any sort of a trade could
be patched np between the Democratic and
Stalwart members of the New York legislature by which he could be returned to the
Senate, his law business would net be allowed to stand in the way. We are happy to
»ay however that the prospect of any such
arrangement is very poor. The Republicans
ef New York who forced him out of politics

Fall will bave declared its temper and aims.
surprising if then the people
should be swift to repent of their mistake
and ready to restore the Republican party to
power so far as practicable. It behooves the
paty therefore to make the best use of the
discipline of defeat, to study honestly the
conditions which have brought it about, not
deluding itself by willful blindness, but using its eyes instead of its prejudices to discern the real facts of the situation.
A party
which has such a past cannot be cheated of
a great future unless it blunders
by its own
ignorance and cowardice. No party that
deserves to live can be destroyed by a defeat
which is so clearly an accident as the failure
to carry this Presidential election.

It would uot be

The plurality for Cleveland and Hendricks
in New York is differently stated
according as
the computation is made on the vote of differ"
ent candidates for elector. The clerk of the
cauvassing board announced on Saturday that
by a hasty computation the plurality appeared
to be 1147. This probably was based on the

highest vote;tor

elector at large on each ticket.
The Associated Press despatch however makes
tbe pluiality 1056. This agrees substantially
with another calculation we have seen based
upon the vote for Mr. Oltendorfer who ran

FOB SALE BY

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

vote
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Maine (MralB.R.
Consolidated Mortgage
5 per cent Bonds,
due. Ï9I2.
We offer for sale a limited amount
of tlic*e bonds in denominations of 100s 500s andlQOOs

1

WOODBURY

MOULTON.

Cor. Exchange & Middle Sts.

eodtf

sep!7

BONDS.
Portland Municipal

Fur Irimmed Black Dolmans
Bussian Circulars,
Cloth Newmarkets,

Saco

4's.

Maiue Central R. R. Cons. Mort.
No. Pacific R. R.
Ohio County

6'e.
f>'s.
6's.
6'e.

FOR SALE BY

—

A perfect fitting Braided Newmarket at
Very the All Woal Newmarket
Extra tine and heavy Newmarket.

—

186 MUddle St., Portland, Hie.
aug20
eod

J. B. Brown <1 Sods,
BANKERS,
street.

Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.

βοαιι

BOMBS FOE
Rockland
6e&4s.
No. Pacific Gold, 6s
Anson

SALE.

OIFJPJBH.

—

Stoves, Ranges, JFurnaces
—AND—

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.
No. 12
no3

Exchange St.. Portland, Me.
(12m

1>R. E. IS.
and

Clairvoyant

REEI>,

Botanic

Physician,

PERMANENTLY LOCATED AT

No· 592

Congress

St.

augl4

CATARRH.

nol5

$2.00. Consultation and
office until further notice.
dtf

STEPHEN BERRY.

Book, Card and Job Printer
No. 37 Plum Street

it
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4.

k.a

SPECIAL ATTENTION

L4

OKAND

OB HE It KOVAL

GILBERT'S ASSEMBLIES
Ererr

Thnreday Ereaing, cemneicine

Oct. 10.
Admission—Gent with Ladies, 75c; Ticket for
four atemblies, $2.00.
Former ladv pupils will receive complimentery
tickets upon applying at the Academy,
Waltzing and tbe "German" Monday evenings.
oc30
dtf

fiAII

Prince Albert Frocks.
suit
for
good
85, worth $9.
A neat suit for $7, worth $13.
A genteel suit for $10, worth $15.
An abundant supply of JDress Suits
cheaper than you ever heard of.

to
to

please

$20

tTCHINGS.
Mr. J. Eastman Chase, of
will

are

here among

ranging
King.

are sure

$16

from

593 Congress Streer.
63?""Opening Tuesday, Not. 11th, and continuing

two weeks.

The oublie are cordially invited.
novll

08GAN AND VOCAL CONCEIT
—

HENRY

Complete Treatment with Inhaler, $1.

"The only absolute spociflc we know of."—Med.
Times. "The best we have found in a lifetime of
suffering."—Rev. Dr. Wiggin, Boston. "After a long
struggle with Catarrh the Radicax Cube has conRev. S. W. Monroe, Leioisburph, Pa.
quered."
"I have not found a case that it did not relieve at
onee."—Andrew Lee, Manchester, Mass.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., JBoston·

CARTER,

I3Î THE

—

m*1\\ 8 I fe;For the relief and prevention,
the instant it is applied, of
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Coughs, Colds, Weak Back,
Stomach, and Bowels, Shooting
Pains, Numbness, Hysteria, Female Pains, Palpitation, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Bilious Feζ
ver, Malaria, and Epidemics, use

ELECTFUC\\

to»'
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•ASTER*

Plaster· (an Gleetrie Battery combined with a
Poroui Plaster) and laugh at
pain. 25c. everywhere.
M&Th&w2w

o3

Kina Portraits

a

tpeoiaHj,

opposite falmoeth hotel gix

or

Come Back and Get Your Gash.

Wednesday Evening:,

Night—'Thursday,

^
deodtf

Herbert (*. Brings,

EUGENE TOMPKINS,

YOUTH!
GRAND OPENING

dtf

—

SCRUBBING,
HOUSE CLEANING.

or

ERYSIPELAS
CONVULSIONS,
CHRONIC STARVATION,

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.

All chronic cases cured by (he
of Murdock's Liquid Food.

Exchange St, Portland, Me.
We have just received a. new lot of
Double Jerseys which are very desirable for children's wear during cold
weather. We also have all sizes in colored and black Jerseys for children.

ΒΡ"*Α11 buaineas relating to Patente promptly and
faithfully executed.
1ul2dtf

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

sustaining her strength while suflering from an attack of ulcerated erysipelas in both her lower limbs,
which destroyed some thirty inches of flesh on each,
in some places nearly down to the muscle. I believe
it to be all that you claim for it, a perfect
strengthsustaining preparation. Gratefully yours,

VEILING

Despite the

various remedies which at different
times have been supposed to exert a spccitic curative influence over phthisis, there is no.
remedy or
combination of drugs known that removes the tuberculous cachexia. This is not saying however,
that medicines are not useful, but it should be
understood that far more reliance is to be
placed on hygienic and dietetic measures. The one
obiect above all others is to nourish the body to the
fullest extent, and if one may believe what they see,
Mnrdock's Liquid Food is most useful in this directIon. We have notes, which we intend some time to
publish, of an interesting case of empyema, seen a
year or more ago. which threatened to perforate the
thoracic walls, in which this food seemed speedily
to stay the downward tendancy of the disease, and
sontiibuted very much to recovery, which before
bad seemed to us hopeless.
This fool is of the
greatest value in any of the wasting forms of disaase, whether in the infant or adult, and is admirably suited to patients on the down grade of

been selling at 37 cents will be sold
for a few days at 20 cents a yard.

Acknowledged

Scieace of Diagnosing Diseases is new to every
body and very popular. Teaching unlimited knowledge of the human system by a Standard Rule known
only by himself. No guesswork. No questions asked.
He explains every kind of Disease and its cause,
that afflicts mankind, to the astonishment and delight of every investigator in and out of colleges·
He stands without a rival in his art of healing.
New
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[WASHING
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S

Soap.

QUALITY peculiar

p|EAL ANTIQUE

R8ATS.

One hundrf d pieces extra good
ity will be sold at 29 cents each.

qual-

life.
From

0W£H, MOORE & GO.
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PunanmiitiAn

Aithmo

/"VimnH

MOTHERS!

Diseases, Throat Diseases, Vericorse Veine
Coughs, Catarrh, Diarrhoea, Piles, Dysentery, Dia

betes, Dropsy, Diaphragm

and

Spleen

Disesases so
little known by other doctors, Eruptions of thj Skin,
Ruptures, Water Brash, Scrofula, Salt Itheum, Seminal Weakness, Sciatica, St. Vitus' Dance, Stammer-

LOOK

INTO THE MERITS OF THE

SOLARTIP

ing, Nervous Prostration. Sleeplessness, Constipation, Palsy, Pleurisy, Pulmonary Disease, Ulcers,
Tumors, Cancers, Gravel, Heart, Lungs, Liver, Kidney Disease, Deafness from Nervous Debility cured,
also Eye Sight restored.

Ladies do not eufier, now
at once by calling upon Dr.

that you
W,

can

be

II will 1x3 pleased. Hone frenuina
/ without trade-mark and John
I Mundell k Co." ou each pair.
Beware of imflntfona with
names
soundiiw Hinjilar to
Solar Tip. TI1KKK IS NO

relieved

EsFsH Ο E8,{OTttoy
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represent

IîeîhIMctëT

Wiihem Vain by elie
use

Innctlo

C. 0.
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HUDSON'S,

No. 13 Ularket Square,
—

WHEBU FOU WILL FIND

Goods,
»

iow Prices.

Funerals

FLOWERS, Ferns, Smilax,&e„
CUTWeddings
Parties. X?uaeral Dehiga»
Parties
Flowers
for

ana

Specially.

S

dtf

t'or Cli&* Icston, S. C.
CH. "MESSENGEH." Falker, Maiter.
For
freight, apply to
HALL· ft HASKELL,

novl4d3t*

17!) Commercial et.

Branch.

ASSETS.

United States 4 Va per cent. Registered
Bonds
$345,000.00
United States 4 per cent. Registered

of

Bonds
New York
:

218,240.00
Central & Hudson Riyer R'd 40,200.00
Georgia State
27,000.00
Cash I>eposit in State of Mississippi...
15,000.00
Cash in Banks
180.870.H6
Premiums in Course of Collection
102,206.76
$934,517.62

can meet any want in the line of House-

181

BOSWÔRTH & CO.

OC20

UARILITim
$456,866.31
88,146.23

Re-Insurance Reserve
XJnnaid Losses
Other Liabilities

20,441.35—$565,453.89

Surplus in United States

$369,063.73

W. D. LliTiE & CO., Agents,

Washington St.,
BOSTON.
d2m
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supplied
warranted to be iirst€« A. J>ENNEÎT,

lfork
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the result of an accident to her head.
The

jrain,

ihyeicians prescribed large dosea of bromide of
jotassium to be taken at stated iutertals dally. Her
ïase was brought to the attention of the
highest
nodical authority in this city.
The convulsions
;ame on at intervale during the four years, of from
;wo to three iLontlis apart.
The use of the bromide
îadto be discontinued almost altogether, as it
iaused such trouble to the digestive orgaus that the
jatient lost all relish for food and gradually grew
veak and despondent until last spring, when her
îondition became alarming. My brother called my
ittention to the great value of "Murdock's Liquid
food," and we deoidod to give it a trial. We adninistered the.food m teospoonful doses four times
day (before meals and at bedtime). Almost imnediately a change tor the better became percepti-

413 Fere Street.

^

Known·

nov8

S.M&Wly

Canaries.

should send their orders to

Γ

ATWOOD'S OYSTER HOUSE,
117,121 & 123 Center St., Portland, Me.

Alwajb
prices.

on

Α.

Thanksgiving Afternoon, Nov. 27
IT.

II. HAIVÏEB, manufactnrer'·
A|e*l
202ft Commercial Street, Portland, Maine.
AJtwly

BEST IPESTIENT BOM !
the

hand the btet oyitere at the lowest

octiiBdtjayl

COE,
Τϊαο

Hattor,

107 middle Street.

Cash Fnnds

New York.

$102,000,000.00,

»

QUARTETTE.

Tlie experience of Forty Years lias
shown the most satisfactory results.
$1.00 per week will secure $1.000, payable la 20
with interest or dividends.
No investment of the kind can he more bénéficiai
han this, as can be shown on
application to
rears

D.

D. M.
oclC

LITTLE, Agent,

ÎEO. W- STEWART,
A.C. RIDER,
Baritone St Saxaphone;

rhe Celebrated Western Reader and
Impersonator,
of

X..VWU

!>r. KEMSOS'S

MEDAL, PAÛI3, 1378.

BAKER'S
L|

OFFICE,
Open from Ν«τ. llllli la N»r.!Mih.
oliJ
dti

absolutely

LEOPOLD

nol7

SSster,

LICHTEXBEKG,

nil. LEOX

KEACH,

ut at 7.
Half fare on the M. C., P. Λ Β., P. &
Ο., and G.
it. Stockbridge eourse tickets
exchanged for
latinee if desired.

STOl'KBKIDGE COURSE.
Fourth

Entertainment, change of (let* from
vednesday eveniug, Not 26th, to TburxlaT ΚτVtauil
»'™?ί
**·£» 1'hl»nl«»Biving
•ouble1?T'
to mi by above Artists.
F.Tenioe Tick75 cents, (reseryed):
50
cents,
admission,
ourse tickets
excha ged for matinee if desired.
Ickeis ready Monday, Not.
17th, at 9 o'clock,
[all faro on M. O. and Ci. T. H.
BOTlédlw

CATARRH What is Catarrh?
It is

'OSSV ULn

^

.Λ"£Afl
./>
nil

nolOdlawSwM·

CTOER BARRELS
Fitst Class Barrels, just received and for sale
by

sepl3

SON,

Portland.
dSwtf

disease of the

hold *n the head. From
Mb
,t |e0(|( forth
a poisonous virus along
tho membranous linings
and through the digestive organs, corrupting
tho blood and produoing
olher troublesome ana
damjerous symptoms.
t'rram Balm i»

—

EMETJXE S. JENKfNS, ) of
Boston,
.IOSKPHT. BAILET,
! Mas?.,
JOSEPH H. SAJNDFOltD, ) Executors,
to FRED N. DOW, of
Portland, Me., Ageut or

a

g?FAM BW^eTairoîi^^.

Mass.

WrOTIt K IN HEREBY «■ VEN, that the
.1 subscribers have been duly appointed Execu3rs of the Will oi
CHAULES Ε. JENKINS, late of Boston,
Mass.,
eceased, who died leaving estate to be adminissred in the County of Cumberland, and have taken
pon themselves that trust by giving bonds as the
iw directs. And we have
appointed Fred N. Dow,
f Portland, our Agent or
Attorney in tho State of
[aine. AU persons
demands upon the eshaving
ite of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the
une: and all persons indebted to
said estate are
illea upon to make payment to

410 Fore St.

Accompanist.

Reserved seats, 50 cents;
admission, 25
'hildren reserved, 25 cents; admission, 16 cents;
cents,
ickets sold at Stockbrklge's Music Store
Monday
lorning, Nov. 17tli, at 9 o'clock. Numbers given

d&wlw

ft. STANLEY &

jjwpmuu.

The great Violin Virtuoso.

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

I BAKER & CO,,

f

%>ure

Cocoa, from which tho cxcees oi
Oil has been removed. It has three
tintes the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
mid is therefore far more economical.
It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
weH as for jiersons in health.

00

Wo. 4 TOLN.1K PLACE.

Chicago.

ο ■ «u »f λ» m

or

dtf

Warranted

BM*

MISS JESSIE COUTHOCI,

G1GN0UX, General Agent,
POUTSWOIj'TII, N. II.
GOLD

QUABTETTE.

Ε. M. BAG}LEY,
W. R. ΒΛΤΕΜΑΝ.
First Cornet;
First Tenor;

easy

ttorney.
Portland, Oct. 21st, 1884.

J

GERMANIAJEMPLE

■—

31 Exchange Street,

MATINEE

the following distinguished Aitists of Boston:

8. BOWRON,
E. F. WEBBER,
Second Cornet;
Second Tenor;
IERR E. SERASSER,
H. A. COOK,
Clarionet & Saxaphone;
Baritone,

will furnish tho bent line of bonds in the
market, in
the shape of endowments, which for the
purpose of
investment or otherwise, afford not only the
best security, but are continually increasing in valoe, having heretofore paid more than six per cent compound interest and are payable in
10,15, 2(v, 25 or
3υ years. Payment for same
may be made on

W.

BÂLLÀD

ENGLISH
)y

*

marie

of

OITY SCAliIi.

Company,

YOUR GROCER KEEPS

r

50 different patterns.

OYSTERS,

dtf

HE finest lot of Hartz Mountain Canarjes an4
warranted singers ever bepn brought to taie
iity, have Just arrived, and are now on exhibition
nd sale; also St. Andrew Mountain and Belgian
ianaries, Goldfinches. Chaffinches, Linnets. Noupaeils, Mockingbirds, EDglish Larks, Thrushes,
tlackhirds, Starlings, English Hobbies, etc., at
MR. SWEETSIR'S 1ILEACHEKY,
544 Congress St.
noylédlw*

of—

Chemical
liAUTFORD, CONN.

Mrs. B. is now able to go out alone, and
ake an active interest in all home affairs, and we
ire very much encouraged to hope for her compete recovery.

BLANKETS !

All in Want
—

Hartford

BY

riends.

WATËkT

LO cents.

MAÎTUFACTDKKD

ve, and although the convulsive attaca did not
lease, the patient's stomach grew better, her appe,ite retnrned, her digestion improved, and a marrellous change for the better is apparent to all the

From the Cincinnati Lance: A Clinic. Oct·
4, 1&S4.
Murdock'e Liquid Food consists of the juices of
aw meat and fruits.
In chronic starvation in deli:ate women, or apepeiein infante, it is highly useul. [Editor.]
The above are a few of inauy eases showing that
he same reeulis can be obtained outside of the Free
lospital of Seventy Beds for Infants and Women
vith Chronic Diseases, established and supported
»y the Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston, as id it.
Try it for any disease, no our Goodwill
tlwaye make new life and cleanse he eye·
em of
dieease, and JLiquid Food can be reained by the stomach when ho weak an to
efuae water, and will make blood faster
hau all other
food* or preparations]

Nov. 15.

The best appointed Kink in the city. Electric
Lights, Steam Heat, Elevator, and every accessory
for the comfort and convenience of
speotators and
skaters. Gentlemanly and courteous instructors Always in attendance to assist beginners.
NENHION8 AND PBIC'ES:
Sessions Every Evening, from
7.45 to 10,15
Single Admission
$ .25
Package Tickets (six admissions)
1.00
Use of Skates
10
Six Admissions with Skates. .7.
1.60
Commutation Check»
05
Regular tickets are good for all assemblies.
The manaegment reserve the right to refuse admission to all objectionable parties.
noUtf
C. H. KNOWLTON, Prop, and Man'r.

Pharmaceutical

Horse

noSUlm

_

J*n22

BOSWORTH, formerly

Portland, hereby solicits the patronage
of his formerenstoiners and the Ρ rtland
public at his store in Bostou.
Our stock is full and complete, and
with every facility enlarged and increased, and iu a broader lield, both for
supply and demand, we feel conlidcnt we

Iced water ruine digestion; Dirige Water improve»
t; is always palatable, refreshing and healthful,
delivered daily, cool and refreshing from the spring.
)ur improved cans will keep the water cool from
IB to 48 hours; use of cane tree; water per gallon
roprietent.
i«23

C. O.HUDSON

M.

GEO. M.

5UT FMJi PLANTS.

States

ψ

Mr. G.

RUNULETT BKOS.,

ûfliï'T fûBuET THE PLACE.

—

TORONTO, CANADA.

United

OAIFtJD.

Middle and Free Sti., over H. H. Hay
Me.
myl5dtf

Drug Store, Portland,

DIR1G0 MINERAL

Freshly TIade,

OF

DB. Ο. M. TAI/BOT,

»

Ï5H Dougrc** |ireet.

Best

of

Nitrons Oxide Gas.
All operation» in Dentistry
warranted to give satisfaoipeelalty.

it short notice.
All work
ilaes and at low prices.

—

OF THJ5

EGO.,

furnishing and Interior Decorating:.
Correspondence solicited. Estimates
and samples sen! promptly by mail.

filllngs

CANDIES
CALL AX

WuS'L*

them, and your dealer will say so too.

im itu

—

—

I FOR YOUR BOYS. They
SAVING
|wmbeA
<i!iEAT
and your boys
'] Ιη,,-ΊΟΝΕΛ

Consultation
and Examination
Free from D a. ni. to 8 p. m.
dtf
sepl5

for

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

SHOES!

Special Diseases cured by letters.
Dr. fVllsou is Sole Agent fora new and
mo t wonderful invention for Female
Complaints ever produced; just out

New

About four years ago Mrs. B. had a severe attack of
dtf

HIS SPECIALTIES ARE
cated

the

Saturday Ev'ng,

Grocers Sell Lavine

Mr m a.

Record.

tcf

fttorer Brou.* Block, OTUddle St,

Washing Clothes, Dishes, Paint,
Floors, &c. and Save Labor.

clearly

Chair and HofaTidies, Toilet Cushions,
&c., will be sold at less than half price
to close out the lot.

but|

DR.W.WILSON'S

MATS<
Fifty Applique Mats, suitable for

the "STANDAKD'L
of LAUNDRY SOAP. There is
One. Every bar is
stamped with δ
a pair of hands, and no
cer should bo allowed to offer®
any substitute. In the use cfus
WELCOME SOAP people
-realize "VALUE RECEIVED" and
Idiscover that superiority ir.j

For

P. F. K. CHURCHILL.

From the IUai**achunetttt Electic medical
Journal, Sept. 1884.

De«irablo colors in Silk Parissene
for thick Veils.
Quality which has

J|PPLIQUE

use

West Wabeham. Nov. 1,1884.
Mukdock Liquid Food Co.:
Genta- Some seven months since my wife began
taking yonr Liqnid Food for a faintness at the stomach, which neither common food nor medicine
seemed to reach. It has given her perfect relief for
that trouble and has been of great benefit to her in

LACE DEPARTMENT,

gILK

USE LAVÏIE

FEEBLE INFANTS.

American & Foreign Patents,

No. 93

LaTine makes easy work·
l<nvine makce the hardest water eoft.
Lavine doe< not injure the fluent clothe·.
Larine doe* not barn or chap the hand·

CONSUMPTION,

Skating Ri!

r

WASHING,

full six button length and are one
dollar under regular price.

MANAGES.

Sale of seats commence· Tuesday, Not. 18. Price·
75 and 60c.; gallery 35.
noTl4dtd

KxocU everything for

a-e

ATTORNEY AT LAW A5D S0LÏC1T0B

Nov. !20lb.

TOMPKINS & HILL'S BOSTON THEA·
THE COMPANY.

DRAMATIC AND SCENIC TRIUMPH.

LATINE

Wo shall sell to-day a lot of Fine
French Kid Gloves in black and desirable colors at $1.25 pair. These

Portland Me·

Nov. 19.

ISSIBPASSED AH Λ

G. 0. B.FISK & CO.,

BUTTON KIDS.

—

Tickets Γ.Οο' at Stockbrldge's Music Store and at
Banks' Apothecary Store. Doors open at 7 ; Concert
begins at 8 o'clock.
nol 3dl w

One

DON'T LIKE THE
"FODDER"
Price aiter you get home,

GLOVE DEPARTMENT.

—

PORTLAND THEATRE.

HOTEL,

ηονίδ

Photographer,

BY

(Organist ο £ Trinity Chnrch, New York) with
Mr. A. E. Peanell. Mrs. A. B. Morrison
and Miss L. M. Brown, Voc -lists, Mr.

in one package, may now be had of
all Druggists for $1.00. Ask tor

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE.

d2w

oiiAiro

208 Middle St, -Under Falmouth Hotel.

Pictures called for and delivered to Art itooais free of charge.

ETCHINGS,

pat- First Universalis! Church, Congress Square,

determined to give them a "FEAST" OF
CLOTHIIVG at less prices than they ever saw
or heard of in America.
It you dine at our

CONGRESS SQUARE ART STORE

Boston,

Exhibition and private sale of

—

rons,

CLOTHING

au

Harvey Murray, Accompanist,

old iriends and

our

hold

F J NE

IN OTHER WORDS
We

llill'IUiH

—

STUBBS' ART GALLERY,

$15 Overcoats

you, while those
arc fit to set before a

OF

—

If your POCKET BOOK is
long and lank,
yon can keep warm with one of our $5.00
Double breasted Overcoats. Should it show
a larger "swell" we will dish
up others from
$7 to $10 thatare from $3 to $5 below the
market price. If you are in middling cirto

DUCHESS!

MltS.

ll.ltl. K. Piuaforc ΜinnlreN.
Merry and Monoch! Fox and Ward! «Ijaopli Burgess! Kmilis Dukes! and tbe Entire Stock Company.
nol7
4tf

une
isutton
frocks,
Four Button Csit-away Frocks.

AND

To framing works of Art at the coming exhibition November 1st. A complete stock of
artistic mouldings,

N. ïï.

What of the Future.
The conclusion of the canvass of votes in
New York city on Saturday afternoon removes the last substantial doubt, if there
have been any substantial doubts for a week
past, of the result of the national election.
Mr. Blaine relinquishes hope, and there is
no reason why
any sensible mau shouid
longer trust that something hidden and to
be discovered will change the apparent decision.
The Democratic candidates have
carried fiew York State bv a small plurality,
and this, with what was assured to it already, gives to that party 219 electoral votes,
and makes the choice of Cleveland and Hêndricks by the electoral college certain. After an uninterrupted control of the national
administration for twenty-four years they
will on the 4th of March yield the control to
the Democratic party, the people having so
decreed.
This is a disappointment, and not only a
disappointment but a public misfortune.
That is the aspect which the result must
ν near in the judgment of all who are devoted
of the
t to the principles and general policy

THE

$ing!c Breasted Sacks,
Uoubjc Brejtsted Sacks,

$13

/

afternoons.

Served in alll styles,

cumstances our

Evening;
from 2 till 4.30

FOR THIS WEEK

»

d3t

...«ι./.

their good behavior if they know that in every election they must reckon with a large
body of voteis who care little for par'y
names and professions but regard critically
the quality of the work accomplished and
the qualifications of the candidates nominated. Hitherto the "floating vote" in this
country has been largely composed of the indifferent and the venal classe?. Qeieafter
there is a probability that it will comprise a
Urge body of earnest and honorable citizens
who will vote with either party or with
neither as seems to thern advisable in view
of existing conditions. One effect of such a
development of independence of party ties
would be to cause a more definite and distinct avowal by the two great parties of their
purpose with regard to issues of immediate
and practical concern, and less reliance upon
historical glory and sentimental interest.

MORNINQ

PARLOR,

and

PEOfLli'S THEATRE.
Open Ever; Evening and Woduesdaj and Saturday

MENS' OVERCOATS.

lTttle.

IHILLETT &

Hours, 9 to 13, and X to 9,
where he Is prepared to treat all diseases of the
Blood, both Acute and Chronica Examination at a

distance the fee will be
examination free at the

$1/25.

MEM'S SUITS.

MORNING.

50 dozen Men's Real Country Hand Knit, alt Wool Socks at 23
cents;
worth 50 cents.
1 case Li (lies' all Wool Ilose, extra length, at 50 cents;
sold last year
for 88 cents.
This is the best bargain iu Ladies' Hosiery ever offered; they are in colors and black10 pieces Crepe Line Ruflll· g at 25 cents
jptr yard; worth 50 cents.
25 dozen more Ladies' Liueu Collars at 10
cents.
5 dozen Ladies' and Children's Woolen Mittens at 25 cents
per pair.
1 lot « hlldren'8 Cashmere Gloves, ail sizes, at 88 cents;
sold everywhere at 50 cents.
1 lot Ladies' Ciishmere Gloves, all sizes, at 25 cents
per pair.
Wc offer in thi» sale, 100 pairs Corsets at 50 cents; worth $1.00.
A full line of Fear's Soap, in plain at 12 cents per cake or 2 for 23
cents; scented 17 cents or 3 for 48 cents.
100 ekeius Country Tarn, in all colors, at 15 cents per skein.
50ponnds Scotch Iron Tarn, 1st quality, in all colors, at 30 cents per
skein.
We also offer Washington, Coventry and Saxony.
A small lot of Germantown, 1st
quality, Tarn at 12 1·2 cents per ikeio.
Colors can be selected by gas light.

TENNEY&LEIGHTON
IN

Pants for

S2.50 Pants lor $1.50.
$«'5.5© Pants for $2.25.
$4.00 Pants for $2.50.
$5.00 Pants for $3.50.
Well «Iodic, nicely sewed, with elegant trimmings.

dtf

Afternoon

Evening Session,
from 7.45 till 10.16
Good Mr.sic Every Evening and W«ducn·
day and Saturday Alternoons.
The management roserv» the right to reflue
Skate checks to objectionable parties.
oolCcltf
BERT D. WHITT1EK. Manager.

$1.75 Pants for $1.00.

Portland, Me.

3VEOKTX>^-X"

—

Afternoon Session,

$2.00

Millett <fc little

Bt/SINKS» CAKS&S.

DEALERS

OF THE

—

Brotherhood of Locomotive firemen,
Cliy Hall, Tuesday Ev'nr, Nov, IS.

Open

PÂMTÂLÛQ^fS.

$18.50, $25, $28, $33, $40, $48, $50, $60, $68 to $100

MONDAY

Sale of peats
nol3d5t

xT F.
4th ANNUAL BALL AND BAND CONCERT

A

WO. 194 HUDDLE STREET,
Jay. 1. 1884.
'anldtf

—

Over the Garden Wall

Tickets 75c;admitting gentleman and ladies. Muby Chandler.
nol2dlw

SACQUES.

492 and 494 Congress St.,

strong enough yet to keep him out, and
have the disposition to do it.

ΤΤη<.<ΐΛ>«(Λη.υ.

12,50
1] to 20.00

....

nov7

6s.

AltETAS 8IÎURTLEFF,

Taenday Ereniaf,

sic

EAHTIAH BROS. & BANCROFT,

6s & 4s
Waldoboro
6s
Maine Central. .7s & 6s

Portland & Cgdensfourg

NEW SECRETARY,

BIJOU 8K1TINO

$10.00

J

B· Of

elegantly braided,

A desirable line of Cloakings and Fur
Trimmings ulways in
Bdside our regular CLOAK ϋίΛΗΙΝΟ DEPlKTfflÉN I'. we have this
Fall opened a GEN U S' TAILOKIMU DGPAK
ΓΚΙΕΚΤ, ill which we
also manufacture "Ladies' Tailor" Garments.
As we are a strictly One Friee House in all
Departments, parties
visitii.'g Portland will find it greatly to their interest to patronize us.

Bath....

4».

SR. & MS. GEO. S. KNIGHTS

commences

FOR DEPLETED POCKET BOOKS.

Travel] η g and commercial letters of
credit issued, available in all tbe
principal cities of Europe.
Investment securities bought and sold.

Two Nights, Monday and Tuesday, IM&18

JERSEY NEWMARKETS.

are

It is not Improbable that one result of this
election will be a permanent increase of the
bedy of voters who acknowledged no hard
anl fast allegiance to any party, men who
have no expectation of political preferment
and who will give their suffrages at any particular election to the party and the candidates that for the time being appear to them
most likely to advance the general interest.
This will more certainly happen if the Democratic administration so conducts itself as
to inspire confidence in the patriotism of its
motives and the public spirit of its leaders.

....

Some of these are entirely plniu, some
very
others richly trimmed with Fur and Astrachau.

Prices from

for President.

Γ1ΊΗΕ Great Balsamic Distillation
t of Witch-Hazel. American
Pine, Canada Fir, Marigold, Clover
Blossoms, etc., called Snnford'e
Radical Cure, for the immediate
relief and permanent cure of every
form of Catarrh, from a simple
Cold in the Head to Loss of Smell,
Taste and Hearing, Congh and Catarrhal Consumption.
Complete
treatment, consisting of one bottle
Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent and one Improved Inhaler,

$6,00, 8.00,9.50,10-00,12-00 up to 42.00.
$4.50, to $35.00

PORTLAND THEATRE

Seats 75c and 60c. Gallery 35c.
Friday, Not. 14.

A Genuine Feast

Su these beautiful imitation of the real seal, we have a
large assortin nt.
Our <>urm> ins are made by experienced New Vork
Furriers,
and in Ouish and fit bave all the merit of a real Seal
Sacque,

Swan & Barrett

218 Middle

$4 00,5.50,7.00,8.00, 9.50, 10.00 and up to 28 00.

Τ Κ ΚΤΛ 11* 91 ΕΝΤ*.

Ccmcdy Company, ITIonilay Ërcniiiff)

BILL OF FARE FOR NEXT WEEK.

ft'ever before during our experience of over
twenty years in tlie
Clonk business, liuve we been able to ofler to our trade so
thoroughly
made good styl»> garments at such
low prices as this season.
Vhe assortment also is far in extremely
excess oi any previous year.
Be·
low we quote some of our prices;

SSXILtiKL PliUaiî

β'β.

Municipal
Androscoggin & Kennebec R. It.

about 100 votes behind the other candidate tor
elector at large on the Democratic ticket. It
is customary to take the two highest in eUtang
the result of

CLÔÂKS.

terest.

augC

ΚΛ

CLOTHIERS.

to C per cent in-

j3 ^3k.r<J^L2DI=S.S.

lilXtEI.LAIVEOlU

C.D.B·
FÏSK <fc CO.,
EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
THE GREAT

It

upon
past experience can be that the Democratic
party In power will fail to satisfy the necessities and sentiment of the nation. The Republican party has only to be vigilant and
wise and courageous, both in Us criticisms
and in its self discipline to become again, and
very soon, the party to which the patriotic
and progressive aspirations of the people
will turn with earnest confidence. A Democratic administration is hound to disgust
either the Bourbons and reactionists who
constitute so large a-> element of its strength
or the progressive men wt*o have
given it
their support in expectation that it had got a
new heart and would
recognize the new day
of the Republic.
The next election of national scope is that
two years hence when a new Congress will
be chosen. At that time the Democratic administration will have been in power about a
Vfl!Jy

Yielding from 4

aiio

Tho

of

MOO, $200, $500 and $1000,

or

fidently

MI8CJKJL IîANKOUS,

0 IDS!
denominations

in

and and

abiding cinfldence in the
aims of the Democratic party as
an organization.
There has been no tidal
wave of disaffection with one
party and approbation of the other, indicating an irreversible revolution of public sentiment. Actuated by various motives, some of them not
very well defined and others not very creditable, a barely sufficient number of voters
heretofore acting with the Republican party
have this year voted with the Democrats, or
thrown away their suffrages, or withheld
them, to enable the Democratic candidates
to be chosen.
The majority of these voters
declared that they did not cease to be Republicans In thtir principles and sympathies,
or intend to give the Democratic
party anything but temporary support, and for reasons which were incidental rather than fundamental.
Under these circumstances what of the
future? There is no reason why
Republicans
should let disappointment become despondency. There is no reason why they should
not be hopeful and courageous,
rally to their
standards with earnest enthusiasm and conwisdom

VINAATCIÂl*.

*

JÂV-PPWCB

j/W

rJâwtK

disease and can be depeiuiail np"U.

Cire Η

IIj's Cream Balm Causes
Seller at once.
rill Cure.

»

Τ remedy based upon
U.SA. j correct diagnosis of this

no

α

trial.

pain. (JiTes

Λ Thorough Treatment

Sot A

Liquid.

Sot

a

Snuff.

pplf into uostriis.

Price 50cts.ai druggisUieo
by mail, registered. Sample boltl· by moll 10c.
KLY BROTHERS, Druggists, Owego, Ν. Y.
ja n25
WFM4*

β.

FAST.WIE lîl. IIA WES,Ν
will

Soprano Vecnliaf,
engage for Concerts, Conventions, Ac.

quartettes, Vocalists

xnished for

or Orchestra*
all occasions where music Is
required.
For terms, address

C. K.
77 IHtddle

sepl5

HAWES,

Street,

forllwiMt·
eod3xn

^

j*

FINANCIAL

PRESS.

THE

MOBSISG, SOVEMBI .R 17.

ΓΚΕΜΜ
Periodical Depot® οί Ν. G.
Foe'er.den, Marquis, Armstrong, Kodscon, Robert
OoateUo, (iilpatrick, 47 Middle street and 221
Spring street, Jewell, McFarland, Merrill, btrange,
Gould, Lanagan, lio-toh & Maine iiepot, and
Chiebolm Brot··.. on all trains that run out of tbe
THE

May be obtained at

»

ne

city.
A-uburn, WillariSmall & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Β an gor News Co.
liarbor. F. S. Jordan,

Bar

(Jalii'

Shaw.
F. M. Burnkant.
A. L. Jellerso*.
G
Brunpv. lck, B. ti. Dennison.
Cnmberland MUle, F. A. Ver i»L
Daniartiscotta, Ε. \V. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.

The

following

to-day's

are

[H.M. Corn,car ious61@02
grades.. 2 50@3 001 No2 do, car lots. 60(c£6 1
04a05
X. Si-ring and
.Corn, bag lois,
36 a 37
IX Suriitg.. C 75Q5 001 Oats, car lot*.
Oats, >:ag lots— 38@40
Pfatent Spring
*
01 « 63
Wheals
5 7o£G 25 ! Meal

i CotfconSeed.car lota 8 Ό
icbigan Wintar straight* 4 76@<> 00 Cottonseed,bag lotsbO 00
Do roller....6 00φ5 25i.Sacbedliran car loi.
37 75Φ18 25
St. Louts Wmtor straight β 00>c 5 251 do L»aglotal9 00@20 00
Do roller... 5 00(<£5 60 !>*lda, car lota.
Winter Wheat
5S22£24 00
atenie
5 50^0 251 do bag lots 24@$25 00
Produce.
Provbiiots^.
j
I PorkCranberries—
Sacks. .19 6P(&20 00
Cape Codl2 00@13 00
0
00 I Clear
18 60^19 00
Maine..
Pea Beans... 2 00&2 251 Meet
16 60&17 (30
2
201
Mer»?
Beef..
11
Moainms.... 00.ai
60@11 00
Gcrmanmed2 0Ufa2 261 Ex Mess.. 11 60&12 CO
Yellow Eyee2 00@2 2δ I Plate
12 50@13 00
Onions tfbbl. 2 UU@2 251 Ex Plato.] 3 00ft 18 50
Irish Potatoes 4ή;α5ϋο Hams
12M-@l?o
Sweet Potat's.4
75 Hams,covered I4%@15s
M

OOgil

...

0Ô@4

Eggs i>dox
25,g29e !Lard—
Grapes, Concord
Tub, ψ lb
Chickens,
10i$14 I Tierces..
lfo*l
9#12c Fall
...

beIt takes twenty-eix year a for a nun t
phjeician in Germany. Lrad is scarce
cau't
much
and
over there
spate
they
Fpace
for cemetery lots.

€3tme*'·

g 8V*
& 8V±

Meeda.

2J25(&.*:2 50
30&32 Ked Top
1 65@1 75
Edge Ver....25 ·28ο!Timothy
Choice
10
20(g22« Olover
@11
15 v. led
Good
RaiszcA.
ore
2 00> 3 25
10@12c Muscatel
! London Lay'r.2 (50ία>3 25
(jbeene.
10 a 3
Vermont
lOVfe @13 ! Ondura
Ν Y Fact'y.. lOVfe à 13
! Valencia
6%@10V&
^usar.
£ 50@7 50
Granulated i* Jb ....0% Valencia
6 Va " Ex large cs 7 00&8 50
Extra C......

come a

Creamery
Gilt

26
26

30

ÇZ 28

@29
ύν 3S
(& 23

34
20

-.

another dull
change with a

Babbitt,

—

set for New York.

NEWPORT—Sid 15th, scbs Lucy Wentworth, fm
Geo W Glover, Rockland foi
Calais for New York
do. Magnolia. Booth bay for do.
Also %ld, sch Rival, from New Bedford for New
Yoik.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 14tb, sch Witch
Hazel, from Kennebec for Albany.
VINEYARD-HAVEN Ar 13th, scbs Maggie J
Caadwick, Orr, Amboy for Portland; Com Tucker,
Amboy for Bangor, (lost foretopmast 13tb); Ε Ο
Gates, Freeman, Calais J or New Haven.
EDGARTOWN-Sld 14ih,i60h| Enterprise, Robin-

—

«

worth; Emily, Gasper, Surry; Impulse, Cousins,
Buckspnrt ; Waterloo, Creamer, Bangor; Odell,
>vado, Belfast; Sarnl W Brown, Smith, Rockland;
Ann Τ Sipple, Tarr, Kennebec; Harry Ρ Percy,
Hinckley, Bath.
Ar 15th, tcbs City of Augusta, Mealy, Philadelphia, Wai Ε Leggett, Lewis, Bangor; Ε L Higgins,
Coleman, Calais; Lizzie M Eells, Piper Rockport;
Omaha, Hanson, Hancock,
Also ar 15th, schs Lizzie Lane, Herrick, Port au
Prince; A Β Crabtree, Wooster, Elizabetbport;
Fannie Mitchell, Calais; Henrietta, Hutchins, Orland: Ν Joues. Perry. Machias; Anaconda, Strout,
Millbridge; Albert, Thurston, Deer Isle; C M Walton, Lane, Bangor; Humboldt·, Hopkins, Boothbay;
Victory, Hatch, Bristol.

Cocknej—Whar'or-

Unnecessary warmth.

No. I

and th«

1λtair»iï t.iiAm

no

Deed

to

in

severe

a

casa

Tallow.
Portland quotations

of

CaLf Skins
Sheep Skins

roa

provide

a

remedy

always striking something
is

new

new.

for.

vy^tiiii.

3dUsu.
friue

Mifisouri Pcf
Northern Pachc
Mo. K. & Texas

...

19
93

42%
16Υβ
HlVi

,.

|

do
do
do
do
do
.io
do
do
Pacific 6e. '«5.

4s, reg

4s, coup

g26

......

·.

116*4
Qt>7/8

Illinois Central..
lj»ke Shore
M iob igan Central
New
Centrai

63

Jersey

(See

40%

Northwestern

years."
Uclicve.
man was cured of

it is bard to believe thtt a
as big as
a Kidney after his bojy was swollen
incuraa barrel and he had been given up as
ble an 1 lay at death's door. Yet such a cure
was accemplished by Kidney-Wort iu the perof M. M. Djveraaux of Ionia, Mich., who
ia
says: "After thirteen of the best doctors
Detroit had given me up, I was cared by KidI want every one to know what a
son

ney-Wort.
boon it is.

A little boy complains to his mother that the
teaciier can't remember his name. "When
■he speaks to me," he says, "sin always calls
me Silence."

jfâflJOANTITY and QUALITY. λα tue Lfiauiond Dyes more coloring is gi?eu t!uu ia an;
known dyee, and they givo faster and more
brilliant colore. 10 c. at all Druggist?. Wells,
Richardson & Co., Barliugtan, Vt. Sample
Caad, 32 colors, and book of directions for 2c.
stamp.

Objection is maie Ια Ν >* York ts drowning
stray <!«/*■ for fair si inxiy saakeu birks may
obstract navigation.
Public speakere and singers find Β. H.
Douglass & Sons' Capsicum Cough Drops a
snre remedy for hoarseness.
At a recent Btinday school meeting in Chicago, a long-winded c'ergyman t >ok nr> too much
of the time with a wordy aldre«. When he
eat down the leader of the meeting unwi'iingJy announced the by inu b giujiu?, "H»llelajah! tie done!"

baking powders
there is none wilh a better reputation for puti
ty and reliability thaD the Congress Yeast
Powder.
or

»SAlti£S
In this city, Nov. 14, by Iiev. I)r. llill, Albert R.
jBidins and Sadie E. Wescott, both of Pcrtiand
I« Ferry Village, Nov. 3 5, by Kev. S. F. VS'etherA. Stuilley
Doe. assistod by Kev. J. Collins. Charlie
and Mies Sadie tf. Richards, both of Cape Elizabeth.
J η Yarmouth. JSov. 13, at tfce residence of the
bride's parents, by Ββν. Ε. E. Strong. I). D., of
Aaourndalo, Mass., Kev. John DePew uf Whitney's
Point, New York, and Miss Mary Child Freeman,
daughter of Barnabas Freeman, Esq. ana Miss Ida
In Dresden, March in, Otis Pottle
F. iilodgett, both of Pittston.

U£ATKc».
In this city, Sov. 13, Maria M., wife of Charles
O. Wallace, aged
£5 years.
*
In this city Not.
Jerutia B., wife of Tristram
Stevens, agbd 84 years.
[Fanerai this Monday afternoon, at 2 ο clock, at
No. 6 Stevena Place.
Relatives and friends are in-

it.

of

Kennebunkport. Not. II, Maria L.. Wife of
Henry Palmer, aged 45 years. |
In Kennebunkport, Nev. 13, Margarett, widow of
tàô late Stephen Desbon, aged about 82 years.

Northwestern pref
New York Centra'....
tt'ick Lei and,
S'·. P*ui
St. Paul pref
Unon aMtfc Stoct
*v»t<terri Union Tel
Adame K*. Uo
American Ex. Co
Alton & Terre Haute
do preferred
Boston Air Line
Bur. & Cedar Rapids—
Uanada Soutnern
Central Pacific..·..
Del. & Hudson Canal Go
Del.;& Lackawanna

123V4
87 Vi
...lllVa
74Va
.···.. i03^j
5Tv4
0 %

...

..

«

Oe'iirer

.86

......

■.

-·

104%
9Vfc
4Ya
7%
f.
15%

Κ.G
Κ. Tenn.,5 Vir. & Oa
E. Tenn.. Va., & Ga.Spref
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Hannibal & St. Je
αο

31

38*»
88Y2

preferred.

10
Il Va

Hartford & Erie 7s
Liake Erie & West
uïuis Λ Nash
Missouri Pacific
M->rns& Essex
fvl anl 1attan Elevated
New York Elevated
ortheru Pacific common....
Oregon Nav

24%
93
—123

71^

..

-.

72
125

109VÎ

|VU

life, health,

new

you

22V&
29
89

days

vigor.'*

H

fault if yon remain ill. if
wasting away with any form
of Kidney disease, stop tempting death this
moment, and turn for a—cure to Hop
you

/

^

.,

Moon set?

MARINE

Bitters.

bo-TOS, Nov. 15.—Tho following were to-Jas*
quotations 01 Butter, Cheese, faiggs, &c.
Pork—Long cuts, 18 00^1 Η 50: short cuts 18 00
OOte
@18 50 backs $18 00£&18 50; light backs 17 mess
$17 6<>; lean ends at$18 50@l9 00 prime
at 17 00@17 50; extra prime at 14 50&§15; mess,
16 OOôjlti 60; pork tongues $17 00@17 50.
Lard at 7%@81j4o ^ lb for tiercos;88/8@8%c for
10-lb paile; 85/8§87βο for 6-lb pails; 9@9^ο for 3-

pail's.

Beef—F«iir steers at 8Mj @9Vfce Ί> fb;|ohoice
lOalOVfce, fancy —c; Texas steers at 6@8c;
fancy neavy hinds at 13@l3V2e;good do at 10@l2e;
light 7@10c; Rood heavy fores 7*A ^7V2c; second
quality at 5 a>7c; rattles 4@6Vsc; ribs at 6@9Υ2θ;
runips112@Î4"V2C;rounds at Ίΐά8c: rump loins at 14
@19c: loins j.7-<§2Jc; light lO^loc.
neane—choice large hand picked pea at 1 80@
1 85 ψ bush; choice New [York small hand-picked
do at 1 90@1 95; small hand-picked ;pea. Vermont,
at $2 00@
; common to good at $1 55@1 G5;
choice screened do 1 60@1 70; hand-picked med
1 75^:1 80, and choice screened «Ιο 1 60*21 70 oomat
monjdo 1 40@1 50; choice improvedtyellow-eyes
2 36&1 40; old-fashioned yeiiow-eyes 2 2522 30.
Apples—We quote good Gree&ingsl 60al 75:Pippins and Sweet a.ppies at 1 60: common do SI 25:
Baldwin* 1 60(&1 75 φ bbl; Hubbardston 2(J0@
2 25 ψ bbl. Evaporated Apples at 6·αί8ο ρ tb.
Hay—Choice prime bay quoted 18 00@$19«p ion.
medium to good hav at $16 00@$17 00; Eastern
tine g 16 00φ®17 00; poor $14@$15; damaged $6
@§10; Eastern swale 10@$11. Hye straw, choice,
ton.
$18 50@$19 00; oat straw $9@$10
matter We quote Western and Northern creame
if res h

at

riee at 28&32c, with fancy lots higher, and 20@27c
for fair to choice; Franklin County dairy at 27@28e
for choice fresh; New York and Vermont dairy 24
for straight dairies,
(i£26o for choico fall, 20@22c
lSe for fair to good, and 10@15c for common;
Western dairy 18^20c for choice; 16@16c for fair
and good; imitation creamery at 18@22c; Western
ladle packed 14igl6c for choice, and 10@12c ^ îb
for fair and good: choice grades in firm demand.
Cheese—wo quote at 12^ 13c for choice, 9@ll%c
for fair to good; t»@8V&0 for common.
Eggs at 26@30o ψ doz.
Potatoes at 45@66c φ bush. Sweet potatoes 3,00

@3 50.

how I do

Market·
Boston, Nov. 15 [Reported for the Pre$$\—The
following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
PicklocK and XXX
35
@37
Choice XX
34
<& 35
α 33
FineX
32
The Wool

33

27

Michigan-

Extra and XX
Fine
Medium
Common
Other Western
Fine and X
Medium
Common
Pulled—Extra

@34
(eg 28

30 @31

29
31
25

»

<a) 30
w 32
(jg 26

29
31
25
26
20

@30
(a) 32

14

@18

@26

<& 33
@ 35

WASHIN^BLEACHDTG
IN HARD GR SOFT, liOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.

ML Oil,
POSITIVE

DISEASE, LIVER AND

KIDNEY COMPLAINT, WEAKNESS OF THE
SPINE AND LIMBS.

CONTAINS

NEITHER TURPENTINE NOR
ALCOHOL.

WILL NOT EXPLODE OR TAKE FIRE.

CIRCULAR, FULL OF HOME TESTIMONIALS, SENT FREE. ADDRESS,
BOSTON VITAL OIL CO.,

BOSTON,

smvoiMdCM m 'smmnvi snoiaw

RUPTURE
PERMANENTLY CURED IN FROM 60 TO
ISO DAYS, WITHOUT DETENTION
FROM BUSINESS. ADDRESS,
I

J.

H.

IfIE.HOKANl>A.
Ship Henry Villard, Perkins, from Portland, O,
via yuecnetown for
put into Plymouth 14th
inst considerably damaged, having been in collision
with

a

steamer.

The latter sunk.

Barque Hermance & Clara, from Bangor, arrived
au Prince Oct 27 dismasted having encountered a cyclone at Inagua. Had to throw overboard
12,000 ft lumber.
Sell Kedondo, Tinker, from Oalais for Boston,
was run into night of Nov 14th, six miles east of
Thatcher Island, by an unknown three masted schr
bound east, light. The Redondo had a large hole
at Port

M.

PORTER,

21 CROSS ST., CHARLESTOWN DISTRICT.

a

a

permanent employment
pay; first class references given.

IMPORTS D

WINES &

LIQUORS

SALESMAN

situation

furniture; we pay
lease send postal. Address MR.
6(3 Danforth Street, City.

Summit,

Mineral Spring Water,
Cored without the une of the
Unite.
WILLIAM READ (Μ. Γ>.,
Harvard, 1841Î) and ROBERT M.

Mai
PILES
téb

REAJ) (M. D., Harvard, 1876), Kvone
lllouge, 175 TreoiontSt., Ifowtouç
'treat FISTULA, ί'ΙΙ,ΚΜ AN»
Ali fi
UIHKASËM OF THE
RECTUM without detention from
business. References given. Send fora
pamphlet. (Jftlce Hours, 11 A. m. to 4
f. M. (except Sunday·).

todly

a

in Philadelphia
NINTH AN» GBESM 8ΤΚΕΒΤ»,
Statics»

AND THIRD AM) BEUK3 ST3.

quick,

and Sleeping Care

S., No.
octl6-8

MRS.

Be

in re

7

more
to learn

Portland k Ogdensbnrg Κ, 8.
M nTÎJl AKKANOEÎILKT.

As a general beverage and necessary
«rrective of water rendered impure by
egetable decomsosltlon or other causes»
îh Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
tromatic techuapps Is superior to every
ither alcoholic preparation.
A public
rial of over 80 rears duration in every
octioR of our country of Udolpho Wolfe's
ps, its unsolicited endorsement by
naled
be mealeal faculty and a sale onequa
>y any other alcoholic distillation have
nsured for U the reputation of salubrity
laimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
i snd Wrocere.

18 BEAVER STREET,
&EW YORK.

two

AND fOUND.
are

advance.
Friday afternoon, between City

LOST—Late

Building and Millett & Little's store, a gold
bracelet. Whoever will return the same to the Recorder's office of the Municipal Court, City Buildnol5d3t
ing will receive a suitable reward.
FOMl HALE.

dlf

τ

Because it cleanses the system of the
ous humors that develope in Kidney and Urinary Diseases, Biliousness, Jaundice, Constipation, Piles, or in Bneumatism, Neuralgia, NerNvous Disorders and all Female Complaints. <
UTSOLID PROOF OF THIS. κ

CONSTIPATION, PILES,
and RHEUMATISM,

By causing FB.EE ACTION of all the organs
and functions, thereby

ily moved;
C. B.
and Light Brahmas, pullets and cockerels.
nol2-l
DALTON, Woodfords, Me.

SALE—A second hand Magee furnace for
Enauire at 17 Plum Si.. F. N. BLACKnovii-i
STONE, & CO.

1,11*It
sale.

For Sale or To Let.
T. A. FOSTER, having moved to 110 High
Street, is now ready to sell or let his house
11 Brown Street. Possession given at once.

DR.

dtf

oc28

House and Stable,
sale

let on Grant
Woodfords Cor-

to

good garden
WITH
St., at head of Lincoln St.,
489
of L. J.
for

Enquire

or

Congress street,

PERKINS,

Portland.

oct25<ttf

For Sale·
McGlinchy Brewery lot with buildings
thereon, situated on Fore street, opposite the
Portland Company's Works, with a frontage on
Fore St. of 152 feet, and extending back about 193
feet and containing 26,362 square feet of land.
llie lot of land and buildings, and its location, it
being both convenient to railroad and water transportation, makes it very desirable for manufactur-

THE

KIDNEY-WORT
mlilO

For Sale

eod&wly

-PORTLAND fer ΒΟϋΤΟΚ at

τ··.™·;Μ[«.·.,ϋ^Ββα5, 8-45 a
'--~^&=3arriving at
—43

x ϋ0 ω(1 6 oo ρ m>i
Boston at 10.45 a. m.,
6.00 and i».30 p. m. HONTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m 12.30,
3.30 and 7.00 p. m., arriving at Portland 1.00,
PORTLAND FOR
5.00, 8.08, 10.45 p. m.

Horse Cars pass every 15 minutes within GOO ft.,
said houses contain 8 square rooms each, with am·
pie closet8, good attics and collars, and are provided
with Sebago water and other modern conveniences.

glJARBOBO, PINE POlffT AND OLD
ORCHAESD at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p.
m.
FOR 8A€0 at 0.15, 8.45, a. m., 1.00,
3.00.6.30,6.00p. m. fOS RIDDEPORI),

They are thoroughly built of first class materials
and are roady for immediate occupancy. By adding

IkENNEIIfJNK

3.00 p.

ling.

Alito for sale 150 house lots in the immediate viand one fine lot on Cumberland St., near Mellen St., Portland. Inquire of Rollins & Adams, 22
Exchange St., or F. O. Bailey & Co., 18 and 20 Ex-

cinity

Brtiises, Frosted Feet & Ears,
and all other Pains and Aches.
Λ safe, sure, and effectual
remedy for Galls, Strains,
Scratches, Sores, dc., on Horses.
One trial will prove ils merits.
Its

effects

arc

[Price 25c. and 50c.

Sold everywhere.!
eo.t&wly

marl

QZQNEAWATER

\pe^fect/»\\ Valuable

DISINFECTANT/\F\EtiEDV
ALL
Iff CONTA-

IH

DIS-1

^AFFEC-

E/\SES^

iERJ/QUS
TIONS.
F0(\_v

jiTEnfiAL

l#AL/\T!OJ^
lTsE Iff ^ILlfÎEY'
cATAF\F\rf,c^oUpv ^Vîjiseases'féVer,
P0IS1NING&C.
DIPHTHERIAS/BLOOD

properties of OZONE, and all may have knowledge of its merits through our Pamphlet, free.
Our OZONE Preparations sold by Druggists.

THE CHEMICAL OZONE MFG.
anR

oc22dtf

COTTAGE
FOBSALE.

the most desirable location at FERRY BEACH
within two minutes walk of the Bay View
House. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beacli and scenery. For price and particulars, inquire of W. S. DENNETT. Saco, Me
dtf
way 15

IN

instantaneous.]

CO.,
eodly

r>

TO

LET.

.EE T—Furnished house in western part of
city, from December 1 to June 1. Favorable
terms to right party. Enquire at 770 Congress St.
nov

Γ|1<*

Ο H RENT—The very desirable lower tenement in No. 100 Emery street, in thorough repair. is now ready for occupancy; has stationery
bowl, &c., good furnace; rent #*-5 per month.
BEN J. SHAW, 48Va Exchange street.

F

Congress St,;
rooms,
and Sebago water.
House '.>9 St. LawTOgas
St.; Also other small rents. S. L. CABLErence

Congress St., office 180 Middle.

RENT—Two nice

nol4-l

neve house, six
section city, with all
40
EXCHANGE
Enquire
no 12-1

STKKET.

rents,

L·ET-Rent of six rooms rear 155 York St.
Inquire 10 DOW STREET, between I) and 10
and
7 and 8 p. m.
no4-2
m,

IIO
a.

TO I. ET.

Wilborta Cod-fiirer Oil and £.iuie—Perwho have been taking Cod-Liver Oil will bo
pleased to learn that Dr.Wilbor has succeeded,from
directions of several professional gentlemen, in combining the pure Oil and Lime in such a manner that
it is pleasant to the taste, and its eifects in Lung
complaints are truly wonderful. Very many persons
whose cases were pronounced hopeless, and who
had taken the clear Oil for a long time without
marked effect, have been entirely cured by using
this preparation.
Be sure and get the genuine.
Manufactured only by A. B. Wilbob, Chemist. Boston Sold by all.drnggiets.
oc20eod&wlm

119

a

for

the

with

of H. E.

Braekott street Portland, Me.

de ors

or

retail
Kent
164

tanl4dtf

To Let·
No, 12G Free St., now occupied by Dr.
Carter.
F. N. IKJW,
nov4dtf
No. 12 Market Square.

HOUSE

To Let.
No. 237 Commercial street, on the corner
of Union stroet, now occupied by A. E. Stevens
& Co., after Dec. 1, 1884.
Also second story of
store No. 240 Middle street, corner of Cross street,
over Horatio Staples'.
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
51 Va Exchange street.
nol2dtf

STORE

dtf

Grand Trunk Hailway of Canada.
CIIANGK!

nine

Thompson block, Noe. 117,
EH! STORKS
PÏÏRE COB IIVEBj
street, few
below
wholesale
poet office; fitted suitable
business,
light, finished, airy basement?.
OIL ΑΈΏ LIME.
reasouable. Inquire
THOMPSON, No.

μοπμ

ocl7

Ij^OR

LET-House 108

arriving at

C. 'M

a. m.

to, Scarboro, SMO,
Blddefori, Kennebnnk, Wells, North and Sontb
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting lor all
•t&tione on Conway Division. Kittery, PorUmoath,
(il on ce· ter, Keek port,
Nsvbnrrport. SVisn
Lynn, Cbeleea and Hoaton, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At I .«Ο μ. m. for Saoo, Biddeford. Kouubui,
Conway Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, M«vburyport. Salem, I.jnn, and Boston, arriving at
6.00 p. in., oonnoctlnj< with Sound and Ball Lin·#
for all'Southem and WoeterH point·.
At 6.00 p. m. (Express) for Boston imd principal
Way Station*, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p. in.,
connecting with Kail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p.m. Express for Boston and principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30 p. m.

Trains Leave Boston,
9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.65
and 1.00 i». m. At 12.30 p. m., and arriv·
in Portland 5.00 p. m. At 7.00 p. m., daily, and
arrive in Portland at 10.45 d. m.

7.30,

a.m.

Ptiliunn Parlor Cars
On trains leaving Boston 0.00
p. m., and Portland 8.45

a.

a. m., 12.30 and 7
m., 1.00 and 6.00 p.

00
m

Through Pullman Sleeping Car·
On Trains leaving Boston at 7 p. m., and Portland
2.00 a. m.
Through Ticket· te all Pointa Rntk >ad
West for sale at depot office, J. M. French, (ticket
agent; also at 40 Exchange »treet.

17,1884.

October

D. W. SANBORN,
Master ο1 Trailf.

PA Τ SON TUCKER,
iieaeral Manager.

LUCIUS ï UTTLË,
Gen'l taw'r Agent.

ι

Steamers.
FARE $1.00

Farorite Steamer

JOHN BROOKS

Elegant
and

New

Steamer

TREM03T

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaRF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.. and INDIA WHARP
Boeton, at 5 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they
secure a comfortable night's rest ani avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boeton late
at

night.

Through Tickets to New York, 7ia the varions
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J· B. t'OlLE, Jr.9 General Agent.

sepS

dtf

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passenger and
BY mail
steamers between America and Europe.

Rates:

First cabin $60 to $100; second cabin $40
to $60; intermediate $35 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to aud from Britisn ports, $l6, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $2o. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates.
Apply to
J. L. PARMER, 22 Exchange street.

JelSdtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me. Calais, Me.. SU John, N.
B., Halifax, N. S. &e.
I ALL AND WINTER" ARRANGEMENT
1'ointiieiiciiig, Nov. 3,1S84·
l xvxxro

riLjn.

HTEA7IEBS OF THIS
LINE WILL
LEAVE
RAILROAD WHARF,
foot of State Street, every
and
'JhursMonday
day at β p. αι.. for Eastport and St. John, w*th
connections for Calais, Robbinston, St. Andrew·,

Pembroko, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Menan,
Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst, Pictoo,
Shediae, Bathurst, Dalliousie, Ckarlottetown, Fort

Fairfield,

Grand Falls and other stations on th«
New Brunswick and Canada, Inter-colonial, Windand Annapolis, Western Counties', Kail
Roads,
and Stage Routes.
sor

Through Tickets issued and Baggage checked te
destination.
WFreight received up to 4 p. m. and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
State Rooms and further information
apply at
Company's Office, First National Bank Building,
corner Middle and Exchange Sts.
T. C. HERSEY, President and Manager.
no3
dtf

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From BOSTON

Every Wednesday

TIME,

OK

1

On nnd Hfto
TraiKM will

Srpi.
ruu a»

Silt,

foliowa

m.

A It 111 V A LB

Front Lewiiifon and Auburn, 8.36 A. m.,
3.16 aud 6.50 p. m.
Front 4*oriiaui« 9.46 a.m. and8.30p.m.mixed.
From €Kicai;c, Meoirfnl aud Quebec,
12.36 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cera on night train and
Parlor Cars on day traiu between Portlaud and Montre-il.
TICKET OFFIC1KS

74

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

TICKETS S0L1»

vF REDUCED

Saturday

Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boeton, 8
p.m. From Fine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing yeseel.
Freight for the Weet by the Penn. B. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

Philadelphia,

mission.

PanogcTca

Dollai·.

Bournl

ΤΗ, $IS.

Meals and Boom included.
For freight or passage apply to
tt. II. ΜΛΜΡΜΟΝ, Agent,
r.> Ι.οι.χ Wharf, Ilo.ion

de31dtf

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert
& Madiias Steamboat Co.,
iv roNiïFmnv with

thv

Maine Central Railroad.
STEAM Ε 11 CITY OF RICHMOND
Leaves Portland every WEDNESDAY at 6 p.m. for
Koeklantl, Cantine, Derr 1*1*, "edswick,
Mouth Went llarber, Bar Harbor, I?ll. DeHert, Ferry, Millbri j;e, Jonenport, Hmhiai*port aud Knolport.
Trains leave Portland WEDNESDAYS at 11 p.
m. for iflt. De»ert Ferry (connecting with steamer) for lYlillbridce, Jouopoi!, Jlachiaxporl
and EaMtport.
Trains leave Portland FRIDAYS at 1.30 p. m.,
connecting at Mt. Desert Ferry for Lamport,
Hi «by and Aunap»liN, N. ».
For further information enquire at Company's
office, R. R. wharf.
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen M Manager.
E. CU8HISQ, Gcn'l Supt.
nol2dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Mew York·
8u»mors lta>o Franklin
on WadseMAta
\od Satnrdaya at β p. m.. Returning ioa.e Ptar 3-.
Bunt KlTer, New York, ou
and 8a ,.t
J. B. COY LE, JK., uen'l Ag i.
days at 4p.m.
to t)2:
atf

Whart,
Wedneadaga

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. Cu
TO CALIFOKNIA,
JAPAN, CHINA,
lolandM, New Zealand
and
AuMtralia,
Steamers sail from New York for Asplnwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the at»cve named
ûfiauduich

ports.

ISS-1,

DGFAKTURCMi
Vor Aubnra asd l.ewiNiou, 7.15 a. m.t 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
For <;orSia>u, 7.36 a. in. and 4.C0 p. m. mixed.
For (lorhtiui, .ti ou treat, *|uel»ec aud Chi·
eag ο, 1.30 p.

and

From PHILADELPHIA

FURBtK,

RENT—The four story brick house, No,
100 Park street (in block) suitable for a gen;
teel boarding or lodging bouse: has modern conveniences. BEN J. SHAW, 48 Va Exchange St. novl4-l

rooms

ouui* bo-

triuiir.

Uangor,

15-2

JL ET—A tenement of 7 rooms all in good
A order. Situated 60 Green street, over Fleming's Bakery. For particulars apply to JOHN C.
novl5 1
PROCTER, Centenial Block.

FOR conveniences.
each, in western

turuuyu

Traius on Bostou & Maine road counect wiu* ail
steamers running between Portland and
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machiae, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and ilalitax. Also conuect with (Jrand
Trunk Trains at («riiml Tin u It Mtation, and
Maine Central and Portland & Ogdeusburg trains at
Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class dining rooms at Portland, Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
Through Tickets to all points West and South may
be had of AT. L. WILLIAMS, Ticket Agent at Bosion St Maiue Depot, and at Cnion Tlcatt Office, 40
Exchange Street.
General Supt.
J. T.
S. H. STEVENS, General Agent Portlaud.

TO

modern

au

Depot Ticket Office.

Portland for Boniod and Way Stations, at
1.00 p. 111. ICetnrning leave BomIou at β.00 p.
m.
Portland for I>orer and Way Stations at
1.00 and 3.00 p. m.
•Change at Dover and take next tram following.

Centennial Block.

118

a ·.

SINDAÏTRAW8.

LET—The building No. 30 Union Street.
Has been occnpiod for the last ten years by
J. S. Roberts, rag dealer. Apply to J. C. Procter,

A

TON,

*11ι * υιι

cured in advance

ffltO

mLB9&T5 CGMKSÏÏKD OP

9

ra<l<

inserted uuiler
cents, paid in

Rri«f advertifteiuentM are
this head eue week for 25
advance.

ttENNEBI7N&
m., 1.00,
3.00,

AND

PORT at 6.15,
8.45, a.
6.30 p.m. FOR WELL Β at 6.15, 8.45 a. in.,
NORTH
RE R WICK
m.
FOR
AND SALMON FALLS at6.16,8.45 a. m.,
FOR <<·HEAT
FALLM
1.00. 3.00 p. ra.
AND DOVER at 6.15. 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.00.
6.00p. ίο. DOVER FOR RONTON at 6.63,
7.55. 10.35 a. m 2.45, 6.20. 7.23 p.m. PORTLAND FOR NEWMARKET at 6.15, 8.45,
а. in., 3.00* p. m*FOR EXETEK, HAVER
AN Ο LOWILI
HILL, LAWRENtE
at 6.15, H.45 a. m., 1.00,3.00*, 6.00 p. ra. FOR
ROCHESTER, I AR.1IINIJTON, N. If.,
AND ALTON RAY at 8.45 a.m., 1.00,3.00
p.m. FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD, Ν, H., (via Newmarket Junction) at
б.16 a. m., 3.00* p. in.: vis Lawrence at 8.45 a. m.
FtfR
TRAIN»
PORTiVIORNLM.}
LAND will leave Kenrebunk at 7.26, and Dover
at
8.30
and
10.00.
at 8.00, arriving at Portlaud
MFThe 1.00 p. m. tram from Portland connects
with Hound Line Steamers for New York and
all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.00 p. m. train
connects with all Rail Line» for New York
and the South uud West.

small amount to the annual rental for a fow years
tenant can soon become the owner of a good dwel-

TWIN

m

"-1.16,

Fessenden

Company

change St.

&_MAIN£

Monday, Oct. 20, 1884,
Passenger Trains will leave

on

a
a

Sa-

Portsmouth, Newburyport,

Kittery,

ana Boston,
a. m. for Cape Ell»»h,

lem, Lynn

At S.45

R. R.

after

Ou end

story
land of the Deering Land
TWO
street, Deering,
twelve minutes walk of the Preble House.
on

lκ ο/»

...

wi\teb ΑκίΜΝοεηεκτ.

To Rent 011 Most Fa
vorable Terms.
houses situated

Sunday mornings.

n

BOSTON

or

two

At tf
der· »rd,

PAFSON TUCKER, Gen'l Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY, Oen'l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
ocl8dtf
Portland Oct. 16. 1884.

and

new

Mouday, Oct. tfOtU,
Trains Leave Portland,
n. n>.
Daily (Night Pulman) for Stco, Bid-

Ou and after

rates.

ing purposes.

Also for sale, a Steam Boiler, Engine, Shafting
Pulleys, large copper boiler and tanks, and a
large copper refrigerator and grain elevator.
dtf
oct28

on

nn

«

«·»

IjlOR

No.

WLVTEK ARRANGEMENT.

Way, «J.50.
Excnr.ion, 4.00.

m., 2.60 p. m.; Bangor, 7.15 a. m., 7.45 p.
7.00 s. m., 5.10 p. m.; Kelm ; Dexter,
fast, 0.30 a. th., 3.05 p. m.; SkovTfceg&sF,
t.
3.15
8.20
p. m.; %VaiTT#ïie, 6.15, 9.16
m.,
a. m., 1.65, lO.OO p.
ra.; Ângneta 8.00,
a.
10.00
ru., 2.45, 10.55 p. m.. iiardïuer,
H.17, 10.18 a. m., 3.07,11.14 p. m.; JBasl»,
7.00,11.05 a. ir·. 4.00 ρ. m., and Saturdays only
at 11,65 p. m.; Stîrunswtck, 7.36,11.30 a. m.,
4.30ρ. &., and 12.S5 a. m., (night); Kertitan·!, 8.16 a. ra., 1.16 p. ®·ΐ t ewieion, 7.20,
11.10 a. m., 4.15 p. m., and from Loirer Station
at 11.20 ρ. m.: Phillip*. 7X0 a. m.: far·
naiogton, 8.20 a. m.; Winthrop, 10.13 a. m.,
The
Portland as. follows:
being due in
morning train* from Augusta and Bath 8.86
the day traîne from
a. m.; Lewiiton, 8.40 a. m.;
Bangor, and all intermediate nations and eonnecting roade at 12.43 àad 12.45 p. m.; the afternoon trains from V· atemile, Augusta, Bath,
Boefcîand and Lewlston at 6.40 p.m.; tte
nljrht Pullman Sîjcpresp train at 1.60 a. ro.
The 7.45 p. m. train from Bangor run daily, Sundays included.
Limited Ticket·, first and iccoid class, far
St· Jobs and Halifax oh · ale at redaced

SALE—Great bargain, confectionery, paper, cigar, fruit, ice cream and general variety
store; floe location; rent low.
Inquire 243 CONnol2-l
GRESS STREET.

CLEANSING the BLOOD
of the worst forms of these terrible diseases
have been quickly relieved, and in a short time

eas-

can

j

LEAVE EOB PORTLAND MO BOSTON

incubator,
be
hen house, 10x20,
dred eggs;
FOR
also about 100 first-class Plymouth Rock
a new

m

oclStf

oclTJif

From If at if αχ, 7.00 a. in., 6.50 p. m.; St. John,
8.10 a. in., 8.30 p. m.; I£»alt<m, 9.10 a. m.,
8.10 p. in.; S*t. Stephen, 10.10 a. m., 9.10 p.
in.; Vanceboro, 1.35 a., ej., 1.30 p. m.;
Bncbapori. 6.40 a. m., 1.30 ρ· m.; Bar

holds three hun-

SALE—One

01IAS. H. FOYE, Q. T. A.

Eastern Railroad.

Washington Street, Bo«ton.

beyond Bangor,

Brief advertisement* are inserted under
this head one week for 25 cents, patd in
advance.

KIDNEY-WO FIT

ISurlinqton and &wnntoii, and
through fine.

ROUTE

drewM, ttt. eleven, FreiSerietea, Ar»fclook (/oonty, And aiî stations on B. dfc Fisrataqui» l£ Κ., 1.25, 1 30, $11.15 p. m.;
for Bar Harbor, £11.15 p. w.; tor Hltowbtisaet, Meifaxl anil Dexitr, 1.25, 1.30, $11.15
p. m.: Watervflle, 7.00 a. m., 1.25,1.30, 6.15,
ill. 15 p. m.;for Angusta, IXa 11·well, Gardiner aad JBrans«rlcli.7.C0ft. m.. 1.30,6.15.
til.15 p. w,; Kntb, 7.00 *. di,, 1.30, 6.16 p.
m„ f»Dd on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.; Kork
Eane*. and t£uox A l^incoln EC. II., 7.00 a.
m., 1.30 p. m,; &nhnra and liewliion at
8.16 a. in,, 1.26,5.05 p. œ.; LcwSeton ria
Branewicb, 7.t'0 a. m., tll.15 p. m.; FarEciinytoa, ^lonmoiUb, Winteroy, Oublaad
«ad North Anaon. 1.25 p. m.; Farmington. ria Brunswick, 7.C0 a. m.
tTbe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
eieeping oar attached and runs ovary night Sundays inolnded but not through to Skowbegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

inserted under
week for 25 cents, paid in

oae

steam

«fier MONDAY, Oct. iiO,
1884, fûssetiKM Trains
will rein tie follow»:
Portland for Ban&er, FlUworth,
ill!. Denert Ferry, t^nnceboro, Mr. John,
b5al&2ax οβΊ eii«
Proriocei, mi· Aa-

experienced
CLOAK MAKERS at
WANTED
MILLET Τ & LITTLE'S.
oclOdtf

head

or

Ou and

WANTED.

this

all

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Oct. 11, 1884.

The

TO

Uriel" advertisement*

t* bay tickets (at any railroad
boat ofiloe In Now Ε114 land) ria

MIISE CESTR4L RMLROAD.

dlw

Canvasser Wanted.
Solicit subscriptions for a daily and weekly
newspaper. Address with references,
oct24dtf
A. B., Box 823, Portland, Me.

LOST

5.50

a. m. from
one.
p. in. from
stations on

0. E. WOOTTEN, Geo. Manager.
0. G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pass, ώ Tick. Act., Philadelphia.
H. P.BALDWIN.
Bm. Eastern P»M. A^t., 110 Liberty Street, Sew
uOT26dti
forfc.

ladies

young

*

IMMEDIATELY

IX PORTLAND.
fSartleIt and Intermediate eta-

AUKIVALM

10.CO

NEW JÎNWI.AM· AOSNCI,

311

BOSTON TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE,
230 Washington St., Boston.

nol2

Leaves Portland Μ·£3 n. ca., for all stations on
through line as far as Buriiugton and Swenton,
connecting at Wing Road tor Littleton,Welle Hiver, Plymouth, Moutpelier, and at St. Johnabury
for all points on Passumpsic Κ. K.
Leaves Port In a«l :j.O:> p. m·, for all stations as
far as Bartlett.

1 On*

sition immediately upon completing the course. For
full particulars apply pers onally or address with

stamp,

train for

&*AJELEi

telegraphy and take permanent paying
situations this winter at salaries from $45 to §125
per month; every competent graduat e obtains a po-

SCH1EM AROMATIC

night trains.

Now York and Philadelphia,

dtf

Wanted.
young gentlemen and 5 more

a. m.

n. m.

XTKAIIKH*.

nov!2

TO ENABLE CONSUMERS TO DISTIh'GUISHAT

on

BOUND BROOK

WILTED.

tho
121 and 123 Middle

FK011U«KRI80M MAINE.

AND

or

in

Al»o, General Managers for New England,
FOR THE CELXBKATED

BJCTWTKN

New York, Trenton <ώ Philadelphia.

A good smart boy to learn
the Printers' Trade. Apply
at THIS OFFICE.

Importers

KÎIÎKKT,
Portland, me.

by

Bound Brook Route.

housekeeper
WANTED—A
lady capable of doing all kinds of housework.
STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
novll-1
Enquire at 117 NEWBURY ST., City.
as

m.
xn.

Turner, Chase M Ilia, West Sumner, Brittou's Mille, Peru, Dixtleld, Mexico and
Kumford Falls.
*
L. L LINCOLN. Supt
»23dtf

At

WANTED—A young man who
is a successfnl salesman, to travel west for a
Address witli age and preconcern.
manufacturing
novll-1
vious experience, P. O. Box 075, City.

Î

ΓΟΗ SALS BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Plliii ί BEAD Nli 11

S., Press

WANTED.—Five

124 and 128 PURCHASE ST., BOSTON.

PACKAGES,

drive
than

or

object

we

cf all kind·, in the
5 mi GI SAL

store

Address

horses to board for the winter. Terms, hay and grain §2.00 per week.
Good.references given. Apply to W. M. SOULE,
oe24-4
So. Freeport, Me.

PHYSICIANS are familiar with the medicinai

end&w

Portland High

of
in

more

carpets

AND

BOSTON, MASS.

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

St Thomas.

graduate
WANTED—By
School, cbance to work

team ;

in.

Double Track. Sione Ba'iasl
and gentlemen, just look;
Express Trains
will buy all kinds of cast off clothing and
WANTED-Ladies
Room Cars ou all day trains
brawinx
and
trade
cash
and

GÎClljSy

MASS.

NO. 410 FOBE

At Cape Hayti Nov 0, sch J Ρ Wyman.Torrey, for
Boston 10th.
Ar at Turks Island Nov 6, brig Rocky Glen, Bray,

(I llUUUl IV·

Sold by all Grocers. BEWAB1! of imitations
frell designed to mislead. PEAKLESÏS ia tho
DNLÏ SAFE labor-saving compound, and
Ihvays boars the above symbol, and name ol
JAMES PYLE. NEW YOKE.

CUBE

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, SCIATICA,
DIPHTHERIA, LUNG JÎND CHEST

this week.

FROM

JJUUi dUUUlU UO

For Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Cramps, Sprains, Backache,
Sciatica, Burns and Scalds,\

OUlt CORRESPONDENT.
WISCASSET, Not 13—Sid, schs Orrissa Κ Kimball, Kimball, Gloucester; Frank Norton, Cole, for
Rockland.
The planking of steamor State of Maine, at, Bath,
finished 15th, and the boat will be launched

Ul.

«••••'•J,

Aches, In any part
of the body.

—

Medium
Coarge

BEST THING KNOWN

™

Ail Invaluable remedy for all Pains and

EROM

was

p.

The 12.55 p. m. from Portland connecte at
Ayer Junct. with Iloosac Tunnel Koute for
the Weft, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
Mew York via Norwich JMne and all rail, via
Npi ia<;tield,also with IV. Υ. Ac Ν. IS. Κ. Κ-,
(·'Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, aud the Month ana
with ISostoû &; Albany It. E». for the West.
Cioseconnections made at Wcstbrook Junction with through tram of Maine Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket. Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
♦Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS.
y26tf

young

WANTED—A

™

A MRffll!

master.
Sch Wave, Hinckley, Addison—Ν Blake.
Sch Magnet, Beals, J^nesport—Ν Blake.
Sch Black Warrior, Babbitlgo,
Ellsworth—Ν

SAILED—Barque Ella. Signal; eehs Grace Davis.
Lawrence McKeuztc, and others.
SUNDAY, Nov. 16.
Arrived.
Sch Caroline Kriesclier. Devereux, Bangor—wood
to W Η Spear,

Nova

give
nol3-l

can

noll-1

PERFECTLY CURED.
PRICE, $1. LIQUID OR DRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.
Dry can be sent by mail.
WELLS, BICH ATVD3QN & Co., Burlington, Vt.
3
Send stamp for Diary Almanac for 1884.

Lady's Wish.
wish ray skin was as clear and
a lady to fyer f lie ad.
said
4iYou
'soft as yonrs,"
can
easily make it so," answered the friend.
the
first
"Ho*?" inquired
lady.
"By using Hop Bitters that makes pure, rich
blood and blooming health. It did it for me as you
observe."
(j^^None genuine without a bunch of green IIods
Shun all the vile, poisonous
on the white label.
stuif with "Hop" or "Hops" in their name.
MW&F&wlm
OCtl5

WFMilliken.
Sch Mazuika, Lane, Rockport for Boston. Leaking ligbtly.
Sell Franklin Pie ce, Hnloies, Cranberry laie»,
Scb W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.
Cleared·
Barque Atlantic, (Br) Dulfy, Bahia Blanca—W &
Κ
Milliken.
C
Brig Jenuie A Cheney, Arey, New York—Ryan &
Kelsey.
Sch Red Breast, (Br) Crocker, Freeport, NS—

Scb St Leon, Perkins, Penobscot—Ν Blake.
Soli Lizz.e & Annie, Spurliug, Stockton—Ν Make.
Sell Emperor, Brewer, Belfast—Ν Blake.

good

lady to sell goods and
work in a store; one who has had experience,
understands
can write legibly and
keeping books,
desired. Address, in own handwriting, M. 1>. & Co.,
noll-1
P. O. Box, 1475, city.

If you have rough, pimply, or sallow skin, bad
breath, Hop Bitters will give you fair skin, rich
bloo i, the sweetest breath and health. $500 will
be paid tor a case they will not cure or help.

NEWS.

Laurel, Webber, Bar Harbor—Ν

a

SITUATION

A

Dana & Co. Vessel to Hall & Haskell.
Brig Electric Light, (Br) Halifax, NS, to load for
Bai'ia Blanna. To Chase, Lcavitt & Co.
Sch C V Minott, Hathawav, Boston.
Sch
Leon, Perkins, Boston.
Sell Cnalcedonv, Robiuson, Mach'as—lumber to

Sch Mountain

WANTED-By

WANTED—By an American
girl, to do light work or care of children; good
reference given. Apply at 370 V4 Congress street,
MRS. PALMER'S Employment Office. Also firstclass help famished for all branches of work.

restoring the normal power to throw off disease.
THOUSANDS OF CASES

"Ob,

Arrived.
m
Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New York—J Β
Coy le, Jr.
Barqul Bertha, Benjamin. Turks Island, with
raaintopinast yard brokon. Passengers—Capt Love
and wite of brig Louise, of Lunenburg, NS, wrecked at Turks Island duriug a hurricane. Salt to

Blake.

Clinton, Ayer «function, Filchbnrg,
Nashua, ffjotvell, Windham, unil £ppioi; at 7..ΊΟ a. u«: and 12.55 p. in.
for Manchester, Concord and points North, a
12.55.
For Rochester, Npringvale, Alfred, Wot·
naM
crboro and Maro Hirer, 7..W n.
Reβ2.55 p. m. and (mixed) at tf.ttO p. ut
in..
0.45
a.
at
Rochester
(mixed)
turning leave
11.10 a. m. and 3.36 p.m.; arriving at Portland
and
5.40
m.
m.
1.16
p.
p·
(mixed) 9.40 a. m.,
for <<oriinin, Maccarappn, 4 nuibei-lund
i?lills, Wcstbrook and Woodfordat
7.30 a. in., 12.55, 0.20 and (mixed) HI.30

Office.
no! 3Ί

Press

ai

_

ΗΤΑ OK CONNECTION H

tor

15 to 20

from

for Bu. ktield

m., 1.30 p.
4.16 a
Portland 4.15

m.

SITUATION

you are a frequenter, or a resident of,
—a miasmatic district, barricade your sys—tem against the scourge of all countries
—Malaria, J pidemic, Bilious and Inter—mittent Fevers by the use of Hop Bitters.

—If

AM
PM
6 III
7 in

Blake.

handwriting, MERCHANT,

own

IT "WXLL SURELY" CUBE

sick with that terrible sickness, Nervousness, you- will find a "Balm
in Giiead" in Hop Bitters,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

113

...

salary

business;

a

in

poison.-'

are

AC.... NOVEMBER 17.

6.41 [ u; h
I .*10 33
f
waMr
i .10.52
4.12 I KtgJ
» 3! I wi»ht lide (...a ft
0.00 I Hlgbt "αβ· < ...» (t

8un rises
San eet«
Length of daye..

man

of Trains.

Itluuday, June 23rd,
'I8N4, Passenger Traias will leave
Portland at 7..'SO a. uiM and
n
i'i.33 ι», an., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p.m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.15 a.
at
at
Portland
1.15
p. m. and 5.40 p.
m., arriving

WANTED-A middle aged
American lady will go out nursing or housekeeping; best of reference; wages reasonable. Address or apply to No. 76 SALEM ST., immediately.
novl2*l

time.^

are

If you

OPNTKA.t|N«3FA.

··

WANTED—A

If

Line.

On and after

in

paid

cent·,

andJVorcester

Arrangement

young
BOyears old, active,small
quick and correct at figures,
at first. Address,
to learn

SITUATION

Becansc it acts on the L1YEK, BOWELS and
KIDNEYS at the Rame

own

,.

llOVfe
106%

fttoHtort TBarUei.

Superilne
No 1

and

and 0.45

with

dtf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER It. R.

inserted under

Scotia girl to do general housework;
reference. Address CARRIE, Press Oflice.

ICI ON Ε Y DISEASES
AND
LIVER COMPLAINTS.

If you are costive, or dyspeptic or suffering from any oi-her of th<* numerous diseases of the stomach or bowels, it is your

..

I

the stock and fixtures

Brief advertisement* are
thin head one week for 35
advance.

dlyr

mar7

uucs

32

Danville

Reading

ft

•give

New York lire!s en
Nov 19
New York..Havre
Not 19
.New York..Laguavra.. Nov 20
New
York..Liverik>ol,...Ni>v 20
Republic
New York..Cienfuegue..Nov 20
Santiago
labia
New
Si
York..Hamburg ...No» 20
Nov 22
City of Chicago. ...New York..Liverpool
Nov 22
New
York.
Noordland.
.Antwerp
New York. .Havana
Nov 22
Niagara
Circassian
Quebec.....Liverpool... .Nov 22
Toronto
Quebec.... Liverpool. ...Nov 22
New York..Glasgow
Nov 22
Ethiopa
Now York..Liverpool... .Nov 25
Alaska
New York. .St Domlngo.Nov 25
Geo W Clyde
Aurania
New York.. Liverpool... .Nov 26
Nov 26
New York. .Bremen
Werra
Finance
New York. .Rio Janeiro.Nov 26
New ïork..Hav &VCrut Nov 27
City of Puebla
City of Chester.... New York..Liverpool!.. .Nov 27
Nov27
New York..Havre
St Laurent
Albano
New York. .Kingston ....Nov 28
New York. .Jamaica, &c.Nov 28
Alpin
New Yorfc..Havana ...Nov 29
Newport
New York..Liverpool... .Nov 29
Celtic
New
York. .Lagnayra .Nov 29
Gleniyn

18%
137 Va
60%

Pittsburg

St Paul & Omaha
do preferred
Union Pacific tie
do L. G. 7s
d.» sink îunti 8s

\ιυιο

This Powder never varies. Δ marvel of purity
trength and wholesomeness. More economical than
he ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competiion with the multitude of low test, short weigh alim or phosphate powders.
8old only in can*.
iorAL Baking Powdeb Co.. 106 Wall St., Ν. Y.

WONDERFUL
CURES OF

old,
•blood thin aud impure, pulse
•feeble, nerves unsteady, faculties
•waning. Hop Bitters is what you need to

Matanzaa

uuuo

dissipation,
fast, as is

are

115

Pittsburg &Ft Wayne

Pacific Mail
Pullman Car
Richmond &

uuv.

Absolutely Pure,

case.

•ing. U you

....

38%

άί

iAn

drinking,

•Or if you are in the workshop, on tho
'farm, at the desk, anywhere, and feel
•that vnnr pvRt.fvm noixis «leanaiiur.ton'ing, or stimulating, without intoxieat-

PHI»·"

76
75
85
30
85

niiu

Portland

WANT».

from over-eating

suffering

«ire

you

any indiscretion or
or are young and growing too
or

Eider
Normandie
Valencia

20

····

uw

*Α·Ι-ΙΝΜ

133
94

·«»...

If

Leave Canton for

Commencing Monday, Oct. 13, 1884.

rent, good
great thoroughfare;
reasons for selling; fine store, with large show window; good transient trade; must be sold immediately; a bargain at the price. W. F. CARRUTHERS,
no!7-l
24 Tremont Row, Boston.

—

13

..

uuuS)

worn out
or a man of business or

mother,

with ca»*e and work,
labor, weakened by the strain of your every day duor a man of letters toiling over your miduigbt
work, Hop Bitters will most surely strengthen you.

Κuropean
(By Telegraph.)
Consola 100%.
London. Nov. 15,
1 rtEBFooLuNov. 15—12.30 Ρ M.—Cotton market
quiet: aplands* at ·> 11-l^d; Orleans 6Ved; sales 8,0> 0 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
Liverpool,November 16—Winter wheat at 6s Id
(a,68 4d; spring wheat 6s 6d@6s 7d; California av;
erage tfs 4d'i^6» 6d club Gs 8d@6s lOd; Corn 6s 6d ;
peas 6*. Provisions etc.,—Pork at 75c; bacon at
47s for ehort clear; 46s for long clear; lard S8d (5s;
cheese at 56s 6d; tallow atcf5s.

....

Eriepref....

'J

or a

ties.

@10^4

126

Er.e

pastoral duties,

iTlarkcS*.

'he following are tbe closingquotations Stccke:
25
Alton
ihcago
146
Chicago Λ Alton prei.
119%
Chicago, Burr & Qulnoy
»

it'

or

on a

JDOLPHO mm SON & CO.

If you are a minister, and
have overtaxed yourself with your

ton?.

tin) United States.
xchange tinn; on the United States 60
gold at y<to9% prem; do short sight at 9%
prem.

and

•ing why, Hop Bitters
will surely cure you.

often the

Stocks in warehouses at Havana and

feel

dispirited,
•without clearly kuow-

58,500 boxes, 111,500 bags and «8.600 hhds; receipts during the week 24 4 boxes,382 bags and 113
hhds; exports during the week 29 boxes, 36oo bags

11284
113%
121 β/β
121%

4V2B, rog
4Vfcs,coup

do
<to
do
do

650,000

rtiiu

are

'weak

(By Telegraph.)
Η WA>"A, Nov. 15.—Sugar continued depressed
during the week; no sales were made. The market
elostd dull with prices nominal. The wea her continues favorable for crcps, which is now eétimated

100 Va

United «tales bonde, 3a

you

Louis,Nov.

KiavRita Markei.

119

Wamiug and CosuforS.

suffering from poor health or
•languishing on a bed of sickness, take cheer
if you
or
if you are simply ailing,

"If

barley 1,000.
Detkoit, Nov. 15.—Wheat weak; No 1 White at
77 Vvc; No 2 Red at 79c; Mich, soft Red 80c asked;
long berry 81Vcc.
Wheat—Receipts 14,000 bu; shipments OOObu gg

STOCKS.

preie

Words of

Shipments—Flour

10%
li V&
35*/*

York Stock and !?loisey marker.
(By Toiegraph.)
„\kw York.. Oct. Nov. 15 —Money easy at 1@1%
per cent on call; closed offered at 1 ; prime mercar.tilejpaper 5^6 per cent Foreign Exchange steady
at 4 bOVé for leu g and 4 S41/4 for short.
ùe ιοΠοwing are to-day^ cloning quotations cf

In religion talk is brass, action is gold. The
old darkey said: '"Pears like I could say
more in five minutes than I could live in lire

In

161 J
proferrptf..·.······.. 86ya

new

My bead has not been so clear nor
▼oice so strong in years. I recommend this
admirable remedy to all afflicted with Catarrh
or Colds in the heal.—J. O. Tichenoe, Shoe
Merchant, Elizabeth N.J. (Price 59 cents.)

morrow.

70%

....t

6s, 1889
BaneorCity 6s, 1905

relieved.

of funeral to

STOCKS.

Maine State

bcahckly speak; it was almost impossible to breathe through my nostrils. Using
Ely's Cream Balm a short time I was entirely

(Notice

BOSTON

T.i

SPOKEN
Oct 1, lat 28 18 S, Ion 15 18 W, barque Harvard,
Prav, from lioilo for Boston.
Nov 10. tat 35 37, Ion 72 26, sch Cook Borden,
from New Τoik for St Domiugo.

15.—Flour steady; family at 2J40
@2 50; choice 3 1* (ά.3 20; fancy 3 50 re H 90; patent
4 3.';@4 95. Wheat lower; No 2 Red 75bic.
Corn
lower at 37c. Oats lower at 25% c.
Rye quiet at
48y>.c. Barley quiet at tO@75c. Tork lower at
12 2ϋ(αί>12 δ'Κ
Receipts—FI iur 5,000 bis. whea* 52,000 tush,
corn 21,000 bush, oat» 17,000 bush, barieyjl5.0t0
bu, rye 4,000 bush.
10,000 bbls, wheat 17 000 bu,
osrn 10,000 bush, oats 2,00 > bush rye 1,00'J fcueli
bT,

received

are

c.

barley 24,000 bush.

telegraph:

HXW VOJ4K

•dv't.)
I could

Oapt. ·ί. Β. Coyle, aged

10Υβ@18

L. K. & Ft Smith

lu m; head, win very deaf at times,
bad discharges from my oars, and was unable
to breathe throaxh ray no3e. Before the second bettle of Ely's Cream Balm was exbansied I was cared, and to-day enjoy sound health.
—C. J. Cobbih, 923 Chestnut st., Field Mana-

Coyle, wlte

'*$

qj
6xt ôtfr

tfexie&n Central 7s

gathering

Mrs. Sablna
77 years.

bv

F
Bv>etoa 6c Maine
Flint & Pere Marquette
do common
*ow Vork Λ î\ew Eng

I am coebd of Catarrh and deafness by Ely's
Cream Balm. 31; auat was ueat iu cua ear.
A'tter using the Balm a few times h»r hearing
was restored. F. D. Moesh, Iasuranca Brcker, Elizabeth, N. J. Not a liquid or snuff.
I was troubled with Chronic Catarrh and

10,

8|$£
.oVaîi

^

Mocti HBurkex.

following quotûtioua of stocks

i*e

Celestial tail-bearers—Comet*.

Nov.

&S2

ϋ
iJuek*
Λ(13^ Cotton Fiani Is. Brown
"
!
7:3î14Vîï
Fancy HVii*14
"
Bleach dd, 8@l«Va
Batting
.8;g9silO&ioy&(egn^
..17&2o
Warp*

Scott's Emulsion of I'uiuc Cod Liver Oil
Hypophosphitbs—Is, more nutritious
and strengthening than any other siugle or
combined remedy.—In Consumption and wasting diseases its effect is very astonishing.

Deerlnp,

10-4.,. .25

Randall, Iquique.
In port Oct 11th, ship Ρ G Blanchard, Mclntyre,
waiting.
Ar at Aspinwall Oct 31, barque Colin Ε McNeil
Campbell, Pensacoia; Nov 4, brig J F Merry, Bradley, Bcsten.
In port Nov 5, barque Charles Loring, Thestrup,
from Boston ; brig Stacy Clark, Whitney, iroin
Peneacola.
Passed Castle Island Oct 31, schs Helen J Holway
Stewart, fm Aquin for New York; Nov 1, Timothy
Field. Adams, from Port au Prince for Boston; 2d,
bark Sarah Δ Staples, Elwell. fm Turks Island for
Philadelphia.

Janitor.

Hooms to Let·
room*, iingle or in suites,farxxisherf
uuturnished at t73 STATE ST.

D12£IRABiJ£
no27

$500 buys
of well-fitted tea aud coifee store, located
FOR
low
business; best of

PORIgiftN ΡΟΒΓ8.

Chicago, Nov. 15 —The Flour market lis dull;
Wintei Wheat at 3 76{ft,4 t>0; Michigan Wheat at
3 50@4 25,Spring Wheat at 3 6Uc$4 00;Minn, bakers at 3 75 art 50; patents 4 75<e?@5 50; low grades
2 00;,3 no. live flour at 3 00@3 25 in bbls and
2 90 in sacks. Wheat is weaker; November at 72@
725/jjc, «'losing at 72c, No 2 Chicago Spring at 72(eg.
72% o:No 3 do 56 fc,@67%c No 2 Red at 73@73Vst ;
No 3 do 60c. Coru lower at 42%@43c. Oats are
easier at ^(ic. Rye M»c higher.
j3*rley in fair demand at 60c. Pork 13 lower at 11 60@12 00 Lard
lower at 7 10@7 12%. Bulk Meats are in fair demand; ρ*houirters at 5 00@5 25; sbor» rib at 6 00@
6 25; short elaar 6 70@ 6 75.
Whiskey steady at
1 IS.
Kece pic—Flour 16,000 l.bl?, wteas 125,COO bu,
ccrn 129,000 bush Oita 90 000 bush, rye 4,600
bu, barley 48,000 bush.
Shipment*—Flour 12.000 bbls. wheat c4 000 bu,
lïorn J 27,000 hush oats 69,000 tush, rye 1,800 bu,

&2δ
22Vz&WV*

harnnft

At Departure Bay Nov G, ship Josephus, Rogers,
for San Francisco, idg.
At Nanaimo Nov 5, ship Harvester, Taylor, for
San Francisco, ready:
Bohemia, Trask and Challenger, Thompson, fer do.
Sid fm Valparaiso Sept 28, barque Ε L Pettengill,
Pettengill, for Portland, O; Oct 4, Carrie Wyman,

State 21@21c,

Molasse,s dull.
Petroleum tlrm.
Coffee firm.
Rosin steady at 1 25 til 30.
Spirits Turpentine dull at 31%@31%
Freights firm.

&18
Q'£2 Vfc

18
20

I>enini8,be8t l^Vj^lô1^ Sileeias

with

In

| iTine 7-4
.Fine 8-4
I Fine 9-4
Fine

An enterprising photographer has set an example in starting a brisk revival of business
by placing the following notice 011 his door.
"In consequence ol this being the anniversary
of the deatb of my mother-in-law, pictures today will be taken at half price.

vited.

Fine 0-4.,

fiohisae. axe.
i>rills....
ilckuige,
14
Beet
^IbVi Corset Jeaaa.
L;ledic;n... lOV^a'l^Va Satieens
9
Cambrics
7
Light

ilaily

Among the many yeast

Sugar quiet.

7
<& 3
jFine 7-4.... i3Vfe&ia
-iHg 7MiiFineβ-4...
..18(jç$21
Fine 9-4
SW£ 6
22^21^
7 $ 8' Fine 10-4.... 25 &S0

We

Β.

Hard

Beef euie
Pork dull; now mess 15 00.
Lard is dull; steam rendered 7 45.
Butter quiet; Western at 9@30c;

Bi-iACiliSO COTTONS.

ty and pervading virtue.

ta

each

5% @6140^ tt

...

Athlophc-

Pa.

4Vacfc> lb
10 cp ib

50c each
26 to 40c each

LO Ma 4^12
fctet 4-4
Vïol. 4-4.... 7 Va α 10
liischt 4-4... '■i
7

Our best medical men uao it and
approve it. Thousands of patients who have
exhausted other remedies, attest its superiori-

House,

cits in.
ϋύ in.
40 In.

Lijibt

macopoeia.

Pab.

ib

irijUULlCOED OOTTOKfl.

in the line of rheumatic and neural-

Philadelphia

oye^Yacpib

2>rf <Uooda Wholesale Market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices of
VFooioas and Fancy Goods, corrected daily hy Peering, Milliken & Co., 153 Middle street:

gic remedies—the very latest, the best, a specific. It is a discovery, bat the result of
thought, experiment, carefu!, scientific test,
tt le as far removed from charlatanry or quackery, as the most approved remedies of the phar-

ger,

fildee

on

75e@

Lamb Skins
Light and Deacon Skias
Rendered Tallow

in, it dissolves the nodes in the jointe, redacts
inflammations, restores muscles and articulations, inakas patiente well. The whole pr ooess
is nataral. It is what every physician and
scientist strives for with such remedies as they
command. They only fail because they are
not the right ones. Nature never inflicted a
are

Wheat heavy and ¥>@.ΗΛο lower with a moderateactive trade»; Vo 1 White nominal; sale» 248,000
bush No 2 Red for December 8144 t£82%c;r 96,^00
do January at 84@84s/ec; 4*8,000~dO Feb. at 86@
8 β/fcc; 1< 8,0 10 do March at 88V4@88%e;248,000
do May 92Vs@92%c; receipts 69,950 bush.1
Corn Ve a Ysc lower; Mixed Western spot at 47®
52
c; do futures at 47%@51%c; sales 320,000
bush; receipts 54,4:40 busb.
Oate Vs@V4C lower: State 34*586 Va«; Western
32 36c; sales 45,000 bush, including No 2 for No]
veraber 32 VsC'. December 32νη.3ϋ^ο; January at
328/s@32y2c; receipts 57,014 bush.

ly

ElideN and

The following are
and Tallow:
Ox and .Steer fiidos 90 lbs weight and
Ox and Sieer Hides under 90 lbs
Cow Hides, all weights
Bull and Siag Hides, all weights

IVé

iBy Telegraph.)
Mew YoiUv, Nov. 15.—Flour is dull And in In8450 bbls; State 2 40^
Western at 2 40@5 26;

miscellaneous merchandise.

cars

ftom TintP. Λsninwnll .· hricr Fn.
gene Hale, Harding. Surinam.
Sid 15th, barque Rdmund Phinney,
SALEM—Ar 14th, sobs M J Laugbton, Morang,
Perth Aroboy: Pearl, Robinson. Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 14th, ecli John Bracewell,
Munroe, for Roekport, to load for New York; Honest Abe, Bates, Bangor.
Alio sailed sobs U M Walton, Lane, Deer Isle for
Boston; Jae Kelson, Haskell, Bangor for do; Pema·
quid, Wheeler, Boothbay for do.
BaTH —Sid 14tb. scbs Addie M Bird, Cusbman,
Philadelphia; A Κ AVoodward, Jordan, and Agnes I
Grace, Small, New York; Ada Bailey, (new) Bowker, southern port.
Ar 14th, sobs Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, and J F
Merrow, Chase, Portland.
Sid 14th, ship A G Ropes, (new) Bivers, for New
York, to load for San Francisco.
m.i Τ fi+.ïi

stanced shade lower: sales
5 25: Ohio at 3 00@5 23;
Southern at 3 20<g© 76.

BeeeiYOd by Maine Centwd Railroad, for Portland
oars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting

rheumatism or neuralgia is something to relieve the pain instanter. We don't say, "Try
Athlophoros." You may try it or not as jou
please. Bot we do sav, or rather thousands
say it (or ne, that is just what Athlophoros
does first. It enters the clrculatiou directly;
destroys the acidulous or rheumatic poisore·
eases pain and induces rest. Then, if persisted

disease she did not

-β

49

roads. 96

r.l&itn rnioht.

2%
1
1 Va
1
J V's
1

Union Con..
Utah
Yeiiow Jacket

Kcceipf*.;

Kaïlroad

support Athlophoros in this

What is wanted

way.

Oui Id Λ Curry
Hale & Nororossr
Mexican
Ophir
Sierra Nevada....

9 «4
8',<j
9 14

ft lumber.

be made that Athlophorcs cares all of them.
That would be drawing on the imaginatisn,
warping faits, taking advantage of situations.

There U

@14%
©13

60 Pratt'Astral.

1
3
J

Eureka

Foi'«i(U hupurtm.
Bark Bertha—24,003 bush
TURKS ISLAND.
Bait to Dana & Oo,
Foreign Exporte.
BAHIA BLANCO. Bark Atlantic-312,303 feet

caro

t,.1

50310

8'44

...

A tliouSdud phast s of disease might be ruug iato rheumatic afl'C'.ion;, either ai leading to
nr

9

....

2%
1 Vé

Best Si Belcher
Crown Point

@6^

Lar^o 3.... 8 00@ 9 60 Llgonia
Medium
3 50g 4 50 Silver White Oil
2 5'J <£3 50 Centenial
Small

mumps. Athlophoros won't
Yet each hat its natural,
care hydrophobia.
unfailing place. Athlophor. β cures rheumatism and its twin di-ease neuralgia. That is all.

thom

Bodie

Kero&ena
Mackerel,
Bay No. 1.18 00@20 00 Port. Ref.P'tr
Bay <0. 2. 9 00® 10 50 Water White
1.18 00^2100 DevoeBrlirt.
Shore

Remedies thut aro blunt, square and direct
do not appeal I.» the imagination. Oil is oil,
Eats are sells, quiuir.e is quinine, Athlophoros
is Athlophoros. Everybody knows wha·. they
ate designed for aud what they will do. Oil
won't cure ciucer. Salts won't care fits. Quiuiue won't

T|6
5&<T

...

lullvia Ci
CI rand Trunk Ita
Connections
Connectlone Tla

»-..«wi-*w-jway ieave Portland
*w^3Canton at 7.35 a.

FOR

SALE

Arraugeuaent in Effect Mepf. 9ih,

an

F. CARRUTHERS,
no!7-lt

\V.

Βυνΰ-ϋ

Suiumcr

rooms

UNFURNISHED

SALE.—$300 bays the stock and fixtures
of well fitted carpenter shop, will pay §2000
per year profit, run by one party 9 years, good
lease, low rent, death sole cause of selling. W. r.
CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.
novl7-l

New York for Boston.
HYANNIS— Ar 14tb, sobs Nellie Ε Gray, and Am
Chief, Rockland for New York.
PLYMOUTH—Sid loth, sch City of Ellsworth,
Bonsey, for Ellsworth.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, schs Bull© O'Nell, Hobokeu;
Josie, Randall, Machias; M B Oakea ltgall», and
Ea4tsrn Li^ht, Keiley, do; Arboreor, Clark, Ells-

—

rid'eat this if! Indignant Hotel-keeper—If
you are not satisfied with the food, sir, why
don't you clear oui?

city

rent; must be sold at once.
Tremont Row, Boston.

.it

at the St, ,ulian Hotel,
No. 190 Middle Street.
The Dining Room will be thoroughly renovated
uml reopened about the 1st of Not ember and will
be under the proprietorship of Richard W. Under·
wood. For rooms &c.. apply to
RICHARD W. UNDERWOOD,

«ALE, $450,
trade;
old established fish market; good
FOR
10 miles out of Boston; low
located in smart
24

room

BE^LET.

oct2dtf

fixtures and furniture of

Kumford Falls & Huck field
RAILROAD.

furnished fr.mt

OIVII το »,l· '.'—One
I AVON SI'.

TO

son

00^325

delightful.

R

FOR

—

4 5Osoft <T»
Florida
Ft*b.
4 δ0©»> ί'Ο
Messina
Cad. per qti.,
5 OOi&G 00
L'ge Shore... 3 50 2>4 00 Palermo
inferior to fair at 1 75@2 25. medium to good 2 30
i
L'ge Bank ne w3
3 60, lambB 3 75@4 40.
'Ζ όΟαιό 00 Mosektt.....4 60:^5 50 I
sui«u
4
50&5 00 Palermo
English Cod,
..425^500
California iriî&ing Stocks
Pouock
2 00&3 00.
Αρρίν*
2 25#2 50|Green,
bbl 1 00@2 00
Haddock...
(By Telegraph.)
Ha -»...
2 50@2 75: Evaporated ψ lb
8.^12
San Francisco, Nov. 15
L'be following are the
1 Dried Apples.... 4
Herring,
official
of mining stocks to-day:
quotations
closing
14
Seal
^box
14^18 Sliced
Altft
3 Vs
No. 1
Oik.
12@16

the bride a bottle of Brown's Iron Bitters, tellίηκ her to take that and be hapity and hoarly.
Keeps out such witches as neuralgia, liability,
dyspepsia and rheumatism and helps mafeo

Ihi» head
m! ranee

ed to sell what I consider the best bargain in
the city of Boston and on very oasy terms, furniture
of lodging bouge, 17 rooms, loca'.ed in one of the
beet neighborhoods, furnished with hair mattresses
and black walnut furniture; terms, §500 to $800
cash, balance on easy payments; ill health cause of
sale; reasonale reut; a bonanza. \V. F. CARRUTHnovl7-l
ERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.
SALE at a great bargain tho stock aud
fixtures of a large cash grocery and provision
store, located in the city of Cambridge, with tenement connected; also good barn on the premises;
business good; must be sold at once on account of
other business. W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Trenol7-l
mont Row. Boston

Boston.

Sid 14tli. sche Clara Ε Colcord, A G Boyant.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 14th, sobs WilieL Newton, Pendleton, Bangor; C H Haskell, Wilde, and
Joel Cook, Springer, Kennebec.
Cld 14th, scbs Sarah & Ellen, York. Portland;
H S Bridses, Μ err im an, do; Charlie & Willie,Weed,
Bangor; G G Deeriug, Rogers, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 15th, ship Queenstown, Hichborn, Manila; bcIib Addie Ε Snow, Flanders, from
St Domingo; Georgia, Coffin, Crab Island; Sarah L
Davis, Burgess, and Mary Lymùurner, Bowker, fm
Bangor; Cbas A Ropes" Hunt, Lubec; Mattie A
Holmes. Jordan, Stoniugton.
Cld 14th, barque Annie Reed, Crowell, Tamatave;
schs Mabel F Staples, Dickson, Santos; Ε A Hayes,
Hayes, Hayes, Port Spain; Annie Ρ Chase, Poole,
Mayport, Ela.
Parsed the Gate 14th, schs Mary Brewer, from
New Vork for Boston, Zatnpa, and Julia Martha,
Hoboken for do: Fleetwing. Karitan fyr do.
PERTH AMBOY-Sid 13tb, eclis Ε L Gregory,
Giun, Boston; FT Dnsko, Allen. Boston.
Sid 14th, selis Chas Heath. Pendleton, Bangor;
L .') Wentworth, Randall, Boston.
FALL RIVER Ar 14th, sch Gen Banks, Somer-

Brief nilmtim uicutoarr ioeerlpd uuder
cue ν cck tor 25 cenl«, paid tu

day been com mission-

SA LE.-1 have this

IjlOR

BAILBOADS.

TO LET.

KOOHM

BUSINESS €11 ANC KM.

;ttI*CEL.LAlV£0V8.

DOMESTIC' PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 6th, ehip R D Rice, Jordan, San Francisco.
Ar 14th, ship Arabia, McLoon, New York, 135 de.
APALACHICOLA-Ar 14th, barque Levi S An
drews, Watts. Pen^acola.
CHARLESTON—Sid 14th, ech C II Eabens, Curtis, Boston.
Ar 14th, sell Ellen M Colder, McLeod, New York.
RICHMOND—Sid 13th, sell Dexter, Mills, for
Portsmouth, Va.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 13th, sch Eva May, McDuffie, Cardenas.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, sch Charles Ν Simmons,

@16

Chicago lave Hiock ûœrkei,
(By Telegraph.)
Uhicago, Nov. 15.—Hogs—Receipts 14,000 bead;
shipments 4,800 bead: rough packing at 4 10@4 40;
packing and shipping at- 4 45(&4 75; light at 4 15@
@4 05; skips 3 5θα·± 25.
*itle—R*>oeipte 4,u< 0 head; shipments 2,000
head; steady; exports at 6 25@6 90; good to choice
shipping 5 05v5><> O; common to fair at 4 2ό@δ 40;
Tex its steers 3 40@4 ΙΟ.
Sheep—receipts 120·; shipments hOO head; slow;

...

Aucirnt ICoiunn MniriuKc Cuototu».
They au3inted the Iioqbo with certain nrctnous perfumes to keep out infection. They <lisenchanted it with various charms to k«ep the
sriir.hie from the bride. Now we simply giro

home

.8
8

@ 20

THE WEEK ENDING NOV. 15.
Georges Codfish—We quote primo Georges at $4Va
ψ qtl lor large and $3^4 for medium; Bank at $2%
and $ Vi ; dry do $3V2@$8^è and §3 $> qtl. Shores
at $ ·>Vi and $3; Cape Shore $4; Cask at §3
qtl;
liaddock at $2 $> Qtl. Hake $2*4 ; Pollock at $1% :
slack salted Pollock $2%@2Μι Φ qtl.
Boneless and preuared iish 4 to 4% ο ψ ft for
Kake, 4 to 4y2c for Haddock and Cusk, and 4*4 (p)
6c for Codfish.Smoked Halibut at 10c φ lb;Smoked
Salmon at 17c; Scaled Herring at 14c
box; No 1
tucks at 12c. Bloaters 75c; new Smoked Mackerel
8c & lb.
Mackerel—In light receipt and few transactions;
Shores nominally at 515, $7 and §3 for Js, 2s and
5>s; one fare sold delivered in Boston at 816, $9 and
$3V2. LiSt sales of Bays out of pickle at §12 75 φ·
bbl.
Herring—We quote Nova Scotia large split at $5
$> bbl; medium do at $3; Labrador at $4; large
gibbed at 5? I.
Trout at $9 ^ bbl ; Pickled Codfish and Haddock
at $5. Halibut Heads at $3V2, Tongues $8; Sounds
at §11, Tongues and Soumis at §12, Ale wives at
$3Mj; Salmon at $12; New Fins at $11; Fins and
Napes $7; No 1 Shad $10; New Swordtish $12.
Fresh Halibut—None on the market.
Pure Medicine Oil Si 10 ^ gal, crude do at 80c.
Blacklish Oil 70c; Cod do 46@48c; Shore do at 44@
45c;Porgie do, none on the market.
Porgie scrap atSl 2 ψ ton;Fish do $9;Liver do $6.
Fresh livers 60c
bucket.
Fish Waste §4 ψ ton.

low

Wit and Wisdom.

18
10
26

(ïlouceoicr Finh Market.

Superilno and

iiivermorc- Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falle, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas·
Norway S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyee.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L·. Jellison.
Richmond, Q. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0. 8. Atdrewf,
Sabattus, Ε. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, A. H. Adams.
Saco, II. B. Kendrick & O©.,
Springrvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Tbomaston, 8. Delano.
Vlnalhavon, H. M. Robert·.
Waldoboro. G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. Π. Hayes.
Yarmouth. A. H. Seabury.

Iff

FOB

tirant

flour,

10
..15
25

The Wool trade lias experienced
week, but prices are without material
tendency in favor of buyers.

Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:

Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairtield, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. Η. Κ now) to*.
Qardlner, Palmer & Co.
(dirham, Jap. H. Irish & Cô.
Π alio well, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandier & EeteH.

20

Bueuos Ayree.
Montevideo
Cape G eod JI ope
Australian
Donskoi.

osing quotations of

c

ui washed
-rL a

Tex.
Canada ι» ailed
1)υ Combing
8m.,· rna washed
Uunwashed

ib, liind quarters 7@llc,fore quarters 5(&
rounds with flanks 6ya@7Vfec, rounds —,rumps and
loins at 10@15e, rumps at 10@l?c, loins 10£18c,
rattles 6©0c, backs at 6@8c, chucks —c, short
rib cuts 10@12c.

Batli, J. O.
Biddeford,
"

...

Low

Breadstuff^ steady with a very moderate ; Λ1 ing
traie inquiry. In Grain there has been a drop of
50c on car lots of Saokcd Bran, and a decline of $1
on bag lots of Middlings.
Sugar is steady at 6%c
for granulated and ti%c for Extra C. Fresh laid
Eggs are scaro3 and full prices are obtained. The
Fresh Beef market is steady and unchanged; sides G

stove in her sido and foremast carried away. She
tilled in ten minutes and had to be abandoned by
the crew, who were picked up seven hours later by
the steamer New Brunswick and taken to Boston.
Tue unknown vessel, (who refused assistance) lost
jibboom and foretopmast.
Sell Maggie J Chadwick, Orr, from Perth Amboy
for Portland, put into Vineyard-Haven 13th with
loss of jibboomby collision with an unknown vessel.

-..88
.*.>33
......28
26

Fine and No 1 combing
Fine delaine
Low and coarse
Me·Πι-m unwashed.·

Daily ¥t huiew.ie Marl, t
PORTLAND, Nov 1 "»

Iorttnu

MO λ'DAï

Combina and delaine-

COif^ERClAL

Steamer of 10th docs not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly or
Japan, China, aud Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eastern

Agents.

C. L, R ARTIiETT & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
feb»
dtf

Depot
RATES

i14rora-iljfe

—TO—

Oriraii, i'hicago, ?lilwr:iikect
C-incinnaai, Hi. Q.ouim, Omaha. .Hayi·
nnw, St. Pata^Nnlt l.aUe City.

Rowing's Universal Injector,

{and all points in the
Northwest, West iiihI °>outliweet.

feeding boilers. Will lilt hoi wf.ter at 1 fx >
F. The beet boiler feeder in the market
Warranted. For sale by

Canada^

Denver,

**an FranciKCf)

JOSEPH HICKSON, (Jeneral Manager.
™>' WDQAK. G. P. A.
J. STEPcLSKSCiT, S^imrinteuilent,
»ep8dtf

FOB

IAKVIS ENOINEEBINO GO.
ΤI Uniqui Street.
,

4M

THE
M0N1U V

———Îg

Ρ Η ΚΒS

ART.

MORNISe, NOYEMBER 17.

CLONE OF THE FALL· EXHIBITION
OF LOCAL TALENT.

(fec*iid

SEW

A Vieil to

There was

ADTEBTIKR9I£NTI* TODAY.
ENTERTAINMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Special Sale—Frank Β Clark.
W. F. Carruthers & Co. -6.

as

J. Abbott.
Situation Wanted-Lkensed Pharmacist.
Wanted—Desk Room.

Situation Wanted—Protestant Girl.
Wanted -Experienced Woman.
Found Perry's Shoe Store.

Wanted—Bojs.
Wanted—Sal efmen.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Save This and Wait.
Mare Ί hie and Wait.

Wednesday afternoon, Novemo'clock, when an immense at-

signeo stock of Fall and Winter Clothing,
Hats and Furnishing Goods will arrive from
New York, and be opened in the large building
163 and 165 Middle

Btrtet, corner ot

Market

street, opposite Post Oliioe, Portland, Maine.
The goods are from a large wholesale firm that
tailed, and everything will be sold 40 per c*nt
less tban cost, as entire stock mast be clojed
oat in five days. We have only space to mention a few of the bargains they will offer:
Hen's fine Beaver Overcoats,82.95 guaranteed,
worth 813; a splendid suit of Men's clothes,

85.99, guaranteed, worth 812; Men's fashionable Hats 85 Lents, worth $1.50; good quality
Umbrellas, 35 cents, worth 81.75; Shirts, Underwear, and over 5,000 different kind of
mention here, at 163and 165
goods
Middle street, corner of Market, opposite Post
Office, Portland. Remember this great sale
we cannot

Wednesday afternoon, November
19tb, at 4 o'clock and lasts only five days
Store open till 9 at night.

commences

Wright'· Testimonial.
The following letter from the Rev. A. H.
Wbioht, Pastor of St. Lawrence Street
Charob, speaks volumes in praise of the Health
Dir.

Lift, a system of physical exercise which is
growing in favor the more it is becoming
known.
From long acquaintance with the Health
Lilt as a system of cumulative exercise, from
the beneficial results of its nee in my own case,
and from actual knowledge of the benefit others have received who have need it systematically and perseveriugly, I am prenared to add
my testimony to its great value as a simple,
safe and agreeable means of physical exercise,
Tor either man or woman. It will stimulate
the blood, induce healthy circulation, develop
muscular power and tone and strengthen the
whole system. Much more might be said in
its praise, but I will simply add that if persons
of sedentary habits, like myself, who require
more exercise than they usually get, or find
time to take, will commence the use of the
Health Lift, and continue its use with perseverance ard regularity under Mr. Gaubert's
directions and cautious, I am satisfied they
will find the same cause I have, to prize and
praise its excellence.
REV. A. H. WRIGHT,
St. Lawrence Street Charch.
Health Lift Room, 203 Middle St., Portland,
Me.
Advice to Mothers.—MRS. WIN SLOWS
SOOTHING BYRUP should always be used
when children are cutting teeth.
It rel.eves
the little sufferer at onoe; it produces catt al,
quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
and the little cherab awakes as "bright as a
Button." It is very pleasant to taste. It
soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all

pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and
is the best known remedy for diarrhoea,whether
arising from teething or other causes. Twentyfive cents a bottle.

SM&W&wly

Harpeu's Bazas.—This beautiful weelky
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by M. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.
Uriel

Jotiinc*.
It was an Indian Summer day Saturday, tha
mercury reaching an altitude of 50°. Sunday

fine day.
Ex-Gov. Plaisted
a

was

at

the United States

Saturday.
Libby, who shot

Hotel

the Snow gH, claims to
bave no remembrance of the affair.
lvanhoe Lodge, K. of P., will soon celebrate
the initiation of their 300th member.
Pmk-sye bas appeared among the horse railroad horses and in private stables in this city.
The Cleveland Zouaves will form a permanent military company.
There were GO arrests in Portland last week,
and 22 tramps were lodged at the station.
Λ man fell from a jigger on Clark street

description

a

of

which ap-

c'a arm in g works of art will in future adorn
many a parlor and libiary in town.
At Mr. H. B. Brown's studio may be seen a
very fine portrait of Hon. William G. Davis,
by Keltell, whose portraits of Mr. James P.
Baxter and Hon. W. W. Thomas have excited
so much favorable commept.
Mr. Kettell is
very happy in his portraits, and ihia one of Mr.
Davis gives the greatest pleasure to his
family
and intimate friends.
The expression of the
face seems somewhat severe to those who have
been accustomed to the genial smile that
makes Mr. Davis' face so attractive to tbe
general public, but taken in connection with the
pose of the fignre, the seeming severity lends
dignity to the portraiture.
Tbe coloring is
good, and the arrangement of the beard and
hair excellent, while thefr textile
is

quality

admirably handled.

Tbe clothing is also well
treated, the wrinkling of the coat especially
showing bow naturally it drapes the figure. It
is evident from the portrait that Mr. Kettell
has put in good solid work, and bas elaborated
from bis origiual sketch with care and skill.

Mr. Brown has many sketches and finished
paintings which desjrve careful attention.

Only

a short time ago the Press called attention to many of them. Tbe landscapes are fall
of sentiment, while those treating of the pres-

ent season are rich in

coloring

and faithful to
in autumn.
The

New England woods
matines possess all the majesty
that Mr.
Brown expresses so well when .be transfers to
canvass, the bold bluffs of the Maine or Nova
our

ουυιια buures, wiiu me aasn 01 toe
breakers,
the swell of the eonndiog sea, the lowering
skies, and sea mists that cling to the cliffs.
Mr. Brown has just finished the two pictures,

painted for the Maine Central, descriptive of
"Bar Harbor Ferry" and "Bar Harbor from
Green Mountain," which ara yeiy spirited and
faithful.
The ArtiiU' Album given to the late Soldiers' and Sailors' Fair will be found at
Brown's studio, and, as soon as a few mere
tickets are sold, it will be drawn.
The rooms of the Society of Art were
crowded with a, very fashionable and brilliant

assemblage Saturday evening.
The silver
medal of the society for the best picture by
amateurs was awarded to Mr. John T. Wood.
Miss Helen G. Brown's nicture came next in
favor. The first prize, £20, voted by visitors
for the best picture in their opinion, was
awarded to Mr. M. B. Gilbert, the second and
third prize of $5 each going to Messrs. Cyrus
F. Davis and A. S. Cox.
SUNK AT ΚΕΑ.
Am

llgkaewa Schooner Ram
Reiloudo.

Isto

the

The steamer New Brunswick, upon her arrival at this port last Saturday morning reported picking np on that morning,three miles
north of Thatchers Island Captain Tncker and
of the schooner

Bedondo,
Ellsworth,
by collision with an unknown
schooner. The men were in a small boat drifting. Captain Tucker said the; Bedondo left
Calais for Boston, lumber laden November

crew

of

sea

11th.

That night, wben six miles east, northeast off Thatcher's Island,wind west by south,
the schooner was run into by an unknown
three masted schooner in ballast. The schoon*
er struck the Bodondo forward
of the main

rigging, carrying

away the foremast, and making each a hole in the Btarboard side that the
Bedondo sunk in ten minutes. The crew had
just time to get into a boat,with a few clothes.
The boat drifted seven hours till picked up by
the New Brunswick. The captain of the unknown schooner refused to lay by or throw
iiuco,

auu

mau

vcooai

Her jib-boom and
away.
Struck

rapiuiy

cano'j

(ore-topmast
Something

were

away·

carried

Bard.

Λ lew days ago, the schooner Bessie H. Rose
of Bath, loaded with coal, discharged 400 tone
of her cargo at the wharf of the Portland &

Ojjdeusburg railroad,

Qatar day, and broke his nose.
The value of foreign exports last week waa
$43 064.42, including 469,921 feet of lumber.
Ensign J. B. Cahoon, U. S. N., is in the

and Saturday was towed
to Richardson's wharf, where the remainder
of the cargo was to be delivered to James H.
Baker. Ii was high tide when the vessel enter-

oity.

ed the dock, and some hard substance on the
bottom was struck at ebb, causing the seams

Master Builder Cummings goes to Palatka,
next month, where he will erect a number of Sue residences.

Fla.,

Bramhall Lodge, K. of P., will assist Sagadahoc Lodge of Richmond celebrate its third
anniversary.
Jeremiah Murphy was arrested in Lewiston
Saturday and brought to Portland for alleged
liquor selling Without a United States license.
Mr. James Watts is bais singer, and Mr.
Walter Smith organist of the Free street Bap-

tist church.
The Democratic campaign companies assissd the Cape Elizabeth companies in celebrating the election of Cleveland, Saturday night
Mrs. Young of Lewiston has been appointed
■opnno, and Miss Cary of Bath contralto, in
the First Parish choir.j
Tbe

Young

Men's Christian Association will

give grand reception and entertainment
Its members next Wednesday night.
a

to

A schooner loaded with eaw-dust is ashcre
and bilged near Clark & Chaplin's ice houses
in Cape Elizabeth.
Bear in mind the hall to be given by tbe
locomotive firemen at City Hall tc-morrow
night. There will be a fine concert by Chandler'· Band prior to the dance.
Grand Warden F. T. Merrill and Grand
Chaplain C. K. Ladd, I. O. O. F., assisted at
the Institution of

Ridgeiy Lodge,

at

Eaeton,

Aroostook ccuuty, Wednesday last.
Captain "Happy Bill" of the Salvation
Army was in town Saturday and looking fer a
hall- There is talk of the army securing the
hall in Thompson'· Block next Sunday.
Hon. Nathan Webb was elected president of
VU V UU«U *JL·

UlICVIIVtO

U1

IUU

i'i aiuo

pected.
Ten freight checkers of the Allan Line and
Grand Trunk road arrived Saturday to attend
to the foreign steamship traffic, and 200 carloads of freight are here awaiting shipment.
John W. Stubbs and Washington Libby
were drawn as grand jurors, and Charles S.
Gurney and James C. Jordan, petit jurors for
the District Court, at a meeting of the Aldermen

held

There

Saturday

open and leaving the vessel in bad condition. A survey was immediately held,and the
echooner was ordered out of the dock as soon
to

as

the tide served.

Recent Death*.
Mr. Moses Merrill, one of our old and respected citizens, died at his residence on Oxford street, last week, aged 89 years. He was
at one time a well known surveyor of lumber,
but bas been an invalid the past twenty years.
He was one of the original members of Ancient Brothers Lodge, No. 4,1. O. O. F., and a
member of Macbigonne Encampment, Ho. 1.
Mrs. Jerusha Stevens, one of our best known
and most respected Christian workers, died at
her house on Stevens' Place,

Saturday, aped

74 years.
We regret to learn of the death of Mrs.
Coyle, wife of J. B. Covle, Esq., which occurred at htr home in Deering, yesterday. She
had been iu failing health a long time. Her

afternoon.

nine deaths recorded in the city
lMt week. Three deaths were caused by old
age, two by consumption, and dropsy, paralysis, disease of the brain and cancer caused one
were

IT, M. C. A.

The large hail of the Young Men's Chria
tian Association is filled on Sunday avening
with non-church-goers.
Quite a religious interest is now manifest among them. The aim
of the association is to get this class into the
churches.

The names of several who have recently proteased conversion have been sent to
pastors. There will be a reception to members of the Young Men's Christian Associa,
tion at the rooms of the organization next

Wednesday evening,

which occasion there
will be musical and literary exercises and refreshments.
on

Electric Lighting.
The Boston Sunday Gl«be of yesterday says:
"The rapid increase in the number of elec"
trie lights used in Boston business houses lor
inside and

outside illuminations dariDg the
past few months is very noticeable. In fact,
the number in all is at least 100 per cent,
more than were in use one year ago; and a careful canvaes of the streets shows the increase
to be nearly all of the American system,
which seems now to be rapidly superseding the
lights of other companies.

military.
Dahlgren post 2 of South Boston having tendered Commander-in-Chief Kountz an escort
to Portland at the meeting of the next national encampment, and the tender baying
been accepted, post 2 will have the right of
the lino in the parade to be held on that ocThe post are even now making ar-

casion.

Frank D. Smith, comedian of the People's
Theatre, a Cleveland man, will be wheeled
from the Merchants' Exchange Hotel by Walter N. GiSord, leading man of the same
theatre, around the city at 10 o'clock to-day.
Bosworth and Thatcher Posts, G. A. E.,

rangements to go to Portland, and it is possible they will have a new and handsome uni-

exemplify the secret work of their order
G. A. B. Hal), on the 24th inst., before
Grand Commander, Gen. Kjuntz, and afterwards hold a camp-fire.
The scientific meeting of the Society of
Natural History will be held this evening at
T.4B o'clock. The gentlemen who bave been
(tndying the movements of the worm which
will

inhabits the so-called Devil's bean will report
what they have learned.
Officers Massure and Hicks arrested a burglar In Mr. Knapp's stall in the Milk street
market Sunday morning, and Officers Sparrow
and Skillings found a large square of gl&'e

broken in E. D. Pettengill'a store

on

Market

street.

H. 8. Weeks and A. G. Marsman, New
York; G. W. Cashing and wife, and Miss B.
Fisher, St. Panl; Jos. E. Taylor, Philadelphia;
Frank Δ. Marsb, Chicago; D. F. Small, Wm.
T. Coggins, Wilrnot S. Haskell, and G. F·
Leonard, Boston, are at the Falmouth.
Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help "W antic, Situations Wanted, Fok Sale, To Lkti
Board and Boohs and Lost am» Found, not
exceeding fer y words, will be inserted in the
Daily JHkicss one we. k for twenty-five cents, if
paid la advance. When payment is not made
ta ad1 anoe, regular rates will be charged.
The lar.ge circulation of the Press makes it
the best medium for these advertisements.

form ere that date.
Our

Fieherie*.

Mr. H. H. Bicker, superintendent of the
Fish Exchange, gives the mackerel catch for
the season as 130,000 barrels. Since the previous repoit 1185 Barrels were added to the
total then given and about 2000 barrels are to
come. The James Dyer and Mattie P.
Dyer

"high lines," netting 811,000 and 815,000
respectively. The Pishing Insurance Company
has insured vessels and outfits for 8333,000 and
are

lost $6,500 the past season.
Good Tcmplare.
At Good Templars' Hall, on Thursday even'
iog next, the Bev. H. C. Munson will be tendared a benefit by the order. There will be
music and recitaiions, in which Mrs. Bent,

Miss Gookins, Revs. Messrs. Bashford, Le Lâcheur and Daniels, and Messrs. Moulton and
Bent will take part.
Frank

U.

Clark,

The well known stationer at 515 Congress
street, is effering writing tablets, illuminated
note paper, aud books at extraordinarily low
prices. The sale will continue through the

week.
Central Wharf Tow Kom C'ompnnv.
At tiie adjourned annual meeting, held Saturday afternoon, the following officers were
elected :

President—Wm.

Un.

H. Scott.
Treasurer and Clerk—David
Açent—David lorrey.

Torrey.

Directors—W. H. Scctt, Jî. B. Winslow, Ν. K.
Sawyer, it. B. Cleaves, H. B. Jordan, David Torrey,
John Bell.

Ulr.

Dnllon'»

NEW ADVEBTISEMENTS.

question

to whether the Iliad and the Odyssey were the work of an author, or whether
they are composed cf a number of short lays
by different authors, united by one person,who
by virtue of his task was called Homerus, the
as

"compiler."
The 6tory of Ulysses, said the speaker, is as
interesting as any story of modern times, aud
has many elements in coin-non with stories of
today. Like many modern authors, Homer
to commence at the middle of the story,
go back to the beginning and then to the end.
Bat this seeming complication only shows tbe
■kill of the author, tor he arouses at once an
seems

iuterest in his reader which never flags. We
have in the Odyssey a story in twenty-four
books. A study of these will ehow two grand
division·. In the first twelve, we bave tbe adventures of Ulysses and his son Telemachas
away from home. In the second twelve, their
arrival home, and the various adventures
which led to the recognition of Ulysses and
the destruction of tbe suitors.
Toe first
twelve books can be again suO-dividfd into
three parts of four books each, the first of
which introduces the reader to the hume of
Ulyifïi, and narrates how the Goddess Minerva appears to young Teiemachus, bids him get
rid of the suitors, who are living on the bounty
of Ulysses, and go in search of his father.
In
accurdance with these commands, Telemachus
sets out in a ship provided by the Goddecti, visiting Pylas and Sparta, where he finds that
his
father
has
been
detained
in
the
island of Ogygia. In tbe second part, Ulysses
is introduced to the reader, having been released from Ogygia through the intervention
of the gods. VV tiile sailiug home he suffers
shipwreck, on the coast of Fh»ecia, and is
hospitably received by tbe Phaecian king.
Games are introduced in his honor, and then
Ulysses throws off the disguise he had assumed
discloses his identity, and in the third subdivision of the first twelve books, relates his adventures from the time be left Troy.
The
reader is thus brought back to the startiug
(ΐυΐϋΐ

ui

tu»

mur;,

lue

mysiery

aooui

uiyssua

is entirely cleared away, and be is in a position to appreciate fully the incidente o( the
last twelve books. These like the first twelve
are capable ol subdivision, and relate m succession to the arrival home ol Ulyesee aud Telemacbus, the insults heaped upon Ulysses by
the suitors, who fall to recognize the master of
the house in the ragged beggar bafore thjui
(for Ulysses is still in disguise,) his recognition
by hia dog, and then by an aged servant, the
fiual effort of Penelope to get rid of the suitors and then the dreadful death of the suitors
by the hand of Ulysses, and his subsequent
recognition by bis wife and aged father. Iu
the whole twenty-four books, the art of the
poet is shown, and in the arrangement is seen
the great skill of the author.
Passing to the second part of the lecture the
speaker began the discussion of the authorship
of the poems.
In ihe first place, he said, we
discover considerable difference between the
names of the heroes in the Iliad and Odyssey.
The question which has arisen in regard to the
Iliad is, whether or not we have in that poem
anything more than a string of ballads made
If we reason from
by one man or by many.
the analogy of the human mind, the probability is very strong that the whole poem was the
work of a single autho* For if we assume for
a moment that the poem
is no more than a
string of ballads composed by fifty or perhaps a
hundred different poets, then as all the parts
are well balanced and as there is no superiority
in merit of one part over another, we must
conclude that at the time when the Iliad was
written there were fifty or a hundred poete all
equally gifted and all equally capable of writing the whole poem. Applying this same reasoning to the Odyssey,we must conclude that it
was the work of a single author.
Indeed the
plot of the Odyssey is much more complicated
than that of the Iliad, and the conclusion is
only the stronger.
But a second question which has arisen ie:
Was Homer the author of the Odyssey as well
as the Iliad? There are many who deny that
he was. In the first place, they say that the
whole tone of the books is different. Manners,
customs, characters, even names, are cbanged.
In the second place, they say that no one man
ever lived who could write two such poems.
Tet Shakespeare did as much in volume as
Homer. In comparing Homer and the English
poet, many would give the palm to the latter.
Yet there is this difference between them.
Shakespeare is naturally better appreciated by
the English speaking people and perhaps by
the Germans. Yet the French and other nations of Southern Europe never understood
him, while Homer is understood and equally
relished by all civilized nations. In regard to
the first objection, that there is too much
diversity in theme, the answer is that euch
difference is but natural. _me is a poem of
war, the other of peace; one describes adventures at sea, the other adventures on land ; one
narrates the dissensions of the gods, the other
♦Viniti Vianmnnn

Bat pmtiug aside all questions of authorship,
the (act remains that in them we bave two
glorious books. There is a tendency among
all people at the present time to go back into
the earl; history of the world. In these two
poems we have a disclosure of the ancient
manners and
customs
of a people
far
more interesting than the Arabian Nights
because
tell
us
of
the
life of a
Tales,
they
people among whom our ancestors lived.
Greek poetry and art and literature are hue
descriptions of the life of our own ancestors.
From tbe Greek we have inherited our customs.
In criticising these poems (for by criticising we learn to appreciate) tbe tiret thought
which we have is that Homer might have
adopted a eimplef plan in the Odyssey than he
did.
But the advantages of the plan are
many, for we are brought directly to the home
of Uljssee; the first natural inquiry is as to his
whereabouts, which query is next answered,
followed by a recital of his adventures, and
then the rest of the Btory follows in chronological order. As regards certain gross passages
in tbe poem, it must be remembered that the
times were different from no-.v, and sharp distinctions in the moral world were not drawn or
even
Even the authors of the
thought of.
present day are not entirely free from this

THE KNIGHTS.

Mr. and Mrs. George S. Knight will appear at
Portland Theatre to-night in their version of "Der
Bibleothekar," which differs considerably from
"Nunky" as lately produced by the Boston Museum
Company. Mr. Knight assumes the character of
the Secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Knight are so
popular here that the house will be crowded. If
Mr. Knight is as much at home in the character
ot the curate as in that of Baron Rudolph he will
make a hit.
On Tuesday evening the couple will
present the new piece "Over the Garden Wall."
the people's treatbe.
To-night, at this house, will be produced an olio
of more than usual excellence, The management
claim to liave secure! one of
the best variety
troupes in the country.
This week the very amusing burlesque of "The
Grand Duchess" will be given. Besides Fox
and
Waid, Murray and Monarch, Joseph Burgess aud

the organ concert.
Next Wednesday evening Mr.
Henry Carter's
organ concert will pack the First Universalist
church because the organist is one of the most
celebrated in his profession and is
regularly attached to Trinity church, New York. He ill
be
afsieted by the favorite vooalists Miss Belle Bartlett, Miss Lizzie Brown and Mr. A. E. Pennell,
aceompanied by Mr. Harvey Murray.
The following will be the programme:
Overture to Euryantlie
Weber
Elegie
Ernst
Andante, 5th Sympihony
Beethoven
Mr. Henry Carter.
Sancta Maria (organ obligato)
Faure
Mr. A. E. Pennell.
Ave Maria
Schubert
Larghetto, 2d Symphony
Beethoven
Andante Symphony in Ε flat

Henry Carter,

1884.

Capital

stock
Funded debt

Unfunded debt
Total liabilities
Cash asset»
Total cost of construction
Cost of equipment..
Investments in oth-

property
Total permanent iner

1883.

®0,921,274.62
3,600,000.00 3,500,000.00
1,070,280.04
810,9 3.85
1ϊ>,1 10,481.23 12,874,440.51
1,502,084.30
1,200,043,58
$0,921,274.62

9,512,780.26
1,308,180.00

9,512,780.20
1,308,180.00

560,020.73

Total property and
aseets
13,110,481.23

ΤΠιϊ

12,874,440.51

Franklin and megantic.
Work is progressing finely on the Franklin
and Megantic Railroad. The track is bow laid
within about fonr miles of Kingfield Village,
and the whistle of the engine awakens the
echoes in the solitudes of Mt. Abraham.
O.
0. & Ν. B. Dolbier have contracted to lay the
foundation and put on the sills for the depot at
Kingfield. The building is 100x25 feet. The
foundation will be complete in a few days. A
crew ol men are also at work on the foundation of the engine house, which will be pot up
in a few days. It is expected the tfack will be
laid to Kingfield, the northern terminus this
week.
Northern megantic.
The Aroostook Herald understands that a

party of engineers are now engaged in surveying the Northern Megantic route which, starting from Hartland on the New Brunswick
railroad, runs up the valley of the stream, running through Monticello, then across the heal
waters of the Fresque Isle stream, and crossing
the Aroostook road on the Tracy brook, a
It is said that the
branch of the St. Croix.
engineers bave found this line about 20 miles
shorter than any of the others. It is ramored
that if the Canadian Pacific decide on the
northern route a branch will be built to Hoalton, another down the Presque lisle stream to
Presque Isle. With such a road, and branches
built giving a short direct line to St. John,
where it connects with the Boston steamers, it
would be beneficial to northern Maine. That
the Megantic line will be built on one or the
other of the lines being surveyed, at no distant
day there is no doubt. It is further stated that
the party going West have already crosied the
Aroostook road, and another party is suryeying the same line, coming east.
Mr, Blaine'· Practical Teinperancc.
Dr. H. M. Field, editor of the Now York
Evangelist, who was present at tho dinner recently given to Mr. Blaine in New York saje
of the latter; "We sat at the same table with
him for three hours, with only two persons between—Mr. Evarts, who presided, and Mr.

Morton, Minister to Franca—and, according to
the sumptuous fashion of Dalmonioo, six wine
giaasee were placed at each place, and Mr.
Blaine on faking his seat, immediately turned
every one of the glasses upside down, so as to
prevent the waiters from even approaching
Ί see that you do not
'No" said Mr.
take wine,'eaid Mr. Evarts.
Blaine, Ί find {that nothing strengthens me so
much as a cup of tea; that it ig better than all
the spirituous stimulants in the world.' He
told us that in his recent trip (of which, he
said, a member of tt»e party had kept a record,
and found that he had traveled, we think it
was ten or twelve thousaud miles, and made
between three and four hundred speechos.) his
cole refreshment after such exhausting labor
had been good black tea. Of course 'the cup
him with their bottles.

;

through
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No. 42 Brown St.
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the New

those sensible creatures who believe
being
in uuiting Boston culture to
Chicago beauty.—Chi-

cago Tribune.
Miss Anderson is still
winning golden opinions by
her impersonations of Juliet
in
London. Mrs.
Sterling, the veteran actress, who is the Nurse of
the present cast at the
that she has
Lyceum,
says
seen all the famous
Juliets, and that Miss Anderson is the best.
Helen Fawcett, the famous actress,
who retired from the
stage in 18G5, and is now

Lady Martin, is delighted with Miss Anderson's
performance, and has presented the young actress
with the dagger which she used in
playing Juliet
30 yeare ago.

OIV THE ROLLERS.
BIJOU.

This week, at the Bijou, there will be two
polo
games. The first will be on Wednesday evening,between the new Bijous and a picked
team, the latter
to be made up as follows:
Dow, Williams, Winship
and Orne of the Forest Citys, Davis of the Deerngs, and McAndrews of the old Bijous. This team
is a good one, and will give the future
champions a
hard game. On Saturday evening the old and new
Bijou teams will be tendered a benefit. A game
will take place between the two
clubs, and the proceeds that night will be divided between the two
teams, the share of the new team to be used towards purchasing new uniforms.
Tickets will be on
sale tonight and after by members of the
team, and
elsewhere.
NOTES.
The picked team that went from this
city Saturday night to Bi th to play the Greeks, was defeated
by three straight goals in seventeen minutes. The

team was advertised there as the one to enter the
winter league, but on the contrary there were but
three members oi it,
Morway, Kelsey and Dunn not
going. It was made up from players who had never been on the floor
together before. The Alameda
goal tender served for the Greeks and saved them
several goals.
A large party was
present at the Portland Rink
opening Saturday evening. The rink will be open

every evening hereafter.

The Voie of Maine.
a aot-aueti

report of the vote for presidential electors last
week io Maine, as returned to the
Secretary of
State at Augusta.
The Journal's footings by
countie? are given below, and compared with
the vota at the presidential election of 1880:
1880.

1884.

Garfield. Fusion.
4,974

Blaine. Cleveland

4,215

4,745
2,1)35

Aroostook....
2,500
Cumberland... 10,108
Franklin
2.390
Hancock
4,314
Kenuebec
7,771
Knox
2,880
Lincoln
2 009
Oxford
4,353
Penobscot
8,187

3,738
5,<t»l
3,659

3,909
0,307

4,222
7,907

2,932
4,098
2,748
4,361

3,520

4,159
3,099

7,704

7,090

2,738

9,330

2,178

2,890

....

Piscataquis..
Sagadahoc....

1,943

Somerset
Waldo

Washington...

York

3,439
2,102
8,188

9,613
387
4,037
7,572

1,377
3,007

2,802

2

2

8,907j
355
2,078
2,855

2,488

1,330
3,701

1,970

3,848
3,022

Total
74,052 05,211 71,710
Ihe total vote in 1880 was 143,903.
James A. Garfield
Hancock-W ea ver (Fusion),
Straight Greenback

There

are

other, are obvious.
IT IS A MAINE INSTITUTION. Its business is
conducted and its policies are framed according to
the laws of Maine, to which you have access, and in
respect to which you are generally informed.
Ί HE LAWS OF THE STATE REGARDING INSURANCE ARE, IN A GREAT MANY CASES,
INTRICATE AND UNINTELLIGIBLE, to the average man. If you insure in some other State company, YOU MAY FIND IT DIFFICULT TO AS
CERTAIN YOUR EXACT RIGHTS UNDER YOU h
POLICY. Few lawyers, even, understand the general laws, and fewer still the insurance laws ol
other States: and you may discover, when you com»:
to the test, tnat the aotual position and results ol
your insurance are quite different from what you
desired or anticipated.
THE INSURANCE LAWS OF MAINE ARE
FEW ASTD SIMPLE. You can easily obtain precise information respecting tbeir meaning and ef
feet. You maybe certain, therefore, if you insure
in the Union Mutual that you get exactly whal
you want; that if any question arises, regarding the
disposition of your policy, or your rights under it, it
can be easily and speedily determined according tc

laws and principles whioh you understand instead
of being governed and controlled by laws and decisions of which you have no knowledge.
OF YOUR OWN
THE INSURANCE LAWS
STATE ARE MORE LIBERAL AND EQUITABLE
The
THAN THOSE OF ANY OTHER STATE.
Maine Nonforfeiture Law protects all policies iron
after
three
have
been
premiums
forfeiture,
paid, bj
reason of failure to pay any subsequent premium
Such policies are continued in force for their fui
amount until the policy-holders has received ir
such continued insurance the valuo c fthe payment
he has made.
EVERY POLICY ISSUED BY THE UNIOK
MUTUAL IS SUBJECT TO THIS LAW. Its prac
If f
tical working is shown by this illustration:
person, aged 35, pays three premiums on a 25 yeai
endowment policy, and tails to pay the fourth pre
mium, the policy by virtue of this law and entirel]
independent of any action or violation of the com
pany, will continur in force five years and 342 da.yi
longer. The extensions vary with the class of poii
cy and number of premiums paid, but are fixed b]
law for each and every case.
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE UNION MUTU
AL IS BY A BOARD OF DIRECTORS ALMOST
WHOLLY COMPOSED OF WELL-KNOWN ANI
PROMINENT CITIZENS OF YOUR OWN STATE
Their names are a guaranty of an honest, iaithf u
and efficient conduct of its affairs.
The value ο
your insurance depends entirely upon tha certain
will
out
its
that'a
contracts
ty
company
fairly
carry
reasonably and promptly; and, in this respect, youi
person al knowledge of the character and standing
of tbe persons who control it is of great importance
and significance.
THE CONDITION OF THE UNION MUTU AI
AS TO ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND FIN ANC LAI
STANDING IS ANNUALLY INVESTIGATED ΒΛ
YOUR OWN COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
The results of his examination are stated in detai
in his annual report, which you can easily consult
You have, therefore, in this regard, the guaranty ο
the endorsement of an official of whose character
capacity and fidelity you have personal knowledge
If, therefore, the Union Mutual possessed no ad
vantages peculiar to itself, as distinguished iron
other companies, it would be to your advantage t<
insure in it. It is certainly very much so when yoi
consider the many inducements it presents in ad
dition to these considerations.

FERRIS,

Having

JAMES

74.052

MAINE
eodtf
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and now have
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"Cl

E.
Bessie B.

Combines, in a manner peculiar to itself, the
best blood-purifying and strengthening remedies of the vegetable kingdom. You will And

this wonderful remedy effective where other
medicines have failed. Try it now. It will
purify your blpol, regulate the digestion,
and give new life and vigor to the entire body.
"Hood's Sarsaparilla did me great good.
I was tired out from overwork, and it toned
me up."
Mits. G. E. Simmons, Cohoes, Ν. Y.
"I suffered three years from blood poison.
I took Hood's Sarsaparilla and think I am
cured." Mits. M. J. Davis, Brockport, Ν. Y.

the Blood

Hood's Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents ; 2d, the proportion, 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evid"ncei
"Hood's Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
my blood, sharpens mv appetite,
seems to make me over." J. 1\
of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.

and

Thompson,

"Hood's Sarsaparilla beats nil others, and
is worth ils weight in gold." I. liABKmaioN,
130 Bank Street, New York City.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Sold by ail druggists. Ç1 ; six for $5. Wad'
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

IOO Doses Ono Dollar*

(6,708,186
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We

at onr

CITY,

the only Brokers
furnish

are

—

MUNGER,

CORRESPONDENT,

PORTLAND
feb2

:

19 1.2

Exchange St.

dlinteodllm£w6vt>

KIP GRAIN AND CALF BOOTS

Boots that don't turn purple,

—

AT

—

BUY DO»GOLA.
If you want common sense Boots,

you want fashionable Boots,

OR THE

—

MARKETS
AS THEY OCCUR.

Parties, I whether

Boot*,

STATES.

PALMER,

We give you the

prices

as

if you

were

where you could watch the
"STOCK TICKERS."
We
and
sell
or
on
buy
outright

Wyer Greene &Co's.| margin.
All the latest NEW YORK and PHILA·
DELPHIA styles in Fine Boots and
Shoes at WÏER GREENE & CO'S.

Children's Philadelphia Boots
ialty·

The only authorized Agent for Dongola in
this City.

they

wish to buy or not, are invited to call at our office as
above and keep informed
of the state of the great
MARKETS of the UNITED

Rubber Foot-wear oi All Kinds.

trying ;to

being received

made are

in this State who
all the changes

same

are

as

BY PRIVATE WIRE.

Paid in Thirty Days
After Proof.

J. W.

BUY DONGOLA.

under

fast

a

T.Brigliam Bishop & Co.

Portland, Boston and New York.

Spec-

Remember

our goods are at the top in
quality, and at the bottom in price.

palm

Do not be deceived examining goods in
small dark stores, but cone to

BROWN'S

BLOCK,

where thfre is Pienty of Light, Plenty
of Room and Plenty oi Goods.

WYER GREENE It CO.,
539

dtf

Congress St., Brown's Bl'k.
oodtf

FRANK fi. STEVENS,
Manager Portland Office,
35 & 37 MILK STREET.
ocl

\

H0TËÎ

eod3in

DIRECTORY.

embracing the leading Hotel» at whlob the Daily
Press may always be found.

adbFbr.
ELM HOUSE, Court 8t.—W. 8. Λ A. Young, Pr
prietors.
BATH.
SHANNON'S HOT L—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. id. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE,—W. F. Lorejoy * Son, Propria

tor».

We

displaying the choicest and
most esteesire assortment of

are now

HANCOCK HOUSE—a. Hancock, Proprietor.

Silks, Vel-

BOSTON.
rARKER HOUSE, School St.-H. D. Parker * Co.
Proprietors.
CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St,-Stumcke Λ Goodwill, Proprietors.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. RIoe.A.Son.

ble

Linen, Linen Sheeting Pillow
Case Linen, Gloves, Hose. Buttons, Blankets, Flannels, Quilts,

BRUNSWICK.
P. Λ Κ. DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field, Proprietor
CORNISH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.-C. E. Woodbury Proprietor

&c·

CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE-M. D. Gardner, Proprietor.
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.

Plain and Brocade

vets, Velveteens Plain, Plaid and
Embroidered Dress Goods, Ta-

F.IBlackstone&Co.
17 PLUM ST.

STEAM HEATING APPARATUS,
«

Sarsaparilla

63

NEW FALL GOODS.

Over.

Street and dress boots for gentlemen, by
Waukenphast, London, at Moseley'e, 169
Washington street, Boston,

10

1,639,232

J. O. JONES, Praiident,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vioo PreeMent
W. Η. Η. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Via· Pr-Mldect,
J, Η. ΟΗΛΡΜΛΐί, Secretary.

oct24

Steam at One Pound !
Ko noise! No Dust! Our Apparatus
Leads!
Thoroughly Tested! Strongly Endorsed
A

lions*. Health. Comfort
Estimates, Specification giv-

warm

en on

Register

Losses

BUY DONGOLA.

an; other

as

NOS. 35 k 31 ILK STREET,

40 FEB CENT.

eodlim

547 Congress Street.

Fuller
White

(From the Portland Argus.)
Mr. Henry L. Warren, city editor of xhe
Biddeford Daily Times, dissolved his connection with that paper November 8. After a
brief season of recuperation, he will look over
the field in Boston, and should a position to his
liking there be offered he will accept.
—Boston Herald.

now

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating In 1883

ME.

ηοτβ

Musio—Its effects tip jn civilization.
••Bertha L. Sou le
American Periodical Literature
B. S. Anni3
Music.
*Juunior parts.
tExcused.
The annual catalogue will ba issued daring
the week.

lie Will Look Um

$4,168,853

If you want serviceable Boots,

jr

The art gallery has lately roceivaù the "Diicobclos" of Myron, and the statue of Roger
Williams ia expected to arrive Boon from Italy.
The Fall term closes on the 25th for the usual Thanksgiving reces* o' eight days. A large
nomber-of the student! vill tsach during the
winter session.

Marine Bisks from lit
to 31st December,

cn

If you want nice fitting and easy Boots,

boots

quotations

Sis Per Cent Interest on amount Outstanding Scrip Paid On an4 After Feb. 3, 1884.

special

M. O. PALMER

Music.

in Literature
ί Latin version

purifies

at

LADÏËS^

G.

All

CHICAGO,
$12,972J12,47. lew York & Boston

EVERY PAIR WARRANTED.

Story.K. J. Condon
AV. W. Cochrane

Immortality
*

Purifies

sell

Dongola or
Buy of

GRAIN.

ΑββϊΛΤΓβ

—

PORTLAND,
novl

B. F. Fish

of

Company will take risks at their office, New
on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making rfiks binding as
as water-borne.

1883

591 CONGRESS STREET,

Music.
,u· Ο-·

Hood's

shall

OIL,

IN THIS

January 1883,

A. M. Foss

-v-iuiuviuu

Agnosticism

soon

ALSO OF

AND

STOCKS,

This
open

QJ.Bosworth&Co.,

Richardson

S

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1883

prices.

Greek of Sophocles...
H. A. Smith
9

PORTLAND

Propoxate tor («i-anite Paving Block*.
'ΕALED PROPOSALS will be received by the
undersigned until Thursday, November *20,
1884, at 12 o'clock noon, for furnishing the City of
Portland with twelve thousand square yards of
granite paving blocks of the following dimensions:
Length 8 to 10 inches; Width :'»ya to 4Vfe inches;
Depth 7 to 9 inches. Said blocks to be delivered
during the Wint r or early S ring, either by water
conveyance or by cars on either side of the city, as
may be required by the Committee on Streets.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids
Proposals to be addressed to. and any further information may be obtained from
JAMES Λ HAWKE8,
Chairman of Committee on Streets.
Nov. 10,1884.
P. O. Box 1756.
novlO
dtd

York,

assortment

similar sounding
Gondola, Donga, \rongola, &c. All genuine Dongola Boots bave the word "DONGOLA,"
printed upon the lining and other parties do not
dare use this name as it is copyrighted.

3,994
2,143
few scattering votes

Α. M

INSURE

CURTAIN GOODS

♦'Greek version from Latin of Cicero

*French version

large

Unscrupulous manufacturers

Colby University.
The senior exhibition with junior parts will
occur at the Baptist church on Wednesday
evening, Nov. 19. The following is the order
of exercises:
Music. Prayer. Music.

Roman Imperialism

a

—

M.

CITY OF

Branch Office,

OF NEW YORK

Total Marine Premiums

If

of ten horse power at 48 Union Street,
Notice is hereby given, that a hearing will be given
to all persons interested in the said
uetition, by the
Board of Mayor and Aldermen at their room
City
Building, Monday, December 1st, 1884 at 7 V*
o'clock p. m.
GEO. C. BURGESS,
novl 5d3t
City Clerk.

BA1UCY, Sec'y,

Mutual Insurance Co.

SHADE FIXTURES

If yon want

gine

221 Middle Street.

Premiums

we

Kntfine.

a

onr

PAPERS & FRIEZES

not included in this enumeration.

Matter and Forco
♦tFuglish version from

of

both of

which

M te am

petition of C. Μ. & A. T. Plummer, to
ITPON
J erect and maintain
Stationary Steam En-

Pu-

mm mum

names as

51,056

Drawing.

—

portion

off very inferior

71,716

in Architectural

one

G. L.

FALL PATTERNS,

SINKINSON

PORTLAND.
apr6

YEAR.

notidtd

BUY DONGOLA.

Local Agouti

05,211

4,409

Mechanical and

on hand we

—

CITY OF PORTLAND.

pils will be required to furnish themselves with all
necessary implements and stationery. Applications
will be received until the day of opening by

former
have decided to continue the sale at prices
that will well insure their sale.
We have also added a largo line
of new
a

CITY ADVEKTINEJIENTN.

mechanics' Hall,

at

BUY DOSiGOLA.

for Maine & Ν. H. Agencies

dtt

ATLANTIC
stock still

Regular Sale of Furniture and General Merchandise overy Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock
octSd
Consignments solicited.

m.

and will continue four months, free of tuition, to
Mechanics, Journeymen, Apprentices, or those intending to follow mechanical pareuits, from any
part of the State. Two classes will be formed, ono

window somes.

If yon wnnt

92

a

The reasons why you—a resident of Maineshould insure in this company, in preference to anj

ttalc*room IN Exchanse Ht.
F. Ο. Bailey,
G. W. Allen

This .Hchool will be opened ou Wedneeday
E?eniug, Nov. in, at 7..'SO o'clock,

BARGAINS !
AND

PORTLAND,

Boyd Street.

TENTH

MAINE.

JOHN E. De WITT, President.

COLCOKD,

FREE DRAWING SCHOOL FOB MECHANICS,

nol7-l

Call Tues-

5,782

139

probably

WANTED—Desk

to DOCTOR
nol7d3t

retail

d3f

nol7-l

in vicinity of Exchange
street where steam heat is used. Rent must
be low. Address INSURANCE, Press office,
room

L
Paper Hangings
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

3 350

Neal Dow.

DRUGS, this office.

PORTLAND, ME.

51,650

13
iaa24

licensed Pharmacist desires a
or retail; eight years' exreferences f rnished. Address

WANTED—A
position, wholesale
best of

Bring

2,531

42,44
0,840

J. W,

a

a

perience;

Studies

Είτβη to prirate pnpile by the mbeorib

MRS. THOS. COREY, 41 Pleasant street.
nol7-l

corner

Manager

2,904

a

ieal

capabl Protestant Girl wants
WANTED-A
place to do housework in good family. Addres5·

store.
Boys
FIVE
day from 8 to 10 at 105 Middle street,
of Market.
no!7d2t*
reference.

J. F.

5,214
1,109
1,278

2,730

m.

plain or opera toe.
ηογ17-1

Wanted.
to work in

puunsnes

ro-

8aired.

J. K. Paine's
symphonic
will be included in the programme of the poem
next concert of
the Brooklyn Philharmonic
Society.
Mr. Quincy Kiiby of the Boston
Theatre is in
this city. On this occasion he does not
come in the
interest of his theatre's
business, but as one seeking escape from care and tribulation in the
presence of an especial divinity. This is a
preparatory step to a spring time conquest, Mr. Kilby
one of

Androscoggin.

a

4 p.

Instruction in English and Class-

up-town shoe store. No.
best Ladies' $2.50 Boot
Kid, Matt Top Kid, boxed,
All goods at bottom prices.
3

EXPERIENCED
ironer, to go short distance in the country.
Good
First class references
home, good wages.
Apply between 1 and
ASS λ WAY, Custom House.

Saturdays at 10 a m.
Class for Advanced <*erman, Fridays at 8 p.
m., and Saturdays at 11 a. m.
Class in Freueb Saturdays at 12 m., and 3 p. m.
Lectures, twenty-flve cents each; classes, ten dollars for twenty lessons; payment one half in advance. one half at the middle of the term.
uovl4
eodtf

m., and

©UNO.—At Perrv's
233 York street, the
Taught inFPortland.
Curacoa

Painting

L. J. ABBOTT,

German and French Classes
by the Sauveur method, at Mrs. Caswell's school»

eodtjanS

nolo

Mtaliounry

street, by Prof. Oacar Vanlhaber, of
Phillips-Exeter Academy, Exeter, Ν. H.
(irrman lecture·*, Saturdays at 8 p. m.
Class for ftermau beginner*, Fridays at 7 p.

*

ON

the

A5D

—

Λ.Τ7C'TION,

BY

TUESDAY, NoT.liiât 10 and 2V4, at salesroom, Kxch:mge street, we shall sell a stock of
Millinery, Trimmed Hate, Fancy Good», Underwear,
&c., Sc. Sale positive.
F. o. BAILEY Λ CO., Auctioneer·.

tjayl

GERMAN LECTURES,

90 Park

Congress Street.

AND WORK DONE TO ORDER.

NOTES.

uucuou a uuru:$i

Langhlon,

graduate of the National School
will

CLARK,

Millinery, Trimmed Hats, &c.

F. β. BAILEY Oc CO.,
Auctioneer and Conynlssion Merchant·

of Oratory, Phil
receive pupils at ITliiis Sargent'··
adelphia,
148 Sprint; Street, after Sept. 15.
Miss Laughton refers by permission to Moses
True Brown, Prin. of Boston School of Oratory and
Prof, of Elocution at Tufts College. Henry Dixon
Jones, Instructor of Elocution, Harvard College.
W. J. Corthell, Prin. Western Normal School, Gorham, and Thomas Tash, Supt. of Schools, Portland.
A

another week.

FRANK B.
novl7

Meyerbeer

The total vote in 1884 is 129,509.
James G. Blaine
Grover Cleveland
Benjamin F, Butler
John P. St. Johu

and Maine.
The following are additional facts contained
in the annual report of the Boston and Make
to tbe Railroad Commissioners:

continue the sale

Me)erbeer

At the close of the lecture quite a number of
the audience remained while Mr. Dalton read
different passages from the Odysssy.

Bouton

splendid

ANOJ/OCAL

illiae Sarah E.

CULTURE.

sep6

Tlie sale of sea's for the production of
"Youth"
l)y the Boston Theatre Company will
begin at the
theatre to-morrow morning.
The play will be produced in
remarkably fine style.
The numbers will be
given out at Stockbridge's at
7 o'clock this
morning and the sale of seats commences at 9
for the Thanksgiving matinee
o'clock,
to be given by the Germania
Quartette, Temple
Quartette, Miss Rose Stuart, Leopold Lichtenburg,
violinist, and Miss Jennie Couthoui, reader.
The Daly s, whose
very successful engagement at
the Boston Museum closed with
Saturday's per-

Aï THE

ELOCUIIOii

Owing to the success of our Book Sale-and wishing to give all the benefit of our Low Prices we shall

Beethoven

"Vacation," will appear on
England circuit during the next fortnight.
Prof

at 25c

lOdoz. Kirk's fine Toilet Soap at 9c per cake.

Lysberg

formance of

THE

assortment oft* Velvet Frames at
very low prices.

3

With Verdure Clad, Creation
Miss L. M. Brown.
Pastoral....
Funeral March
Mr. Heury Carter.
Lost Chord (organ obligato)
Mrs. A. B. Morrison.
La Fontaine
Romance in G
Mr. Henry Carter.
Grand Aria, from L'Airicaine
Mr. A. E. Pennell.
March, from Le Prophete

Directors of the Maine General Hoepital pro
pose to organize a training school for nurses,
about Jan. 1,1885.
All persons desiring to be admitted as puoils will be furnished with the regulations and a blank form of application, by addressing
the undersigned.
CHAS. O. HUNT, M. D.,
nol2dlw&wtf
lies, Physician and Supt.

per box.
A

AUCTION S AI, Kl»

Training School for Nurses

5c each.

large lot oft' Illnminated Note Paper

Wanted.
Haydn I
Clothing Salesmen, 2 men on Hate and Γ it i-islir
ing Goods; also 2 men who have ever Bold any
Haydn kind of goods.
Apply to day from 8 to 5 p. m. at
165 Middle St., corner of Market. Bring written
Kullak
reference for honesty.
nol7dlt*
Chopin
Wanted.
Sullivan
Woman, good cook, washer and

Scattering

MATTER*

A

Tapsey Writing Tablets at

»

charge.

The subject of the lecture next Saturday
will be the idea of tho ancient concerning
Hades, or the Lower World.

lOOO

Emilie Dahis will appear.
Miss Marie Aoorito, the popular
soprano at the
People's Theatre, will to-night and each evening
this week include among her seleciions4 Lost
Viola,
Peerless Maiden," the song
recently written by
Robert Rexdale of this city.
As a vocalist her
voice is admirably suited to this class of
music,
and the above song is sure to be
finely rendered.

Mr.

EDUCATIONAL.

SPECIAL SALE FOR THIS WEEK.

JTlCieit: AND DRAMA.
assembled at i o'clock Saturday afternoon, in St. Stephen's church, to
lieten to ihe second lectare in the coarse which
Mr. Dalton h se prepared.
The subject w»8
Homer's Odyssey, and involved a discussion
both of the merits and plan of the poem, and
also a brief resume of what is known as the
"Homeric Question;'
which is, briefly, a

RAILWAY

death each.

at

io

largo audience

age wae 77 years.

UCUQIUl

Hospital, at the adjourned annual meeting
held Saturday afternoon.
Payson Tucker, Esq., sailed on the 13th for
home in the Celtic, of the White Star Lice·
not the Peruvian of the Allan Line, as ex-

»

liutaijhf,

sunk at

decl

was

the

a

peared in the Press of that morning, and also
to examine the beautiful
etcbiugs which Mr.
Sloane has arranged with so much taste and
which he explains so understanding^. The
expressions of delight at the exhibition were
frequent, and there is no donbt mary of these

Kensington Painting-L.

ber 19th at 4

Studio.

large attendance of oar leading
citizens at Stubb's art gallery, in
Congress
square, Saturday, to see the illustrations by
Vedder of tbe Persian poet's
quatrains, known

People's 1 heatre—Exchange Street.

Wait until

Henrj Itrnrs'·

Lecture

tbat cheers, but net inebiiatee,' was ordered
for him, and upon that he rose aud delivered
that eloquent speech of the evening."

Conw.
A

CITY AND VICINITY.

ODÏÎIÎEÏ.''

IIOMKBS

oc20

application.

1.62 Colored Plain
1,25
25 ct. Hemstitched Handkerchiefs 121-2cts.
25 et, Momie Towels
16 2-3 cts

493
1ao25

Congress

eodtf

St.,

where with reduced expenses I shall be able to give
better bargains in all kinds of Furniture than ever
before.
Bedding a specialty. Repairing of all
tonds solicited.

jy

arad Ivans.

Δ written
Warrant
with every
Watcb.

voters mm
Those who get left in the cold on
election day, can And good
warm

OVERCOATS AND
—

UNDER
AT

FLANNELS

3 Free St. Block, POKTLAM).

Street,

ΙΌΚΤ1.ΛΝΟ.

mi.

$lto$100
A written

^

WairanH:
<y with
every

«£

^

Clock.

Watches, Cloaks, Jewelry and Silver
than any other dealer in the State.

LOWEST PRICES.

McKENNEYT-tlie Jeweler,
tabu

dtl

Backnaui.

HOCLTON.

8NELL HOUSE »D. O. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
De WITT HOUSE—Quinby Λ Murcb, Proprietor

POBTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Comer of Goagres* and Green St*.
J. W. ΗΛΜηβοη Proprietor.
FA I.MOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and UnlOJ.
Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY'S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G.
Perrj

Proprietor.

PREBLK HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S.

Gibeo»

Proprietor,
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietor».
PHILLIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE-T. L. Page, Proprietor.
BAY9IOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wni. H. Smith, Proprietor.
(ACCABAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,-W. S. Pratt, Propriete
HHOWHEGAN.
ELM HOUSE—Robert W. Hainos, Proprietor
III RATI.
MtCUTLER HOUSE—Freeman Pngsley, Propr!-

etor.

GLOVES.

dtf

An immense assortment to select from.

By Kcqnçat of hi. I'ltienla

3Dir.

who was for so many years located
over H. Et. Hay's Apothecary Store,
now has hie office at his house,

Prices way down.

Liealiv,

Lufc o£ Dublin, Ireland,

116 Winter Street

house from Pine street, where he would be
pleased tq receive calls from his former patrons and
<11 others who need the services of an experienced Den
t tiet.
oc21 eodtf

PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H.
Proprietor.

547 Congress St., near Oak.

wT¥. johssos, destist

A. F. HILL à GO'S,
no4

6.30 p.sm.

Samuel Thurston
0031

dtl

—FBOM^j

LARGEST STOCK.

—

187 Middle

Congress St

Watches Cleansed and warranted only $1.00.
Mainsprings, the best, only $1.00.

Satudray, Nov. 1st, clos-

ing.at

CD,

only $t.50.
Rogers' Triple Plate Knives only
$3.00 per doz.

WILL CONTINUE THROUGH

dtf_

k

Americiin Watches In Coin Silver
Cases only $8.50.
Nickel Alarm Clocks, warranted.

COST,

HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor.

fHACHIAS.
EASTER HOTEL—Ε. E. Stoddard, Proprietor,
NOBRIDGXWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—D. Danforth, proprietor.

I will sell yon
ware lower

PIANO COVtRS

HANCOCK

EASTPORT.

$3to$l50

to the dull weather,
the sale of

AT

always engaged

—FROM—

(Treat bamm ι
Owing

are

WATCHES

Street.

NEW WABEROOMS
Mo. M Union

we

CÎÎÎII8

CHARLES

J.M. DYER & CO.
o«t2

vacated the store No. 6 Free street, ]
shall be glad to welcome all ray old custom
and many new ones at my

ELLSWORTH.
(Jive yom orders early, as
some time ahead.

240 doz more of those 12 I -'J ct.
Printed Border H'dk'fs, 4 for 25c.

511

HAVING
ers

$1.25 Black Polka Spot Satin
Rhadames$1.C0
"
"

eodlm

REMOVAL !

Proprietor».

2d

,

Now of Hallowell, Me., will be in PORTLAND,
SATURDAYS, at No. 12 Market Square, from β a,
m. until 4 p.m. Consultation and advice. $2.00.
Medicine prepared tor one month $5.00. For particulars inquire of
A. M. McKENNEY,
octSeodtf
Agent.

COE,
197 uiddlf: ST.

-

